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BLACK SHEEP
Getting the job done…
Supporting troops in the � eld is the central role of the US Marine Corps’ tactical aviation community. 
Jamie Hunter meets VMA-214 ‘Black Sheep’, a Harrier squadron with a mission that spans 75 years and 
one that is set to continue well into the future
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Despite its age, the 
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no easy feat…
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FEATURE ARTICLE

VAMPIRES — WITH ‘THE RIGHT STUFF’
Traditionally associated with US Air Force � ight-testing, 
Edwards AFB, California is known as the home of ‘The 
Right Stu� ’. Today, that important test work continues, 
and for the F-35 program it brings together a raft of 
operators. Jamie Hunter visits the detachment from VX-9 
‘Vampires’

66 A SHOW OF FORCE
The Dubai Air Show, which ran from November 12-16, 
drew a strong contingent of US military aircraft deployed 
to the region. Babak Taghvaee attended what was both a 
showcase of American hardware and a useful chance to 
catch up on recent operations
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GETTING PEOPLE 
EXCITED ABOUT THE F-35

T
O MY MIND, the Dutch have 
got it about right — and the 
photo of a Royal Netherlands 
Air Force (RNLAF) F-35A that 
accompanies this spread 
is a re� ection of that. The 

Lightning II can only wield its mighty 
capabilities if taxpayers are willing 
to fork out to buy it in the � rst place. 
The Dutch military is going out of its 
way to prove that it is buying the right 
� ghter for the country’s needs.

When residents near Dutch � ghter 
bases voiced concerns that the F-35 
would be too noisy, the RNLAF ran 
a comparison study in country to 
look at current F-16 noise levels and 
those of the future F-35. The exercise 
apparently laid to rest any major 
concerns. A jet was also � own around 
the country so that as many people as 
possible could see it for themselves — 
another nice touch.

This contrasts starkly with the 
approach of many other � edgling 
F-35 operator nations, which have 
chosen to shroud the � ghter in a veil 
of secrecy. We understand that many 
of the F-35’s capabilities need to be 
kept away from prying eyes, but this 
shouldn’t stop air forces from being 
able to illustrate the day-to-day 
usefulness of the � ghter. For example, 

the shot at right clearly dispels — in a 
single hit — any misinformation that 
the F-35 will never get ‘down in the 
weeds’ for close air support.

The F-22 Raptor, for example, 
su� ered for years from a lack of public 
understanding and a poor perception 
of its capabilities, which arguably 
played into the hands of politicians who 
dramatically scaled back production.

Ultimately, journals such as this are 
all about promoting air power. It’s what 
we do. If positive public relations are 
conducted safely and appropriately, then 
let’s get people excited about air power, 
not shut it away and invite skepticism 
due to a ‘take our word for it’ approach.

To keep track of the latest breaking 
news and analysis in the world of military 
air power you can visit our social media 
sites and our website: 
www.combataircraft.net

You can also sign up for our free e-mail 
newsletter by going to 
www.combataircraft.net to register.

Jamie Hunter,  
Editor

E-mail: jamie.hunter@keypublishing.com
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TAGHVAEE
Babak began his career as an aviation 

historian at the age of 11 and he wrote 

his � rst articles on Iranian commercial 

and military aviation at 15. He has 

authored three books on Iranian 
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features on military aviation around 

the world. He previously worked as 

a private contractor on Iranian F-4E 

and Mirage F1 upgrade programs 

and today focuses on his career as 

an aviation journalist. He has been 

a contributor to Combat Aircraft 

since 2010.
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Ridge crossing — a 
Royal Netherlands Air 
Force F-35A from the 

Joint Operational Test 
Team at Edwards AFB, 
California, as the pilot 

evaluates high-speed, 
low-level handling.  

Frank Crébas/ 
Rich Cooper
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F-16CMs operated by the 
USAF’s 8th Fighter Wing lead 
a pair of F-35As from the 34th 
Expeditionary Fighter Squadron 
on a mission from Kunsan AB on 
December 3. The 34th EFS has 
been deployed to Kadena AB, 
Japan from its home station at 
Hill Air Force Base, Utah since 
October. USAF/TSgt Josh Rosales

QATAR SIGNS FOR TYPHOON 
AND MORE RAFALES
QATAR HAS SIGNED an $8-billion 
contract for 24 Euro� ghter Typhoons. 
The deal was concluded in Doha on 
December 10 by the UK Defence 
Secretary Gavin Williamson and 
his Qatari counterpart, Khalid bin 
Mohammed al Attiyah. It followed 
a statement of intent signed in 
September that also included six 
Hawk Advanced Jet Trainers (AJT) 
for the Qatar Emiri Air Force (QEAF). 
The latest agreement includes a 
clear intention to proceed with the 
purchase of the Hawks. 

The Typhoons will be assembled 
in the UK by BAE Systems at the 
company’s Warton site in Lancashire. 
With receipt of this order, the life of 
the production line will be extended 
from 2022 to at least 2024.

The deal further includes 
an agreement with MBDA for 
Brimstone and Meteor air-to-ground 
missiles and Raytheon Paveway IV 
guided bombs.

The UK Defence Secretary agreed 
a package of training and co-
operation between the air forces 

which will see them working 
together more regularly, including 
training in the UK for Qatari pilots 
and technicians. A joint operational 
squadron with both British and 
Qatari pilots will provide airspace 
protection during the 2022 soccer 
World Cup.

Delivery of the Typhoons is expected 
to begin in late 2022. The deal is 
understood to involve 20 single-seat 
Typhoons and four two-seaters.

Days earlier, Qatar announced 
that it would take up an option 
for 12 additional Dassault Rafales 
from France. These will be added to 
the 24 it ordered in May 2015. The 
agreement was signed on December 
7 in the presence of France’s President 
Emmanuel Macron and his Highness 
Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani, the 
Emir of Qatar.

As well as the 36 Rafales and 24 
Typhoons, the QEAF is set to receive 
36 Boeing F-15QA Advanced Eagles 
from the US. On November 1, the 
US Defense Security Co-operation 
Agency announced that the State 
Department had approved a possible 
Foreign Military Sale (FMS) in support 
of the F-15QA deal. Valued at an 
estimated $1.1 billion, the deal covers 
construction, cyber-security, and force 
protection infrastructure related to the 
Advanced Eagle purchase. 

Four RAF Typhoons fl own by 
pilots from No 29 (Reserve) 
Squadron took part in a joint 
exercise held by the QEAF at 
the headquarters of Qatar’s 
Fighter Wing at Al Udeid Air 
Base in November. 
Crown Copyright

An artist’s impression of the 
QEAF Rafale. Dassault Aviation
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‘VIGILANT ACE’ 
SHOWS STRENGTH 
IN THE PACIFIC

S
IX F-22A RAPTORS 
from the US Air Force’s 
3rd Wing at Joint Base 
Elmendorf-Richardson, 
Alaska, deployed to 
South Korea in December 

for participation in the USAF-led joint 
exercise ‘Vigilant Ace’, which ran from 
December 4-8. The Raptors arrived at 
South Korea’s Gwangju Air Base from 
Kadena AB, Okinawa, on December 

2 and were joined by six F-35As from 
the forward-deployed 34th Fighter 
Squadron that arrived at Kunsan AB, 
South Korea from their temporary 
home at Kadena AB. Additionally, 
F-35Bs from Marine Fighter Attack 
Squadron (VMFA) 121 ‘Green 
Knights’ participated in the exercise 
but operated from their home 
station at Marine Corps Air Station 
Iwakuni, Japan.

ALSO THIS MONTH...
•  First Pegasus

Lead KC-46 for USAF � ies. 
See US News

•  Bulgarian pilots refuse 
to � y MiG-29
Fighter � eet in crisis. 
See World News

INITIAL OPERATIONAL 
CAPABILITY FOR F-35I
THE ISRAELI AIR Force’s F-35I 
� eet formally achieved initial 
operational capability (IOC) 
on December 6. Nine Adirs are 
currently assigned to 140 ‘Golden 
Eagle’ Squadron. Israel accepted its 
� rst two F-35Is in late December 
2016 and its most recent delivery 

occurred in November when two 
additional � ghters touched down 
at Nevatim Air Base in central 
Israel. Israel has ordered 50 F-35Is 
against a planned acquisition of 
75 and deliveries will run until 
December 2024. 
Tom Kaminski

LAST FIGHTING FALCON 
LEAVES FORT WORTH
THE FINAL F-16 produced at 
Lockheed Martin’s Fort Worth, 
Texas, factory departed from 
the facility on November 14. 
The aircraft was the last of 36 
produced for the Iraqi Air Force 
(IQAF). The former General 
Dynamics facility, which is located 
adjacent to Naval Air Station Fort 
Worth Joint Reserve Base, had 
produced 3,620 of the single-
engine � ghters since the � rst 
production aircraft was rolled out 
in August 1978.

The F-16 production line is 
being relocated to another 
Lockheed Martin facility in 
Greenville, South Carolina, 
where the contractor also hopes 
to assemble T-50 jet trainers 
for the US Air Force. The F-16 
has become one of the most 
successful � ghters of all time and 
4,588 have been delivered to 28 
customers worldwide. Lockheed 
Martin purchased the General 
Dynamics � ghter business in 
1993. Tom Kaminski

F-16C RA-28, the last Fighting Falcon from the Fort Worth production 
line, departs the facility for Davis-Monthan Air Force Base, Arizona on 
November 14. Carl Richards

Three F-35I Adir fi ghters land at Nevatim, where the type has now been 
cleared ready for combat. IAF/Celia Garion

The fi rst F-35B produced by the FACO plant in Cameri, MM7451 (BL-1), 
performs a short landing, with dorsal air intake open and rear nozzle 
defl ected, on November 22. Paolo Rollino

FIRST STOVL FLIGHT 
FOR ITALIAN F-35B
THE FIRST ITALIAN-BUILT F-35B has 
completed its initial short take-
o�  and vertical landing (STOVL) 
� ight. The sorties, completed with 
Lockheed Martin pilots at the 
controls, were made from Cameri, 
home of the Italian � nal assembly 
and check-out (FACO) facility. 

Lockheed Martin F-35 test pilot 
Paul ‘Hat’ Hattendorf completed the 
maiden � ight on October 25. On 
October 30, during the third and 
� nal acceptance � ight, Hattendorf 
successfully operated the jet in all its 
STOVL modes, including hovering 
over the runway.

After delivery of Italy’s � rst 
F-35B to the Italian Defense 
Ministry, an Italian pilot is 
scheduled to � y it to Naval Air 
Station Patuxent River, Maryland, 
early in 2018 to conduct required 
electromagnetic environmental 
e� ects certi� cation.  

To date, eight F-35As have also 
been delivered from the Cameri 
FACO; four of those jets are now 
based at Luke Air Force Base, 
Arizona, for international pilot 
training and four are at Amendola 
air base, near Foggia on the 
Adriatic coast.

HEADLINES [NEWS]
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Boeing’s seventh KC-46A departs from 
Paine Field in Everett, Washington, at the 
start of its maiden flight on December 5. 
Boeing/Marian Lockhart

REAPERS FOR TYNDALL
THE USAF HAS selected Tyndall AFB, 
Florida, as the preferred alternative 
for stationing a new attack wing 
equipped with MQ-9A remotely 
piloted aircraft (RPAs). The service 
also named Vandenberg AFB, 
California, as a reasonable alternative. 
A final basing decision will be made 
by the Secretary of the Air Force after 
a complete environmental analysis 
has been conducted. 

Around 2,400 personnel are 
expected to begin arriving at Tyndall 
in 2020, with the first of 24 Reapers 
following in 2022. The wing will 
comprise an operations group 
with mission control (MCE) and 
launch and recovery elements (LRE) 
and a maintenance group. Shaw 
AFB, South Carolina, was selected 
in January to house a Reaper 
operations group and an associated 
MCE, but no aircraft.

In related news, the government of 
Niger has given the US Department 
of Defense permission to begin 
flying armed RPAs over its territory. 

The USAF’s 323rd Expeditionary 
Reconnaissance Squadron (ERS) 
currently operates MQ-9As from 
Base Aérienne 101 in Niamey. Until 
the memorandum of understanding 
was signed, the RPAs were limited 
to flying unarmed intelligence 
surveillance and reconnaissance 
missions. The armed Reapers will 
expand the US military’s ability to 
conduct attacks against extremists 
in a larger area of West Africa that 
could include Mali, Chad, Nigeria and 
even southern Libya. The RPAs will 
eventually be relocated to an air base 
in Agadez in northern Niger.

General Atomics has begun 
integrating the GBU-39B/B laser 
small diameter bomb with the 
MQ-9A under a $17.5-million 
contract from the USAF’s Medium 
Altitude Unmanned Aerial System 
Division at Wright-Patterson AFB, 
Ohio. The weapon is being integrated 
via the Reaper’s universal armament 
interface and will be carried on the 
underwing dual carriage system. 

NEW LAUNCHERS FOR ‘BUFF’
B-52H STRATOFORTRESS 
BOMBERS deployed to Al 
Udeid, Qatar, received a new 
capability recently when the first 
conventional rotary launchers 
(CRLs) arrived in theater. The first 
CRL left Barksdale AFB, Louisiana, 
aboard a C-5M Galaxy on 
November 6. Bombers operated 
by the 69th Expeditionary Bomb 
Squadron were the first to use 
the CRL in combat. The launcher 
provides the B-52H with the 
capability to carry smart weapons 
including the AGM-158 Joint 
Air-to-Surface Stand-off Missile 
(JASSM) internally for the first 
time. The upgrade modifies an 
existing common strategic rotary 
launcher (CSRL), designed for 
carrying nuclear weapons, into a 
conventional rotary launcher.

The USAF’s hopes for re-
engining its B-52H fleet are still 
very much alive. In fact the service 
recently held industry days at 

Barksdale to discuss options for 
replacing the B-52H’s eight Pratt 
& Whitney TF33-103 turbofan 
engines. During the two-day 
event that took place December 
12-13, officials from the Air Force 
Life Cycle Management Center’s 
B-1 and B-52 bomber division 
discussed the program with 
contractors.

If the service does proceed with 
the program it would re-engine 
all 76 of the bombers and acquire 
20 developmental engines, 608 
for installation and additional 
spares. Although the USAF would 
like to equip the bombers with 
new powerplants, commercial-
off-the-shelf engine contenders 
include an upgraded version of 
the TF33 from Pratt & Whitney, 
Rolls-Royce’s BR725 and GE 
Aviation’s CF34-10. The service 
has not indicated when or if it 
expects to issue a request for 
proposals.

TESTERS SUPPORT ‘ORANGE FLAG’ EXERCISE
USAF, US NAVY and US Marine Corps 
testers conducted a joint multi-
service developmental (DT) and 
operational (OT) flight test event on 
November 28. Carried out over the 
Mojave Desert, the three-hour-long 
‘Orange Flag’ involved 28 aircraft 
launched from Edwards AFB, Naval 

Air Weapons Station China Lake 
and Naval Air Station Point Mugu, 
California, and Nellis AFB, Nevada. 
Named after the symbolic color of 
flight test, ‘Orange Flag’ was intended 
to evaluate the interoperability 
of the service’s fighters, bombers, 
and command and control aircraft. 

The exercise’s DT objectives were 
developed by the 412th Test Wing 
at Edwards, the 96th Test Wing at 
Eglin AFB, Florida, and the US Navy’s 
Air Test and Evaluation Squadron 
VX-31 at China Lake. The 53rd Test 
Wing at Nellis and the Joint Strike 
Fighter (JSF) Operational Test Team 

at Edwards were responsible for OT 
objectives. Nine different aircraft 
comprising the F-15C, F-15E, F-16C, 
F-22A, F-35A and F-35B, F/A-18E, EA-
18G and E-2C were involved in the 
testing, along with a ground station 
that supported B-1B developmental 
testing. Beginning in February 2018 
future ‘Orange Flag’ events will take 
place quarterly.

[NEWS] UNITED STATES
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B
OEING HAS 
COMPLETED the 
maiden � ight of the 
� rst KC-46A Pegasus 
that will be delivered 
to the US Air Force. The 

tanker’s initial 3.5-hour sortie was 
conducted from the contractor’s 
Paine Field facility in Everett, 
Washington, on December 5. 
During the � ight, the tanker was 
� own to 39,000ft and the crew 
conducted operational checks 

of the engines, � ight controls 
and environmental systems 
as part of the Federal Aviation 
Administration (FAA)-approved 
� ight pro� le. 

Six KC-46As are currently 
supporting the � ight-test and 
certi� cation e� ort and the newest 
tanker is the seventh KC-46A to � y. 
The � eet has accumulated more 
than 2,200 � ight hours and carried 
out in excess of 1,600 contacts 
during refueling � ights with seven 

types of aircraft including the F-16, 
F/A-18, AV-8, C-17, A-10, KC-10 and 
KC-46. Boeing is currently under 
contract to produce 34 multi-role 
tankers and expects to build 179 
for the USAF.

The � rst production KC-46A � ew 
at Everett on April 29. Boeing’s 
contract with the USAF requires 
that it deliver 18 ‘full-up’ KC-46As 
by October 2018. Deliveries are 
now expected to begin around 
March 2018.

LIGHTNING II UPDATE
THE USAF IS moving forward with 
a plan to provide the F-35A with 
the capability to attack moving 
targets with precision guided 
munitions and has awarded 
Raytheon a $59.7-million contract 
to integrate the GBU-49 Enhanced 
Paveway II with the Lightning II. 
Integration of the new weapon 
with the � ghter’s Block 3F software 
bridges a critical capability gap. 
The F-35 is currently limited to 
striking � xed or slow-moving 
targets because its electro-optical 
targeting system (EOTS) laser 
designator does not have a ‘lead 
laser guidance’ capability. The GBU-
49’s dual-mode guidance assembly 

allows the 500lb (227kg) bomb to 
strike moving targets by combining 
satellite and laser guidance. Based 
on a point-laser designation, the 
GBU-49 can calculate the speed 
and direction of a target and 
adjust its trajectory. Flight-testing 
of the GBU-49 with the F-35A was 
scheduled to begin in December 
and the USAF will receive the initial 
400 guidance kits by the end of 
January 2018. 

Integration of the GBU-49 and 
other advanced dual-mode moving 
target weapons, including the 
Boeing GBU-54 Laser Joint Direct 
Attack Munition and Raytheon 
GBU-53/B Small Diameter Bomb 

II, was not slated for the Lightning 
II until the Block 4 upgrade was 
� elded sometime in 2022 or later.

Meanwhile, F-35 weapons testing 
achieved another milestone 
when weapon delivery accuracy 
(WDA) testing was completed 
at NAWS China Lake, California, 
on November 30. Conducted as 
part of the Joint Strike Fighter 
program’s system development and 
demonstration (SDD) phase, the 
Block 3F WDA testing certi� ed the 
F-35’s ability to carry and deploy 
the AIM-120C7, AIM-9X, AIM-132 
ASRAAM, 500lb (227kg) Paveway IV, 
GBU-39 Small Diameter Bomb (SDB 
1), GBU-12, 2,000lb (907kg) GBU-31 
Joint Direct Attack Munition 
(JDAM), and AGM-154 Joint Stand 
O�  Weapon (JSOW).

AIR FORCE ORDERS 
MORE QF-16S
BOEING HAS RECEIVED an 
$11.3-million Lot 5B production 
contract to produce 12 additional 
QF-16 full-scale aerial targets for the 
USAF. The service funded 18 QF-16s as 
part of its Lot 5A procurement earlier 
this year at a cost of $24.7 million. First 
� own in unmanned con� guration in 
September 2013, the QF-16 achieved 
initial operational capability at Tyndall 
AFB, Florida, on September 23, 2016. 
Operations at Holloman AFB, New 
Mexico, commenced in February 
2017. Through November 2017 
the 309th Aerospace Maintenance 
and Regeneration Group at 
Davis-Monthan AFB, Arizona, had 
regenerated 65 F-16s for the FSAT 
conversion program.

UPGRADES 
FOR C-21A
GLOBAL AVIATION 
TECHNOLOGIES (GAT) in Wichita, 
Kansas, will provide the USAF’s 
� eet of C-21A Learjets with an 
upgrade that provides automatic 
dependent surveillance-
broadcast (ADS-B) and future air 
navigation systems (FANS 1/A) 
capability, and replaces analog 
instruments with electronic 
� ight instrumentation systems 
(EFIS). The upgrades will make 
the aircraft compatible with the 
Federal Aviation Administration 
(FAA)’s next-generation (NextGen) 
air transport system.  ADS-B is 
required to meet an FAA mandate 
that requires all aircraft � ying 
in controlled airspace to be 
equipped with the equipment by 
January 1, 2020. The � rst C-21A 
to be upgraded arrived at the 
contractor’s facility at Wichita 
Dwight D. Eisenhower National 
Airport on November 28. The USAF 
awarded the $32.2-million C-21A 
Avionics Modernization Program 
contract to GAT on May 18, 2017. 
The project replaces the aircraft’s 
existing � ight management (FMS), 
attitude and heading reference 
(AHRS), transponder, cockpit voice 
recorder (CVR), and � ight data 
recorder (FDR) systems, GPS and 
weather radar with internationally 
compliant communications, 
navigation, surveillance and air 
tra�  c management systems (CNS/
ATM) compliant equipment.

FIRST PEGASUS FOR USAF
BOEING COMPLETES MAIDEN FLIGHT

Fleet Readiness Center East at MCAS Cherry Point, North 
Carolina, accepted the fi rst US Navy F-35C for depot and 
fi eld-level airframe modifi cations on November 9. F-35C 
BuNo 169161 of VFA-101 is pictured arriving at Cherry Point, 
as the fi rst F-35C to receive maintenance at the depot. 
US Naval Air Systems Command
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JSTARS RADAR SELECTION PROTESTED
RAYTHEON STEPS IN E-8 REPLACEMENT ARGUMENT

A
LTHOUGH THE USAF 
has not formally 
announced the 
selection of Northrop 
Grumman’s wide-area 
surveillance radar for 

its next Joint Surveillance Target 
Attack Radar System (JSTARS) 
platform, Raytheon has � led a 
protest with the US Government 
Accountability O�  ce (GAO) over 
the expected decision. Raytheon 
had o� ered its Archimedes radar, 
which is based on the AN/APS-154 
Advanced Airborne Sensor that 
was developed for the US 
Navy’s P-8A.

Although the USAF has already 
spent around $250 million on risk-
reduction activities, the service is 
considering whether it will proceed 
with plans to replace the current E-8C 
� eet with 17 new aircraft as part of its 
$6.9-billion JSTARS recapitalization 
program. Recent reports indicate that 
Air Combat Command is concerned 
over the aircraft’s vulnerability 
when operating in contested or 
highly contested environments. The 
service has pushed back its decision 
regarding the program while it 
considers whether the mission can be 
performed by other assets including 
unmanned aircraft and satellites. 

Boeing, Northrop Grumman and 
Lockheed Martin have submitted 
o� ers that are respectively based 
on the 737-700 Boeing Business Jet, 
Gulfstream G550 and Bombardier 
Global 6000.

Separate from the airframe e� orts, 
Northrop Grumman and Raytheon 
Space and Airborne Systems 
developed the two competing 
radars in parallel under $70-million 
and $60-million risk reduction 
contracts awarded by the USAF 
in March 2016. The Fiscal 2018 
National Defense Authorization Act 
provides $400 million for the JSTARS 
recap program.

LANCERS DEPLOY
A PAIR OF B-1Bs operated by the 
37th Expeditionary Bomb Squadron 
deployed from Andersen AFB, Guam, 
to Royal Australian Air Force Base 
Amberley, Australia, on November 
28. The deployment, which was 
conducted as part of the Enhanced 
Air Co-operation (EAC) initiative, 
included participation in the RAAF’s 
‘Lightning Focus’ exercise. The 
bombers, which were deployed to 

Andersen from Grand Forks AFB, 
North Dakota, in support of US 
Paci� c Command’s Continuous 
Bomber Presence (CBP) mission, 
returned to Guam on December 
4. Since arriving at Andersen in 
July, the Lancers have been active 
throughout the Paci� c. Recent 
missions have included participation 
in large-scale military exercises over 
the Korean peninsula. 

SPECIAL SCHEME FOR 
TURBO MENTOR 
Fleet Readiness Center Southeast at NAS Jacksonville, Florida, recently 
applied a special paint scheme to one of the US Navy’s remaining T-34C 
Turbo Mentors. The aircraft, which is assigned to strike fi ghter squadron 
VFA-122 at NAS Lemoore, California, was painted in a scheme apparently 
based on World War Two markings. No longer used in the fl ight training 
role, the US Navy’s 16 remaining T-34Cs are used to clear bombing 
ranges and serve as safety aircraft by fl ying at the ‘no-lower-than 
altitude’ during bomb training missions. US Navy/Victor Pitts

F-16 LIFE EXTENSION 
MOVES AHEAD
THE USAF RELEASED a request 
for proposals associated 
with its planned service life 
extension program (SLEP) for 
its F-16 � eet on November 20. 
The $403-million project will 
modify, repair or replace ‘life-
limited’ airframe components 
on up to 841 of the � ghters. 
Once modi� ed with the SLEP 
kits, the service life for the Block 
40/42 and 50/52 � ghters will 
increase from 8,000 equivalent 
� ight hours to 13,856 hours 
and allow the � ghter to remain 
in service through 2040. The 
newest and most capable 
versions of the � ghter were 
delivered between December 
1988 and March 2005.

NAVY SQUADRONS ARRIVE AT IWAKUNI
RELOCATION OF THE � rst US 
Navy � ghters from NAF Atsugi, 
Japan, to MCAS Iwakuni occurred 
on November 28, when Super 
Hornets and Growlers arrived at 
the latter facility. The arrival of 
F/A-18Es and EA-18Gs operated by 
strike � ghter squadrons VFA-115 
and VFA-195 and electronic attack 
squadron VAQ-141 took place at 
the conclusion of the aircraft carrier 
USS Ronald Reagan (CVN 76) Carrier 
Strike Group’s latest deployment. 

Although carrier air wing CVW-5’s 
rotary-wing squadron will remain 
at Atsugi, F/A-18Es, F/A-18Fs and 
C-2As operated by VFA-27, VFA-102 
and VRC-30 will also relocate 
to Iwakuni.

The move of the � xed-wing 
aircraft from Atsugi to Iwakuni was 
directed by a Security Consultative 
Committee document (also known 
as the US — Japan Roadmap for 
Realignment) that was released on 
May 1, 2006.

An EA-18G of VAQ-141 ‘Shadowhawks’ arrives MCAS Iwakuni, Japan, on 
November 28. The squadron arrived at the base as part of carrier air wing 
CVW-5’s relocation from Naval Air Facility Atsugi, Japan. 
USMC/Cpl Donato Maffi n

An F/A-18E assigned to strike fi ghter squadron VFA-115 ‘Eagles’ lands 
at MCAS Iwakuni, Japan, on November 28. The squadron arrived at 
the base as part of carrier air wing CVW-5’s relocation from Naval Air 
Facility Atsugi, Japan. USMC/Cpl Donato Maffi n
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An E-8C JSTARS fl ies over the 
Middle East during an Operation 
‘Inherent Resolve’ mission. 
USAF/SSgt Michael Battles

DRAKEN FINALIZES MIRAGE PLANS
FOLLOWING THE LEAD of Textron’s 
Airborne Tactical Advantage 
Company (ATAC) and the Paramount 
Group in South Africa, Draken 
International has purchased a 
number of surplus Dassault Mirage 
F1s. Formally announced on 
November 9, the deal, which took 
place in September, includes 20 
single-seat Mirage F1Ms and a pair 
of two-seat F1BMs that were retired 
by the Spanish Air Force in February 
2013. The � ghters have been stored 
at Albacete in south-eastern Spain. 
Draken has also announced the 
purchase of 12 Denel Cheetahs 
from South Africa. Nine single-seat 
Cheetah Cs and three two-seat 
Cheetah Ds will be delivered in 
upgraded form. They will be shipped 
to the company’s Lakeland, Florida, 
facility and returned to � ight in 2018.

The acquisition is likely aimed at 
the USAF’s upcoming adversary 
air (ADAIR) award, which requires 
almost 150 aircraft to ful� ll the 
service’s aggressor training needs. 
The adversary program will provide 
the service with 37,000 to 40,000 
� ight hours and will support the 
USAF Weapons School and ‘Red Flag’ 
training events, along with operational 
test and evaluation missions at Nellis 
AFB, Nevada, and training at 12 
operating locations throughout the 
US. The release of a � nal request for 
proposals is expected in January 2018, 
and the USAF anticipates a contract 
award following in 2019. Draken has 
been providing ADAIR support to 
the USAF Weapons School under an 
interim arrangement since December 
2015. Its contract currently runs 
through September 30, 2018.

SOS HERCULES NEWS
THE 16TH SPECIAL Operations 
Squadron at Cannon AFB, New 
Mexico, added a C-130H airlifter 
to its inventory when the Hercules 
arrived from Youngstown, Ohio 
on November 29. The squadron, 
which operates the USAF’s entire 
� eet of AC-130W ‘Stinger II’ 
gunships, will use the ‘slick’ aircraft 
for crew training. The acquisition 

of the so-called ‘bounce bird’ will 
free up the squadron’s combat 
coded aircraft to perform their 
primary missions, according 
to the 16th Special Operations 
Maintenance Squadron 
commander. The Hercules had 
previously been assigned to the 
Ohio Air National Guard’s 179th 
Airlift Wing.

Transiting RAF Mildenhall, UK, on the December 7 was 
AC-130W ‘Stinger II’ serial 88-1305 of the 16th Special 
Operations Squadron, one of a pair returning to the US. 
Ryan Dorling

RAIDER MAKES 
PROGRESS
THE DIRECTOR OF the USAF’s 
Rapid Capabilities O�  ce (RCO) 
con� rmed on November 28 
that the design of the air force’s 
Northrop Grumman B-21A 
bomber will likely be frozen 
within the next year once a 
critical design review (CDR) is 
completed. Development of 
the nuclear-capable stealth 
bomber began in February 
2016. The program completed 
an integrated baseline review 
in November 2016 and a 
preliminary design review 
(PDR) was conducted earlier 
in 2017. The successful 
completion of the CDR will 
allow construction of the new 
bomber to begin.

US TO UPGRADE JORDANIAN BASE
THE US DEPARTMENT of Defense 
plans to spend around $143 
million on upgrading facilities at 
Muwa� aq Salti Air Base in Azraq, 
Jordan. Located near the border 
with Syria and Iraq, the base has 
played a key role for the US and its 
allies in its battle against so-called 
Islamic State. The funding, which 
was included in the Fiscal 2018 

National Defense Authorization 
Act, will provide for runway and 
taxiway repairs and upgrades, 
expansion of parking ramps, 
facilities and infrastructure so that 
base and its two runways, which 
are already operating at ‘four to 
� ve times what the space was 
originally intended to support’, 
can better sustain deployed units.

CHINOOK TO EVALUATE GENERAL ELECTRIC ENGINE
BOEING AND THE US Army 
plan to conduct � ight trials of a 
CH-47D helicopter equipped with 
General Electric T408 turboshaft 
engines installed in place of the 
Chinook’s Honeywell T55-L-712s. 
The engines will be installed 
in a CH-47D operated by the 
Aviation Flight Test Directorate 
at Redstone Arsenal and testing 

will be carried out during 2018. 
The T408 is being considered as a 
future upgrade for the transport 
helicopter. Based on the GE38-1B, 
the T408 is a 7,500shp (5,593kW) 
engine developed for the Sikorsky 
CH-53K. The engine could 
power the Block II version of the 
Chinook that is being developed 
by Boeing. 
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UNIT 
NEWS
‘Golden Swordsmen’ milestone
Patrol squadron VP-47 ‘Golden 
Swordsmen’ formally completed 
transition from the P-3C 
Orion to the P-8A Poseidon 
in November. The squadron, 
which is based at NAS Whidbey 
Island, Washington, will continue 
training in preparation for its � rst 
deployment with the P-8. The 
safe for � ight (SFF) declaration 
followed the unit’s completion 
of a three-phase transition 
that concluded with a series 
of rigorous tests, drills and 
inspections intended to ensure 
that the squadron was fully 
prepared to begin autonomous 
P-8A operations. Once these 
inspections were complete, 
the squadron was deemed SFF, 
which certi� ed it to conduct 
autonomous operations with 
the Poseidon.

In preparation for its initial 
deployment VP-47 will conduct 
homeland defense operations, 
participate in exercises and 
re� ne its anti-submarine warfare 
war� ghting capabilities. The 
‘Golden Swordsmen’ had 
operated several variants of the 
Orion since receiving their � rst 
P-3As in 1965.

In related news, the ‘Mad 
Foxes’ of VP-5 carried out a P-8A 
familiarization � ight for Icelandic 
military and government o�  cials 
as well as a USAF military 
liaison o�  cer and an American 
diplomat at Ke� avík International 
Airport on November 16. The 
� ight, which was conducted 
by combat air crew (CAC) 10, 
was intended to showcase the 

Poseidon’s wide-ranging mission 
set. During the � ight, the crew 
demonstrated di� erent systems 
used during an anti-submarine 
warfare (ASW) mission. The 
P-8A and four combat aircrews 
were detached to Ke� avík in 
support of Commander, Task 
Force 67 (CTF 67). VP-5 assets and 
personnel are currently deployed 
to Comlapa, El Salvador and NAS 
Sigonella, Italy, in support of the 
US 4th and 6th Fleets.

Although US Navy maritime 
patrol aircraft ceased making 
regular deployments to 
Ke� avík in February 2004 the 
US and Icelandic governments 
recently agreed to increase P-8A 
rotations to the base next year. 
Additionally, the 2018 National 
Defense Authorization Act 
(NDAA) includes $14.4 million in 
funding to refurbish hangars at 
the former NAS Ke� avík so that 
they can support the Poseidon. 
The move follows an increase 
of Russian submarine activity 
between Greenland, Iceland, and 
the United Kingdom in the so-
called GIUK Gap.

‘Black Sheep’ milestones
The 8th Fighter Squadron 
‘Black Sheep’ completed its � rst 
two-ship F-16 formation � ight 
at Holloman AFB, New Mexico, 
on November 27. Its initial four-
ship formation � ight followed 
on November 29. The unit had 
� own the F-117A until it was 
inactivated at Holloman on 
May 13, 2011. The ‘Black Sheep’ 
were reactivated to serve as a 
Formal Training Unit (FTU) for the 
F-16C/D on August 4, 2017. The 
squadron is eventually expected 
to operate around 45 F-16C/Ds in 
that role.

MQ-8C OPEVAL PLANS
THE US NAVY expects to 
conduct initial operational 
test and evaluation (opeval) of 
Northrop Grumman’s unmanned 
MQ-8C helicopter in early 2018. 
Subsequent sea-based testing 
will follow during the summer 
aboard a littoral combat ship. 
Utilizing the airframe of the Bell 
407, the unmanned helicopter is 

a follow-on to the smaller MQ-8B 
version, which was based on the 
Sikorsky model S-433 (Schweizer 
333) airframe. It provides a 
greater payload, range, and 
endurance when compared the 
earlier MQ-8B. The two aircraft 
share much of their software as 
well as ground control station 
equipment. 

NIMITZ HOMECOMING
THE USS NIMITZ Carrier Strike 
Group arrived in San Diego, 
California, at the conclusion 
of a six-month deployment in 
support of the US 5th and 7th 
Fleets on December 5. During 

the deployment the embarked 
Carrier Air Wing Eleven (CVW-11) 
aircraft � ew more than 1,000 
combat sorties into Iraq and 
Syria in support of Operation 
‘Inherent Resolve’.

CAG BIRD CORNER
Elements of Carrier Air Wing Eight (CVW-8) were deployed to NAS Fallon, 
Nevada, to augment the adversaries of the Naval Aviation Warfi ghting 
Development Center (NAWDC) between November 27 and December 
15. The deployed jets included F/A-18E BuNo 166776/AJ-100 of VFA-31 
‘Tomcatters’. Jim Dunn

Also present at NAS Fallon as part of the CVW-8 detachment was F/A-18E 
BuNo 168912/AJ-302 of VFA-87 ‘Golden Warriors’ of VFA-87, pictured on 
December 4 sporting its ‘kill’ marking from its June 18, 2017 Syrian Su-22 
shoot-down. Jim Dunn

Elements of CVW-1 have been at NAS Fallon as well, evidenced by the 
smart EA-18G Growler BuNo 168266/AB-500 of VAQ-137 ‘Rooks’. Jim Dunn
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2 – 17 Mar  VIETNAM: Aviation museums & collections large & small; battlefi elds; Cu Chi Tunnels; My Lai
 Ho Chi Minh Trail; Ha Long Bay; DMZ. By air, rail, coach & boat.
14 - 20 Apr  ISRAEL:  Air force bases, aviation museums & collections; Ben Gurion ramp. SOLD OUT
21 - 29 Apr GERMANY: Baltic & Berlin; 14 aviation museums & collections inc Peenemunde, Rechlin, Finow,   
 Luftwaffe (Gatow); Cold War museums in Berlin; preserved airliners; ILA Airshow.
25 - 29 Apr  GERMANY: ILA Berlin;  Cold War museums and Luftwaffe (Gatow); ILA Airshow long weekend. 
13 - 21 May  POLAND: Polish Air Force Bases & NATO Tiger Meet (NTM);  Spotters Day & Airshow. 2 MiG-29 & 1 Su-22 

airbases (tbc). Second day at NTM at end of runway.
17 - 21 May  POLAND: NATO Tiger Meet (NTM); Spotters Day & Airshow.
Jun TBC  TURKEY: Anatolian Eagle; event confi rmed, date and venue tbc.
10 - 18 Jun  FINLAND: 100th Anniversary of the Finnish Air Force; 2-day international airshow & arrivals day. 10 

aviation museums and collections.
30 Jun - 17 Jul ENGLAND: 100th Anniversary of the RAF; 3 airshows, 18 aviation museums & collections;  BBMF; 617  
 Dambusters Sqn Mess/Hotel; RAF Club; Stow Maries WWI airfi eld & lots more!
14 - 23 July CANADA & USA: North-western States; Flying Heritage Museums Airshow’ in Everett, aviation museums  
 including the ‘Spruce Goose’.
22 - 30 July  USA: OSHKOSH: EAA Oshkosh 2018; 6 full days at the world’s largest aviation event.    
24 - 30 July  USA: OSHKOSH: EAA Oshkosh 2018; 4 full days at the world’s largest aviation event.  
29 Jul - 5 Aug  USA: 7-day extension; to either Oshkosh tour: to Indiana, Ohio and Washington DC, to Grissom, US Air  
 Force, National Air & Space, and Steven Udvar-Hazy Museums.
21 - 27 Aug RUSSIA: ARMY 2018; repeat of 2017s fabulous tour.  Increased to FIVE full days at the 3 event sites:  
 Kubinka AB, Patriots Park & Alabino live fi ring demos. YOU decide each day where you go. Hotel few miles  
 from Kubinka AB. Plus inside & outside Kubinka Repair Factory.
24 - 28 Aug POLAND: 100th Anniversary of the Polish Air Force Airshow; Deblin (static) & Radom (fl ying); museums in  
 Deblin and Krakow.
3 - 7 Sept ALBANIA: Air Force Bases CONFIRMED; all major airbases & storage sites.
11 - 24 Sept SOUTH AFRICA: Air Force Bases CONFIRMED; ramp tours at several JNB airports; aviation museums &  
 collections; sightseeing options; free time.
15 - 25 Sept USA: North-eastern States; 100th Anniversary of End of World War One; WWI Dogfi ght Spectacular  
 Airshow, Old Rhinebeck NY & Dawn Patrol Airshow, US Air Force Museum Dayton, OH; aviation museum 
 & collections.
2 - 12 Nov USA: NAS Pensacola (Blue Angels) & Nellis AFB (Thunderbirds) Airshows; airbases, museums and  
 boneyards in Tucson & Phoenix, AZ.
3 - 13 Nov CHINA: Chinese Airshow, Zhuhai; Hong Kong Airport; Beijing Airport & aviation museums.
   

2018  MILITARY TOUR 
PROGRAMME 

Terminal House, Shepperton,  Middlesex TW17 8AS
Telephone: +44 (0)1932 255627
Facsimile: +44 (0)1932 231942

E-mail: aviation.tours@ianallan.co.uk
www.ianallantravel.com/aviationtours 

Aviation Tours

All itineraries now on our website. Or call 01487 832922 to discuss
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TAKING A LOOK BEHIND THE HEADLINES

COMBAT AIRCRAFT’S REGULAR COLUMN
BY ROBERT BECKHUSENBY ROBERT BECKHUSEN

FACING THE  
MISSILE THREAT
T

WENTY-SEVEN YEARS AGO, a 
US-led coalition launched the 
first Gulf War air campaign, 
one part of which involved US 
and allied warplanes hunting 
for Saddam Hussein’s ‘Scuds’ 

— Soviet-supplied tactical ballistic 
missiles. The Iraqi ‘Scud’ missile blitz 
targeting Israel and US bases in the 
Middle East largely failed as Saddam’s 
enemies adapted to the threat.

However, the results of the coalition 
air campaign to destroy the missiles’ 
mobile launchers on the ground remain 
inconclusive and hotly debated to 
this day. 

Allied warplanes prowled the skies 
bombing real and suspected Iraqi 
transporter erector launchers, or TELs, 
but post-war assessments discovered 
that the majority if not all of Iraq’s 
launchers remained intact, and that the 
Pentagon exaggerated the success of 
its Patriot missile defenses at shooting 

down ‘Scuds’ while in flight. The coalition 
did reduce the frequency of ‘Scud’ 
launches and kept Israel from entering 
the war — an important political 
victory given sensitivities with America’s 
Arab allies.

This history is worth remembering given 
the potential range of future demands 
for the US Air Force’s ‘counter-missile’ 
mission, especially regarding China and 
North Korea. That is, diverting one’s own 
warplanes and intelligence, surveillance 
and reconnaissance (ISR) aircraft to keep 
a future enemy’s strategic missiles away 
from friendly forces. The USAF, military 
officers have cautioned, is not prepared 
for this mission, not least because the 
flying branch needs significantly more 
strike aircraft than it has right now.

The numbers game
In 1991, Iraq possessed some 400 ballistic 
missiles. China in 2017, by comparison, 
has more than 1,800 ballistic missiles, 

some 260 nuclear warheads and hundreds 
of missiles capable of reaching US bases 
in Japan. North Korea, another potentially 
nuclear-capable country more likely to 
enter conflict with the US, is believed to 
have more than 1,000 ballistic missiles 
and can also strike at US bases in the 
Western Pacific.

Beyond sheer size and scale, China’s 
rocket and missile forces are better-
trained, adept in the use of camouflage 
and deception, and their plans and 
procedures more advanced than those 
developed by Iraq. The People’s Liberation 
Army Rocket Force is equal to China’s 
other military branches and relies on 
improved guidance systems. Unlike in the 
1991 Gulf War, the USAF will not be able to 
count on unchallenged control of the skies 
due to the strength of the PLAAF. Many 
of the USAF’s proposed solutions, such as 
new penetrating strike aircraft including 
the stealthy B-21 Raider bomber and F-35 
Lightning II are immature and still few in 
number. The B-21 isn’t even built, or if it is, 
the USAF has not revealed it.

Nor would the US be able to deploy 
enough ground-based interceptors such 
as the Patriot to make an appreciable 
dent were China or North Korea to 
unload their missiles on American bases. 
‘The US could easily find itself without 
adequate numbers of air assets to handle 
the counter-missile diversion in a China 
scenario’, USAF Maj J. Patrick Anderson, an 
F-16 pilot, warned in a 2017 paper for the 
Air University at Maxwell Air Force Base, 
Alabama. ‘A modern-day ‘Scud’ hunt could 
possibly be of such magnitude as to break 
the primary US air campaign’, he added.

These concerns were echoed in a 
2017 report by US Navy CDR Thomas 

Shades of the 
past — F-111Fs and 
an EF-111A during 
the build-up for 
Operation ‘Desert 
Storm’ in 1991. 
Back then the 
USAF had 134 
fighter squadrons. 
The war with 
Iraq saw 34 of 
those units being 
forward-deployed 
to the Middle East. 
Today the USAF 
has 55 fighter 
squadrons in 
total. USAF
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Shugart. A Chinese missile blitz carries 
with it ‘the potential for devastation of 
US power-projection forces and bases 
in Asia’. Shugart wrote for the Center for 
a New American Security, a Washington 
DC-based research institute.

The USAF is taking the threat seriously, 
particularly the missile concerns 
emanating from North Korea. In 
December 2017, more than 200 US and 
South Korean aircraft including six USAF 
F-35As and six F-22A Raptors participated 
in the annual ‘Vigilant Ace’ war game. 
They were joined by five US Navy EA-18G 
Growlers with sophisticated jammers and 
capabilities for suppressing air-defense 
sites. In order to hunt the ballistic missiles, 
the US and South Korean air forces will 
first need to disable those sites.

Nevertheless, the USAF is facing a 
shortage of aircraft partly because of its 
own decisions. During the 1991 Gulf War, 
it committed some 826 combat-coded 
warplanes, or 25 per cent of the fleet, 
to the fight, according to Anderson. 
Because the fleet has shrunk since 
1991, that same number of airframes is 

equivalent to 37 per cent of the force 
today. In a war with North Korea, that 
may be sufficient. In a conflict with 
China, it is doubtful the air force has 
enough fighters and bombers to meet 
its requirements for a campaign over 
a country vastly larger than Iraq and 
possessing more than 1,200 combat-
coded fighters — and skilled pilots.

The wrong balance?
The type of combat aircraft the USAF 
increasingly flies has also changed with 
multi-role jets designed for electronic 
warfare, surveillance and strike missions, 
in addition to air-to-air combat. Such 
airplanes, of which the F-22 and F-35 
are prime examples, are more expensive 
— and capable — than their single-role 
predecessors. However, more expensive 
fighters means fewer of them in the form 
of a dwindling but high-tech force that 
may, ironically, be less well-equipped 
to wage a drawn-out missile hunt over 
Chinese territory. An influx of affordable 
combat aircraft — even drones — would 
help reverse this decline.

More expensive fighters means fewer of 
them in the form of a dwindling but  

high-tech force that may, ironically, be less well-
equipped to wage a drawn-out missile hunt 
over Chinese territory

Fast-forward 
to 2017. A USAF 
F-35A from Hill 
AFB, Utah, flies 
with 8th FW ‘Wolf 
Pack’ F-16CMs 
over South Korea 
during Exercise 
‘Vigilant Ace’ in 
December. USAF/
TSgt Josh Rosales

Hunting for ballistic missiles also 
requires a strategy. During ‘Desert Storm’ 
the coalition strategy was hampered 
by poor intelligence and confused 
direction, as aircraft at first primarily 
targeted ‘Scud’ warehouses and fixed 
launchers until the mobile launchers 
began lobbing their warheads into Israel 
and Saudi Arabia. That is when political 
demands forced a change in direction 
and the ‘Scud’ hunt truly began. US 
strike aircraft, supported by ISR assets, 
prowled above the desert on the look-
out. In effect, the coalition adapted to a 
threat that it had underestimated, which 
ultimately harmed the overall effort.

It could happen again. Within the 
Pentagon, IAMD — integrated air and 
missile defense — has increasingly 
become the favored term in planning 
for countering ballistic missiles 
including in USAF doctrine. The 
problem is that it is poorly understood 
and there is nothing ‘integrated’ 
about it — the result of having been 
passed, hot potato-like, between 
different commands.

The concept has ‘no operational 
structure’, retired Col Craig Corey wrote 
in the winter 2017 edition of Air & Space 
Power Journal, and has the potential to 
‘fracture unity of command and unity 
of effort’. Which, of course, is what 
happened during the 1991 Gulf War 
‘Scud’ hunt, although fortunately for 
the US military back then it was on a 
relatively small scale.  
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C
ANADA HAS CHOSEN 
to buy 18 former Royal 
Australian Air Force (RAAF) 
F/A-18 Hornets to � ll its 
� ghter capability gap. 
Ottawa announced on 

December 13 that it would acquire 
the F/A-18A/Bs, plus a package of 
spares, for an undisclosed sum.

Australian Defence Minister 
Marise Payne con� rmed that the 
� rst two ‘classic’ Hornets will be 
delivered to Canada in 2019, as the 
RAAF transitions to the Lockheed 
Martin F-35A.

‘Australia greatly values our long-
standing and broad bilateral defense 

relationship with Canada, and this 
decision is another example of our 
close and strong partnership’, said 
Payne. ‘The aircraft will supplement 
Canada’s existing � eet as it develops 
and implements its plan to replace 
the Royal Canadian Air Force [RCAF] 
� ghter jet � eet.’

The used F/A-18A/Bs from 
Australia were selected in preference 
to buying new Super Hornets from 
Boeing. Acquisition of the aircraft 
will allow Canada to retain its 
‘legacy’ Hornets until a new � ghter 
is selected and � elded. Canada had 
been considering the $5.2-billion 
purchase of up to 18 new F/A-18E/F 

Super Hornets to bridge the gap 
between its aging Hornet � eet 
and a new � ghter. The decision to 
cancel those plans was triggered by 
an ongoing legal dispute between 
Boeing and the Canadian aerospace 
� rm Bombardier over government 
subsidies associated with the latter’s 
commercial airliners.

The former RAAF Hornets will 
� ll a capability gap during the 
ongoing process to acquire 88 new 
combat aircraft that will replace 
the RCAF’s 85 CF-188A/Bs. A 
request for proposals is expected 
in the spring of 2019, followed by a 
decision by 2022.

An RAAF F/A-18B Hornet 
refuels from a KC-30A Multi-
Role Tanker Transport during 
Exercise ‘Diamond Shield 
2017’. CPL Brenton Kwaterski/
Commonwealth of Australia

THIRD RAAF LIGHTNING II TAKES SHAPE
THE ROYAL AUSTRALIAN Air 
Force’s third F-35A Lightning II 
completed its � rst � ight from 
Lockheed Martin Aeronautics’ 
production facility adjacent to 
Naval Air Station Fort Worth Joint 
Reserve Base, Texas on December 
1. Serial A35-003 wears No 3 

Squadron markings, which were 
applied in early November. The jet 
will be delivered to Luke Air Force 
Base, Arizona, in early 2018, before 
being permanently relocated to 
Australia in 2020. The squadron is 
due to become the � rst RAAF F-35 
operational unit. Tom Kaminski

PROGRESS FOR DANISH F-35A PROGRAM
THE DANISH GOVERNMENT is 
moving forward with its F-35A 
acquisition plans and its defense 
ministry has requested $2.62 billion 
to purchase 27 Lightning IIs and 
associated equipment and services 
up until 2026. Purchases will begin 
in 2018 with an initial batch of 10 

F-35As. The initial � ghters will be 
delivered to Luke Air Force Base, 
Arizona, to support training but 
operations will be centered at 
Skrydstrup air base from 2022. 
The F-35A will completely replace 
Denmark’s � eet of F-16s by 2025. 
Tom Kaminski

FRENCH HERCULES FLIES
LOCKHEED MARTIN CARRIED 
out the maiden � ight of the � rst 
C-130J-30 for France’s Armée de 
l’Air at its Marietta, Georgia, facility 
on November 22. The aircraft 
was rolled out of the factory 
on October 20 and had been 
undergoing systems check-out 
and testing. France ordered a pair 
of stretched C-130J-30 airlifters 
and two KC-130J airlifters/tankers 

under a Foreign Military Sales 
contract in December 2016. The 
� rst aircraft was expected to be 
delivered by the end of 2017 with 
the second C-130J-30 following 
in 2018. Both KC-130Js will be 
delivered in 2019. This Hercules 
will eventually be operated by 
Escadron de Transport 2/61 
‘Franche-Comté’, at Base Aérienne 
123 Orléans-Bricy. Tom Kaminski

The fi rst of two C-130J-30s for 
the French Air Force takes off for 
its maiden fl ight on November 22. 
Lockheed Martin/
Todd R. McQueen

Australia’s third F-35A Lightning II after rolling off the Fort Worth line. 
Lockheed Martin/Angel DelCueto

CANADA OPTS FOR AUSTRALIAN F/A-18S
FORMER RAAF JETS WILL BECOME ‘INTERIM FIGHTERS’

ITALIAN ATLANTIC RETIRED
THE BREGUET ATLANTIC completed 
its � nal � ight in service with the 
Italian Air Force on November 22. A 
retirement ceremony had been held 
at Sigonella air base on September 
21, during which the 88° Gruppo 
(88th Squadron) of the 41° Stormo 

(41st Wing) unveiled the � nal special 
color scheme for the Atlantic. The 
last aircraft departed Sigonella for 
Pratica di Mare, near Rome. It will be 
transported to Vigna di Valle, where 
it will be preserved at the Museo 
Storico dell’Aeronautica Militare.

The markings on Atlantic MM40118/41-03 
celebrate the type’s 45 years of service 
with the Italian Air Force. Alessio Libera
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LIGHTNING II ON THE ICE
ICY RUNWAY TESTING of 
the F-35A is continuing at 
Eielson Air Force Base, Alaska, 
where US Air Force and Royal 
Norwegian Air Force test pilots 
are demonstrating the � ghter’s 
handling qualities during ground 
tests. The testing is being carried 
out as part of the certi� cation 
process for the installation of a 
drag ‘chute that will equip the 
Norwegian aircraft. This initial 
phase of testing is intended to 

ensure the F-35A can operate 
in extreme conditions. The 
second phase will deploy the 
Norwegian drag ‘chute during 
landing operations at Eielson, 
in early 2018. Development of 
the drag ‘chute is being jointly 
funded by Norway and the 
Netherlands. Initial wet and dry 
runway deployment testing 
was conducted at Edwards 
AFB, California earlier in 2017. 
Tom Kaminski

Lockheed Martin

A test pilot from the USAF’s 514th Flight Test Squadron conducts a high-
speed pass during a functional check fl ight of an F-16C destined for the 
Indonesian Air Force at Hill AFB, Utah, on November 21. USAF/Alex R. Lloyd

DUTCH F-16S HEAD TO JORDAN
THE ROYAL NETHERLANDS Air 
Force (RNLAF) has delivered two 
batches of F-16s to the Royal 
Jordanian Air Force (RJAF). Jordanian 
pilots ferried the � rst batch of six 
aircraft from a total order for 15 on 
October 25. The ferry � ight that 
left Volkel Air Base comprised � ve 
single-seaters and one two-seater. 
A second batch of six Fighting 

Falcons (� ve F-16AMs, one F-16BM) 
departed the Netherlands on 
November 29. It is expected that all 
15 jets will have left Volkel for Jordan 
before the end of 2017.

The Netherlands has already 
transferred 35 F-16s to Chile and 
Jordan previously purchased six 
former RNLAF F-16BMs. 
René L. Uijthoven

BAHRAIN ORDERS ‘VIPERS’
THE GOVERNMENT OF Bahrain 
has signed a letter of o� er and 
acceptance (LOA) to acquire 
16 Block 70 F-16s under a 
$2.3-billion Foreign Military 
Sales (FMS) contract. The Royal 
Bahraini Air Force will receive 
the � rst F-16s to come o�  the 
relocated Greenville production 
line. The deal reportedly includes 
an option for three additional 
� ghters. Bahrain also hopes to 

upgrade 20 of its Block 40 F-16s 
to the Block 70 con� guration at 
a cost of around $1 billion. Both 
the new production and upgrade 
programs were approved by the 
US government in September.

Lockheed Martin is currently 
cultivating several potential 
international sales for the F-16 
and expects production of the 
� ghter to extend beyond 2022. 
Tom Kaminski

INDONESIA RECEIVES LAST 
UPDATED F-16S
THE US AIR Force’s Ogden Air 
Logistics Complex at Hill Air 
Force Base, Utah has completed 
regeneration work on the last of 
19 F-16Cs and � ve F-16Ds for the 
government of Indonesia. The 
delivery of the � nal group of six 
Block 25 � ghters to the Indonesian 

Air Force marked the conclusion 
of a program that upgraded the 
ex-USAF � ghters to Block 52 
con� guration. The purchase was 
� rst announced in late 2011 and the 
Indonesian Air Force received the 
� rst upgraded F-16s in July 2014. 
Tom Kaminski

An F-16BM speeds down the Volkel runway. Wearing RJAF serial 236, this 
is the former J-884 that led the October 25 ferry fl ight. René L. Uijthoven
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T
HE COMMANDING 
OFFICER of the Royal Air 
Force’s No 617 Squadron, 
Wg Cdr John Butcher, 
carried out his � rst F-35B 
� ight at Marine Corps Air 

Station Beaufort, South Carolina, 
on November 27. Known as the 
‘Dambusters’, No 617 Squadron 
is scheduled to re-form with the 
Lightning II at RAF Marham next 
summer. RAF pilots and maintainers 
will continue to train in the US 
until summer 2019 when No 207 
Squadron arrives at Marham. 
This squadron will serve as the 
operational conversion unit (OCU) 
for the F-35B and will train personnel 
locally in the UK. Tom Kaminski

Wg Cdr John Butcher in the cockpit of 
a UK F-35B fl ight at MCAS Beaufort, 
South Carolina. Crown Copyright

AUSTRALIAN SEAHAWKS AND 
SQUIRRELS RETIRED
THE ROYAL AUSTRALIAN Navy 
(RAN) retired its � eet of S-70B-2 
and AS350BA helicopters from 
service on December 1. The RAN 
had operated the S-70B-2 variant 
since receiving the � rst of 16 
aircraft in 1988; it was replaced by 
the latest MH-60R version of the 
Seahawk. The S-70B-2 completed 
its � nal operational deployment 
to the Middle East aboard the 
Anzac-class frigate HMAS Arunta 
(FFH 151) in August 2017. The Navy 
purchased 24 ‘Romeos’, which are 

now in service with 725 and 816 
Squadrons at HMAS Albatross in 
Nowra, New South Wales.

The Squirrels had � own almost 
180,000 hours since entering 
service with the Navy in 1984. 
They have been replaced by 15 
EC135T2+ helicopters that were 
delivered to the Australian Defence 
Force (ADF) Joint Helicopter School 
at HMAS Albatross in 2016 and 
2017 under Project AIR 9000 Phase 
7 Helicopter Aircrew Training 
System (HATS). Tom Kaminski

FIRST F-35B FLIGHT FOR 
‘DAMBUSTERS’ BOSS
NO 617 SQUADRON PREPARES FOR UK RETURN

MEXICAN NAVY PANTHER 
DELIVERIES COMPLETE
AIRBUS HELICOPTERS HAS 
completed deliveries of the 
AS565MBe Panther to the Mexican 
Navy. The � nal two from an 
order for 10 were handed over 
during a delivery ceremony at the 
company’s facilities in Marignane.

With its order for 10 units in 
2014, the Mexican Navy became 
the launch customer for this new 
version. The � rst four helicopters 
were delivered in 2016 and the 

remaining six during the course of 
2017. Stationed at three naval bases 
in the Mexican states of Veracruz, 
Sonora and Michoacan, the 
helicopters perform an average of 
300 � ight hours for reconnaissance, 
patrol missions and training � ights. 
Around 30 Mexican Navy pilots 
have been trained on the type, 
many of them receiving speci� c 
training in search and rescue and 
night vision goggles.

The AS565MBe Panther’s mission equipment includes a cargo hook, 
a rescue hoist, forward-looking infra-red (FLIR) for night-time rescue 
missions and a total of four stretchers for medical evacuation. 
Anthony Pecchi/Airbus Helicopters

Royal Australian Navy AS350BA Squirrels from 723 Squadron prepare to 
land after completing a six-ship formation fl ypast over HMAS Albatross on 
November 1. LSIS Justin Brown/Commonwealth of Australia
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SERBIA SEEKS MORE MiGS AND HELICOPTERS
SERBIA’S DEFENSE BUDGET for 
2018 will be increased by 19.7 per 
cent to RSD70.5 billion. Of this, a 
total of RSD13.2 billion is planned 
for the modernization of the Serbian 
Armed Forces, a signi� cant increase 
of RSD9 billion compared to the 
2017 budget.

The 2018 defense budget 
will focus on enhancing the 
Serbian Air Force and Air Defense 
(Ratno Vazduhoplovstvo i 
Protivvazduhoplovna Odbrana, 
RV i PVO) and will � nance the 
procurement of Airbus Helicopters 
H145M helicopters as well as the 
general overhaul and upgrade of 10 
MiG-29 � ghters.

Negotiations are underway with 
Russia’s Rosoboronoexport defense 
export/import organization for the 
acquisition of six combat-con� gured 
Mi-17 helicopters to supplement 
the RV i PVO’s pair of Mi-17V-5 
transports.

By the beginning of 2019 Airbus 
Helicopters will deliver all nine 
H145Ms on order. Six of these will 

join the RV i PVO and four of them 
will be in an attack con� guration 
equipped with the HForce 
Generic Weapon System (GWS). 
The additional three H145Ms 

will join the Ministry of Interior 
helicopter � eet.

Serbia is in talks with Belarus 
for the acquisition of at least six 
surplus MiG-29s as well as general 

overhaul and modernization. 
Moscow recently donated six 
MiG-29s to Belgrade. Follow-on 
Russian military donations are 
expected to include at least one 
An-26 turboprop transport. 
Igor Bozinovski

FINAL OMANI HAWKS DELIVERED
THE LAST TWO Hawk Mk166 
Advanced Jet Trainers (AJT) for the 
Royal Air Force of Oman (RAFO) 
departed BAE Systems’ Warton 
facility in the UK on December 4. The 
two jets are part of a $3.28-billion 
order for eight Hawks and 12 
Euro� ghter Typhoons placed in 
December 2012. The next day the 
last Royal Saudi Air Force (RSAF) 
Hawk Mk165 from the initial batch of 

22 also left Warton on delivery. The 
last of these to be delivered was the 
18th aircraft, ZB118 (ST018/1518), 
which was also the last to � y, making 
its maiden � ight on October 4. In 
2015 Saudi Arabia ordered another 
batch of 22 Hawk Mk165s that will 
be assembled in-country. As of early 
December, three had been delivered 
to Saudi Arabia using chartered 
Boeing 747 freighters.

PHILIPPINES ORDER 
SUPER TUCANOS
EMBRAER RECENTLY RECEIVED 
an order for six A-29 light attack 
and advanced training aircraft 
from the Philippine Air Force 
(PAF). The Super Tucanos will be 
tasked with close air support, 
light attack, surveillance, air-to-
air interception, and counter-
insurgency missions. When 
deliveries begin in 2019 the 
aircraft will be turned over to and 
maintained by the 15th Strike 
Wing. The contractor has also 
con� rmed that this order is not 
associated with an earlier deal 
for six A-29s from an undisclosed 
customer that was announced 
on October 16. 

In related news, the PAF 
has announced the planned 
acquisition of up to 24 attack 
helicopters beginning in 2018. 
Although intended to improve 
the air force’s ability to conduct 
counter-insurgency capabilities 
against insurgents in Marawi, 
funding for the helicopter 
purchase has not yet been 
approved. Tom Kaminski

HELLENIC CHINOOKS DELIVERED
THE HELLENIC ARMY added three 
additional CH-47Ds to its � eet 
on November 22, when the fully 
refurbished Chinooks arrived by 
sea at the port of Piraeus. The Army 
is receiving 10 surplus US Army 
CH-47Ds under a $125.8-million 
deal and six have already arrived 

in Greece. The purchase of � ve 
additional Chinooks was approved by 
the US Defense Security Co-operation 
Agency in April 2017. They will all be 
assigned to the 4th Army Aviation 
Helicopter Battalion at Megara, which 
already operates the army’s � eet of 
CH-47DG/SD models. Tom Kaminski

The last two Omani Hawks, serials 167 (ZB129/OM008) and 168 (ZB130/
OM009), prepare to depart Warton. Derek Bower

Airbus Helicopters recently completed 
its fi rst fi ring campaign with the HForce-
equipped H145M as ordered by Serbia. 
Anthony Pecchi/Airbus Helicopters
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M
IG-29 PILOTS OF 
the Bulgarian Air 
Force declared that 
they were suffering 
from psychological 
problems on 

October 24, effectively stopping 
all scheduled flying activities 
other than the quick reaction 
alert (QRA) mission executed from 
Graf Ignatievo air base. It was the 
culmination of a crisis that had 
been building since late 2014, one 
that has seen the fleet suffering 
from low serviceability as a result of 
poor logistics.

On October 19, the defense 
committee in the Bulgarian 
National Assembly was notified 
that the air force was unable to use 
six out of the 10 RD-33 turbofans 
recently delivered from Russia 
under a €21.8-million agreement 
signed in November 2016.

These six second-hand engines 
were overhauled by the Chernyshev 
Moscow Machine-Building 
Enterprise and delivered to Bulgaria 
without documentation showing 
their operational history prior to the 
last general overhaul. The defense 
ministry in Sofia has contacted the 
Russian Aircraft Corporation for 
clarification.

The problems at Graf Ignatievo 
came to a head less than three 
weeks after the Bulgarian 
parliament recommended 
repeating the process of procuring 
a new fighter. The delay has forced 
renewed co-operation with Russia 
on general overhaul, life-cycle 
extension and upgrading of 
the MiG-29 fleet. The Bulgarian 
government prefers such work to 
be carried out by the state-owned 
Avionams aircraft repair plant in 
Plovdiv. Igor Bozinovski

The Bulgarian ‘Fulcrum’ fleet 
comprises 12 single-seat 
MiG-29A (9.12A) fighters and 
three two-seat MiG-29UB (9.51A) 
combat trainers, as pictured. 
Alexander Mladenov

LOSSES
Compiled by Tom Kaminski

• Grob G120TP serial 461 
operated by the Royal Jordanian 
Air Force’s King Hussein Air 
College crashed in the Blila region 
of Jerash province on December 
10. The student and instructor 
pilots aboard the trainer were 
able to eject safely.

• Atlas Oryx M1 (SA330J) serial 
1236 (c/n 36) operated by the 
South African Air Force crashed 
after it apparently struck power 
cables on December 10. Eight 
personnel aboard the helicopter 
were injured in the mishap, which 
occurred alongside a highway 
near Paarl.

• Mexican Air Force Bell 
407GX serial 1302 (c/n 54573) 
crashed while conducting aerial 
spraying to eradicate poppy 
fields about 60 miles (96.5km) 
west of Chilpancingo, Guerrero, 

on November 28. The pilot of the 
helicopter was killed in the crash, 
which occurred in the mountains 
near Coatepec.

• AW101 Mk612 serial 0268 
(c/n 50268) was heavily damaged 
when it rolled over on the 
ground at Stavanger Airport in 
Sola, Norway, during a ground 
maintenance run on November 
24. Neither of the pilots aboard 
the helicopter was injured.

• An HJT-16 trainer operated 
by the Indian Air Force crashed 
shortly after take-off from 
Hakimpet Air Force Station, 
Hyderabad on November 24. The 
pilot ejected safely before the 
Kiran came down near Siddipet, 
Telangana.

• A Syrian Arab Air Force L-39 
crashed while on the approach 
to land at Deir ez-Zor air base in 
eastern Syria on November 22. 
The trainer was reportedly struck 
by ground fire during an attack 
in Deir ez-Zor. Both pilots died in 
the incident.

EMERGENCY LANDING FOR DUTCH APACHE
A ROYAL NETHERLANDS Air 
Force (RNLAF) AH-64D Apache 
hit a power line during a low-
flying exercise near the village 
of Zoelmond on November 13. 
The accident occurred at around 
19.00hrs, and left more than 
25,000 families without power. 
The helicopter, serial Q-29, was 
part of a four-ship formation 
taking part in Exercise ‘Decisive 
Thunder’ when it cut a power line 
and had to make an emergency 
landing in a nearby field. There 
were no casualties and the crew 
was able to make a safe landing. 

The helicopter was left guarded 
overnight before being returned 
to its home base at Gilze-Rijen. 
After inspection and repairs 
it is expected it will return to 
active service. 

This is the second incident in 
which an RNLAF Apache has 
caused a massive power loss. 
In 2007 a helicopter came into 
contact with power lines in the 
same area. On that occasion more 
than 50,000 families were left 
without electricity for over two 
days. The aviation authorities are 
investigating the latest accident.

MISHAP FOR NORWAY’S FIRST AW101
THE NORWEGIAN AW101 that 
suffered an incident at Sola on 
November 24 was the first of 
16 examples being acquired 
for the Royal Norwegian Air 
Force at a cost of $1.32 billion. 
The new helicopter, which was 
acquired under the Norwegian 
all-weather search and rescue 
helicopter (NAWSARH) program, 
was delivered to Sola on 
November 17. It had been 

supporting operational testing 
and evaluation in advance of its 
planned service entry with 330 
Squadron in 2018.

BULGARIAN 
PILOTS REFUSE 
TO FLY MiG-29 
FIGHTER FLEET IN CRISIS

Leonardo
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Navy, retired) during 
his � nal � ights at the 
controls of one of the 
most impressive A-4 
Skyhawks in the skies 
today. Dave’s detailed 
commentary includes 
the aircraft’s history, 
carrier operations, � ight 
characteristics and an 
in-depth review of the 

cockpit instruments and systems. 
Region-free DVD, Running time 70 minutes.

F-16: MISSION AFGHANISTAN DVD
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T
HERE’S SOMETHING VERY 
businesslike about a Marine 
Corps � ghter squadron. 
Getting the job done, often in 
the face of adversity, is central 
to the task. When it came to 

being able to operate close to the front 
line, from an amphibious assault ship 
or generating missions from a forward 
operating base — hot-refueling and 

pumping up the sortie rate — the British-
designed Harrier appeared to � t the bill, 
but was far from a popular choice with its 
fair share of skeptics, and accidents, in the 
early days.

Back in 1971, VMA-513 ‘Flying 
Nightmares’ received the � rst Hawker 
Siddeley AV-8A Harriers, closely based on 
the Royal Air Force’s Harrier GR1s. Their 
vertical/short take-o�  and landing 
(V/STOL) capabilities reshaped the way 
the Marines did business.

Superseded by the AV-8B Harrier II, in 
what was truly a joint Anglo-American 
program, the Harrier became a type 
synonymous with that core o� ensive 
support of the battle� eld. Fast forward 
to September 1989 and VMA-214 ‘Black 
Sheep’ got into the Harrier game as 
the squadron received the very � rst 
production night attack AV-8Bs at MCAS 

Irrespective of the 
circumstances, the US 
Marine Corps tactical 
aviation community is 
all about supporting 
troops in the fi eld. For 
VMA-214 ‘Black Sheep’, 
it’s a mission that spans 
75 years, and one that is 
set to continue well into 
the future.
REPORT: Jamie Hunter

Armed with two live GBU-16 
laser-guided bombs and two slick 
Mk82s and carrying a centerline 
Litening pod, a VMA-214 ‘Black 
Sheep’ AV-8B+ Harrier II fl ies a 
close air support mission near the 
Twentynine Palms training area. 
Jamie Hunter

Getting the job done…
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Yuma, Arizona. A radar and a host of 
other new technology was continuously 
bolted on and the Harrier actually 
started to redefine Marine tactical 
aviation (TACAIR).

‘The number one question I get asked 
when we take our jets to an airshow is, 
‘what is this aircraft?’ When I tell them it’s 
a Harrier they say, ‘we still have those?’ 
The Harrier probably hasn’t got the same 
legacy here as it does in Britain.’ Lt Col 
Brett ‘Nilla’ McGregor is the commanding 
officer of the ‘Black Sheep’. Having flown 
the AV-8B since 2002, including an 
exchange tour in the UK from 2006-09 
with No IV(AC) Squadron, McGregor 
is in no doubt as to the aircraft’s 
influence on Marine aviation. 

Above: A night 
attack AV-8B 
gets airborne 
from MCAS Yuma. 
These earlier 
Harriers without 
a radar are being 
retired and the 
Marine Corps will 
operate a fleet 
comprising solely 
of the radar-
equipped AV-8B+.  
Richard Collens

Below: Under the 
sanctuary of the 
sun shelter, a 
‘Black Sheep’ pilot 
performs a walk-
round check on a 
‘radar bird’.  
Jamie Hunter

‘When I started flying this airplane in 
2002 I learned close air support [CAS] 
with freefall ordnance and having to look 
outside the cockpit to try and find the 
target in a dive,’ he says. ‘The lead aircraft 
would roll in on the target and drop his 
weapons. The bombs may have come 
close, so the FAC [forward air controller] 
would say, ‘from lead’s hits come east 
100’. So you then roll in and try to correct, 
gauging what 100m looks like from 
6,000ft in a 30° dive! That’s about right, 
and you drop six to eight bombs and 
hope that one does some damage. Fast-
forward to today and we have an aircraft 
with an amazing [Litening] targeting pod, 
which can be carried under the wing but 
we prefer the centerline. We also have 

Lt Col Brett 
McGregor, 
commanding 
officer of 
VMA-214. 
USMC
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F-35s on hand in this important theater, 
plus there’s two deployments that we no 
longer have to service, so that’s given us 
all some welcome breathing room.’

McGregor took command of VMA-214 
last June, and is well aware of both the 
history of the squadron and its modern 
importance as it prepares to celebrate 
75 years of the ‘Black Sheep’ in 2018. 
Speaking to Combat Aircraft in October 
he said, ‘We have 12 jets here at Yuma 
right now and a normal Harrier squadron 
complement is 16 aircraft. We also 
have a detachment with the 15th MEU 
with eight jets in theater [supporting 
Operation ‘Inherent Resolve]. We typically 
support the MEU with a six-plane 
detachment lead by a Major with nine or 
10 pilots and about 100 Marines. In fact, 
we have a fair few Harriers around right 
now. After VMA-211 became VMFA-211 
we temporarily found ourselves with a 
lot of jets. When the next AV-8B squadron 
transitions to the F-35 the entire 
remaining Harrier � eet will be radar-
equipped AV-8B+ jets.’

The older, non-radar Harriers — known 
as night attack jets — are being phased 
out as they are reaching the end of their 
service life, leaving a � eet of ‘radar birds’ 
equipped with the AN/APG-65. Despite 
the recent availability of aircraft, this 

laser, GPS and dual-mode weapons, the 
gun, and now we have laser-guided 
rockets.’ McGregor calls the 500lb GBU-54 
Joint Direct Attack Munition (JDAM) 
the Harrier’s ‘go-to’ weapon. Whereas in 
the past the Harrier was something of 
a blunt instrument, today’s mentality is, 
‘one target, one bomb’. ‘The new guys 
can’t comprehend the way we used to 
do things,’ smiles McGregor. ‘In fact we 
loaded up 12 Mk82s on a jet a few weeks 
ago ‘wall-to-wall’ and went and dropped 
for them to see how it was done.’

Relentless pace of 
operations
In recent years the Harrier and Hornet 
squadrons have shouldered a relentless 
deployment burden. McGregor says 
that a Harrier unit has been constantly 
deployed, either for ‘dirt dets’ at land 
bases in the Middle East or as part of a 
Marine Expeditionary Unit (MEU) on a 
carrier. These operational commitments 
come in a number of guises. There’s a 
Marine TACAIR air defense presence in 
Bahrain, currently manned by a Hornet 
squadron, but it rotates based on 
availability and it may swing back to the 
Harrier soon. ‘For the past few years our 
deployment rates were unsustainable,’ 
says McGregor. ‘That’s the Marine Corps, 

right? We get it done. But things are 
getting better. What’s helped us a lot 
is that the F-35 has deployed to MCAS 
Iwakuni in Japan — that’s really taken 
two deployments o�  the table for the 
rest of TACAIR.’

VMFA-121’s permanent basing at 
Iwakuni has removed the need for 
one of the two UDP (Unit Deployment 
Program) dets in Japan, and the F-35Bs 
can now � ll the requirement to embark 
on the resident amphibious assault ship. 
While the F/A-18Ds of VMFA(AW)-242 
‘Bats’ remain in Japan, VMA-311 ‘Tomcats’ 
recently completed the � nal Harrier UDP 
to Iwakuni. McGregor says, ‘Two lines 
in our Marine rotation are now being 
serviced by the F-35B, which is great for a 
number of reasons. We now have Marine 

Below: The 
radome for the 
AN/APG-65 
identifi es this 
as an AV-8B+. 
The aircraft 
carries a Litening 
targeting pod on 
the centerline 
in between the 
GAU-12 gun and 
its ammunition 
pod. Jamie Hunter
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Above: 
The Rolls-Royce 
Pegasus starts 
to generate 
its distinctive 
whine as the 
engine 
spools up. 
Jamie Hunter

Below left: Cpl 
Daniel Taylor 
performs 
an engine 
borescope 
inspection on 
an AV-8B+. 
US ANG/MSgt 
Phil Speck

is set against a backdrop of a TACAIR 
community that remains woefully short 
of serviceable aircraft.

The transition plan
Independent readiness reviews have 
been used to great e� ect in the last few 
years to troubleshoot particular aircraft 
types. One of the � rst examples was 
carried out on the Harrier II � eet, which 
was su� ering from a particularly poor 
readiness record.

The Harrier force, which is scheduled 
to be retired in 2026, has recently seen 
a 23 per cent increase in ready base 

aircraft, which is the USMC’s metric for 
aircraft that are ready to � y. Indeed, 
the improvement in the Harrier � eet 
led to the transition plan for the F-35 
being adapted in the 2017 Marine 
Aviation Plan. The next three TACAIR 
units that will convert to the F-35 are 
Hornet squadrons. Marine Fighter Attack 
Squadron (VMFA) 122 ‘Werewolves’ is 
now known as the ‘Flying Leathernecks’ 
and it formed in November at Yuma as 
the service’s third operational Lightning 
II unit. The ‘Werewolves’ replaced 
VMA-311 ‘Tomcats’ in the transition 
order; the latter currently operates 

alongside the ‘Black Sheep’ at Yuma, 
and had been tapped as the next unit 
to transition to the F-35B. VMFA-314 
‘Black Knights’ will now make the switch 
from the F/A-18C to the F-35C in Fiscal 
Year 2019, with VMFA(AW)-225 ‘Vikings’ 
trading its F/A-18Ds for F-35Bs from late 
FY 2020. VMFA-314, which is stationed at 
Miramar alongside the ‘Vikings’ as part 
of Marine Aircraft Group (MAG) 11, will 
be the � rst of four Marine squadrons to 
begin � ying the F-35C carrier variant.

For the Harriers, Marine Attack Training 
Squadron (VMAT) 203 ‘Hawks’ will 
continue training new pilots until 2022 
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at MCAS Cherry Point, North Carolina, 
at which point VMA-231 ‘Ace of Spades’ 
will assume the Harrier training role until 
it closes as the � nal AV-8B squadron in 
2026. The ‘Black Sheep’ are on course 
to convert to the F-35 in 2021. All of 
the West Coast Harrier units will have 
transitioned by 2022, with the Harrier 
remaining in service at Cherry Point 
until 2026.

Harrier readiness
The improvement in readiness at the 
Harrier squadrons is largely attributed to 
having more sta�  on site to � x aircraft. 

As McGregor puts it, ‘The Harrier is doing 
well in terms of readiness right now.’ 
The Harrier Independent Readiness 
Review put a lot of focus on the supply 
chain and how squadrons manage 
spare parts. However, more importantly, 
it concentrated on maintainer 
quali� cations and their ability to 
remain with units once they are fully 
trained, maximizing their e� ectiveness. 
McGregor says, ‘That’s a delicate balance 
because a lot of guys are getting pulled 
away to become F-35 maintainers, just 
like we are seeing with pilots, so we are 
walking that � ne line of maintaining the 

‘legacy’ � eet and not burning that down 
whilst standing up our � fth-gen � eet.’

Maj Keith Bucklew is the maintenance 
o�  cer at VMA-214. He says, ‘Our biggest 
impact is the number of personnel we 
have now. It’s not so much about the 
material condition of the aircraft; it’s the 
Marines we have available to � x them. 
While readiness has improved, we’re still 
understa� ed and the Harrier is a tough 
aircraft to � x. This is actually compounded 
by having more aircraft here at the 
moment. They all have scheduled 
inspections that need to be completed 
and we just don’t have the personnel 

‘Black Sheep’ 
AV-8B+ deployed 
ashore at Al 
Udeid, Qatar, in 
November. The 
Harriers are 
there as part of 
the 15th Marine 
Expeditionary Unit 
and absorbed 
into VMM-161 
(Rein) in support 
of Operations 
‘Inherent Resolve’ 
and ‘Freedom’s 
Sentinel’. US ANG/
MSgt Phil Speck

At Yuma, pilots fl y a few vertical landings 
each week to maintain profi ciency but 
they mainly fl y 60kt rolling vertical 
landings (RVLs). Harriers always vertically 
land (VL) on the boat. Jamie Hunter
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Above:  
A recent focus on 
maintaining the 
Harriers has led 
to an increase in 
availability and 
flight hours. 
Jamie Hunter

Left: Despite 
the addition 
of the AIM-120 
AMRAAM and 
what is effectively 
an air defense 
detachment in 
Bahrain, close air 
support remains 
the bread and 
butter for the 
Harrier force. 
Jamie Hunter

For the past few years our deployment 
rates were unsustainable. That’s the 

Marine Corps, right? We get it done. But things 
are getting better. What’s helped us a lot is 
that the F-35 has deployed to MCAS Iwakuni in 
Japan — that’s really taken two deployments off 
the table
Lt Col Brett McGregor

to fix them all, so we need to get the 
inventory to a more manageable number 
and give ourselves the opportunity to 
fix airplanes.’ According to Bucklew, 
the number of engineers needs to be 
matched with the number of aircraft.

While the maintenance burden 
is still a genuine concern, Bucklew 
acknowledges that availability and flight 
hours for the pilots has improved. ‘We 
typically fly six to eight sorties per day 
on the squadron,’ he says. ‘Generally, 
the new guys get around 15 hours per 
month with the old guys trending at 
around 12-13 hours. Two years ago 
that figure was way lower. The product 
that we are getting from the training 
squadron at Cherry Point is excellent 
and they arrive here with about 100 
hours of Harrier time. Within six months 
we can spin them up to be a combat-
ready wingman, and the main objective 
for us is to get them to be a section lead 
and a baseline instructor. It takes around 
nine months to groom them as section 
leaders — they need to have 200 hours 
before they even start that process.’

Latest standard
Today’s new Harrier pilots fly an aircraft 
that resembles the early AV-8As in 

name only. A series of rolling updates 
have brought the Harrier II bang up to 
date for the modern era. The Litening 
targeting pod was probably the 
singularly most important addition to 
its mission arsenal. The H5.0 software 
upgrade enabled Litening to be carried 
on the centerline in addition to the 
initial inner wing station carriage. 
Bringing the pod to the centerline 
(even with the 25mm gun installed) 
freed up the wings for drop tanks or 
weapons. VMA-214’s Harriers are now 
at H6.1 standard, which was fielded in 
2015 and added full integration of the 

Gen4 Litening plus associated software 
corrections to address shortfalls in 
smart weapon employment and 
targeting. Variable message format 
(VMF) terminals refined the Harrier’s 
digital-aided close air support (DACAS) 
technology, while the BRU-70/A 
digital improved triple ejector rack 
(Digital ITER) enabled expanded smart 
weapons carriage.

When Combat Aircraft visited the 
squadron, VMA-214 was working with 
test units VX-9 ‘Vampires’ and VX-31 
‘Dust Devils’ on H6.2 and its associated 
Link-16 with new radios to enable the 
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A tooled-up 
AV-8B+ of 
VMA-214 tips 
in on a target, 
carrying 
a Litening 
targeting 
pod on the 
centerline 
station.  
Jamie Hunter

aircraft to be digitally interoperable 
with current and future network 
infrastructures. In January 2016, 
Boeing was awarded a $7.2-million 
contract to research the integration 
of Link-16. Boeing then contracted 
ViaSat Inc to supply its KOR-24A Small 
Tactical Terminal (STT) that will enable 
the Harriers to communicate by both 
Link-16 and soldier radio waveform 
(SRW) networks.

‘We’ve always struggled with not being 
Link-16-capable,’ says McGregor. ‘That’s 
what we’re doing right now. VX-9 and 
VX-31 are here at Yuma with their own 
jets and they’re upgrading the software 
on our jets as part of what we call a 
developmental test assist. Our pilots get 
to fly with the new software, H6.2, plus 
a small hardware upgrade to enable the 
radios. The increase in our situational 
awareness [SA] is phenomenal — it’s just 
one more sensor for us to manage in the 
cockpit. Our Hornet brethren have had 
this for years and we now have some 

learning to do, but it’s great to be more 
of a contributor to the fight.’

H7.0 will fully integrate Link-16 plus 
the BAE Systems APX-123 transponder. 
MIL-STD-1760 wiring is also planned 
for Stations 1 and 7 to permit carriage 
of the AIM-120C/D and AIM-9X Block 
II along with new AN/ALE-47 V2 
countermeasures dispensers.

Bucklew has been flying Harriers since 
2004 and completed two combat tours 
with VMA-513 ‘Nightmares’. ‘I flew in Iraq 
in 2005 and 2006 out of Al Asad on day 
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and night CAS. Back then Litening and 
JDAM were new to us, and now here we 
are in the midst of flying Harriers with 
Link-16. For us it’s about the SA in the 
target area. It’s going to enable fighter-
to-fighter sharing, including target data.’

Marine Harriers have been flying 
with the AIM-120 AMRAAM since 2009. 
Despite the advent of the AV-8B+ the 
US didn’t follow Italy’s lead in using 
the AMRAAM. ‘We train air-to-air, both 

within visual range and beyond visual 
range, but it’s note a core mission 
essential task for us. We are all about 
CAS.’ Bucklew says the squadron still 
flies a lot of low-level missions, which 
are very achievable from Yuma thanks 
to a host of routes that start just to the 
north of the base and go up into the 
Chocolate Mountains or near the Salton 
Sea. ‘We operate at medium altitude for 
the most part, but we need to maintain 

our proficiency to fly low-altitude loft 
deliveries or low-level gun runs. If we 
need to fly low-weather CAS we can 
run in at 300ft and pop up and roll 
in to use our 5in rockets, the 25mm 
[cannon] or high-drag bombs — they do 
a nice job. We also have laser [AGM-65] 
Maverick, which is great against moving 
targets, and now we have 2.75in APKWS 
[Advanced Precision Kill Weapon 
System] laser rockets, but that’s been 
pushed out more to the deployed units.’

Providing more details of how the 
Harrier’s mission has evolved in recent 
years, McGregor says: ‘The advent of 
AMRAAM has not taken away from our 
air-to-surface mindset — CAS, recce, 
SCAR [strike co-ordination and airborne 
reconnaissance] — it’s just enhanced 
our capability. We have always had 
an air-to-air capability with the AIM-9 
and the gun. Adding the radar made 
a huge difference in terms of being 
able to participate in joint operations, 
and the radar-guided AMRAAM just 
added to that.’

Looking further into the future, a few 
more refinements might be possible 
before the Marines finally retire the 
Harrier in 2026. A helmet-mounted 
sight would be very welcome for the 
pilots, but overall it seems that fleet 

Left: A laser-
guided training 
round (LGTR). 
Jamie Hunter

Below: Easing out 
of the sun shelter 
for an afternoon 
two-ship mission 
to the local 
ranges.  
Jamie Hunter

Below right: Mk76 
practice bombs 
on a triple ejector 
rack.  
Jamie Hunter

Far right: A 
‘Black Sheep’ 
night attack 
bird carrying an 
Intrepid Tiger II 
pod. Conceived 
as an emergency 
measure 
to counter 
improvised 
explosive devices, 
the pod has 
been developed 
to intercept and 
disrupt enemy 
communications. 
USMC/ 
SSgt Matt Orr
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75 YEARS 
OF THE 
‘BLACK 
SHEEP’ 
In 2018 VMA-214 ‘Black Sheep’ marks the 
squadron’s 75th anniversary. VMF-214 
was actually formed on July 1, 1942, 
as the ‘Swashbucklers’. In August 1943, 
Maj Gregory ‘Pappy’ Boyington led the 
formation of VMF-214 ‘Black Sheep’, and 
on January 3 the following year he led 

the squadron’s F4U-1 Corsairs in to an 
attack against the Japanese naval base 
at Rabaul on the island of New Britain 
in the Bismarck Archipelago. Boyington 
shot down four Japanese fighters, 
before being shot down himself and 
taken prisoner. Believed to have been 
killed, Boyington was ‘posthumously’ 
awarded the Medal of Honor.

management and a solid stock of 
well-maintained jets will win hands-
down. As VMA-214 finally trades in its 
AV-8Bs in 2021, the Marines will mark 50 
years of Harrier flying. While offensive 
support on the battlefield will have 
moved towards the F-35B, it underscores 
how the value of distributed STOVL 
operations literally changed the way 
the Marine Corps does business, and 
continues to get the job done. 

Acknowledgements: The author wishes 
to thank Lt Col Brett McGregor, Lt Col Luke 
Jacobs, Maj Keith Bucklew, Capt Gabriel 
Adibe, 1st Lt Casey Littesy and VMGR-352 
‘Raiders’.

Left: A VMF‑214 
F4U‑1 Corsair in 
late 1943. US Navy

Below left: Prior 
to flying the 
AV‑8B, VMA‑214 
operated A‑4 
Skyhawks from 
1962 until 1989. 
This is an A‑4M, 
159790/WE‑13, 
photographed in 
1978. The Aviation 
Photo Company
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Air Support Operations Squadrons provide tactical command and control 
to integrate joint fi repower, especially attack aviation, in support of army 
ground operations.

REPORT Dr Richard Porcelli

CALLSIGN
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A
LTHOUGH THE MEDIA 
tends to focus on the 
aircraft that are dropping 
precision weapons and 
directly engaging so-called 
Islamic State (IS) forces, 

few realize that much of their success 
wouldn’t be possible without a select 
group of dedicated and highly trained 
airmen on the ground who direct their 
strikes. Maximizing the impact on the 
enemy, while minimizing collateral 
damage, is the job of the joint terminal 
attack controllers (JTACs) within the Air 
Support Operations Squadrons (ASOS).

ASOS units help co-ordinate and direct 
tactical air support of land forces and 
provide fast response to ground units 
that require close air support. Combat 
Aircraft visited the 227th ASOS, a unit 
of the New Jersey Air National Guard’s 
177th Fighter Wing, at its Atlantic 
City headquarters. The unit’s call sign 
‘Berserk’ follows the tradition of Norse 
warriors who worked themselves into 
frenzy before battle and fought with 
‘reckless savagery and insane fury.’ The 

squadron’s patch depicts the Vegvisir, 
or runic compass — a magical 

device used to aid in sea navigation 
and provide protection to those 

Norse warriors.
The squadron’s mission is 
to organize, train and equip 
forward air control personnel 
to integrate with army units, 

specializing in directing air 
strikes against enemy targets. It 

does so by providing air support 
expertise to ground commanders. 

At the time of Combat Aircraft’s visit, 
the squadron commander was Lt 
Col Al ‘Moe’ Danza. Born in Brooklyn, 
Danza started his career as an enlisted 
airman serving in intelligence. After 
becoming an o�  cer, he went through 
pilot training and � ew F-16s. In 2007, 
he became an air liaison o�  cer (ALO) 
with the Idaho ANG and came to the 
177th FW in 2011. The levels of expertise 
here are easy to see. Lt Col Scott ‘SOJO’ 
Michalowski is also an ALO and is the 
director of operations (DO) here. He 
� ew A-10s for a decade and joined the 
177th in 2011.

MSgt Patrick Donohoe has been in 
the US Army and now the ANG, and 
with 20 years in the military he joined 
the 227th at its inception. ‘The 227th 
ASOS began as a paper idea and in 2009 
the � rst personnel were assigned to 
the operations group commander, Col 

Bradford Everman, who gave them a desk 
in an operations building closet, from 
there we transitioned into trailers and 
then in 2011 to this [dedicated] facility,’ 
explains Donohoe. The rationale for its 
creation as part of the 177th FW was the 
bene� t of the co-location with the wing’s 
� ghter squadron and bombing range. 
‘Other ASOS units are not as fortunate 
at having this combination. Some are 
just on a remote bombing range, others 
are associated with a speci� c air force 
or army unit. Most have to travel for 
everything, but here we have one of the 
best set-ups.’

Danza says, ‘There are ANG units in 
all 50 states plus the territories, with 65 
Guard � ying units, but there are only 16 
ASOS units. As the army puts it, ‘we are 
a high-demand but low-density asset.’ 
Not every state has one, so a prospective 
trainee can’t just go to his state unit.’ An 
added bene� t of the 227th’s location is a 
large local population and the entire east 
coast to draw talented people from. ‘Even 
though we are part of the New Jersey 
ANG, more than 50 per cent are from 
other states,’ he adds.

A tough career
The pace of operations for a JTAC is pretty 
intense. According to Michalowski, ‘The 
amount of time you must put into this 
career � eld is much greater than most 
other parts of the Guard. On paper, 
it is the standard one weekend per 
month and two weeks a year, but due 
to the amount of currencies we must 
maintain and the TDYs [temporary duty 
assignments] to support the army, at 
least an additional 30 days per year are 
required. In the group, about half are in 
college; half have families and all have 
jobs. So when they sign up we have that 
hard conversation along the lines of, 

The close team 
between the 
joint terminal 
attack controllers 
(JTACs) and the 
airborne assets is 
key to successful 
close air support. 
USAF/SrA Kevin 
Tanenbaum
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‘this is not one weekend per month, you 
will need to be here an additional week 
every three months and an additional 
three weeks in the summer’. About 90 
per cent of their training, even if it is on 
the weekend, is outside of the fence line, 
either at Warren Grove Range [WGR], 
Fort Dix or somewhere else completely 
different.’

Therefore, recruiting the right people 
is essential, as Danza explains. ‘That is 
why we dangle the carrot of our training 
trips. Not all are just to WGR. Last year 

we deployed to Germany and England, 
and [to ranges] throughout the US.’

Donohoe adds: ‘The annual training 
plan is a building-block approach 
culminating in a big event. Last year there 
were two major events, one in Alaska and 
another in Louisiana, supporting major 
army exercises including what we don’t 
want to do — participate in a computer-
generated war. Sitting in a TOC [tactical 
operations center] watching a simulated 
war, improvising our job. It’s true that 
we learn a lot, but it is still kind of a 

nosebleed since we have the mentality 
that we want to be out there enjoying the 
sun, going crazy and running through 
the woods. We have to do that as well.’

The 227th ASOS has around 70 unit 
members, which equates to 90 per cent 
of its authorized manning level. About 
30 per cent are full-timers. Donohoe 
continues, ‘The members come from a 
variety of backgrounds, especially law 
enforcement. Many are ex-active-duty 
servicemen and the age is typically 24-
28. JTACs are part of a small but tightly 

Below left to 
right: A TACP runs 
to board a US 
Army Black Hawk 
during a 227th 
ASOS training 
event. ANG/
MSgt Andrew J. 
Moseley

Lt Col Al ‘Moe’ 
Danza, an 
experienced pilot 
and air liaison 
officer.  
Dr Richard Porcelli
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Overall, becoming a JTAC demands an 
average of three years of training and 

the drop-out rate is over 80 per cent

Becoming a JTAC
‘Airmen who are seeking to be JTACs 
go through basic training then an 
indoctrination course to weed out those 
who are considered to be unqualified,’ 
says Donohoe. ‘Next is a five-month 
TACP training course at Lackland AFB, 
then SERE [survival, evasion, resistance 
and escape] school at Fairchild AFB. 
After that comes initial combat skills 
training in Oklahoma for two months. 
They then come back to the unit to do 
mission-essential skills training — an 
immersive 120 days — emerging as a 
TACP member, but not yet a JTAC.’

Thus far, the candidate has been 
training for a year. They must look 
forward to at least another year just to 
be eligible for the JTAC course. ‘They 
must meet all the physical requirements, 
plus show maturity and the ability to 
retain information. Then they will be 
allowed to progress on the path to 
become a JTAC.’

The JTAC upgrade kicks off with initial 
qualification training, which could 
take anywhere from four months to a 
year. The actual qualification course 
is run over four to five weeks at either 
Nellis AFB, Nevada, or Spangdahlem, 

Germany. It’s then back to the unit 
for a further eight months of mission 
qualification training. Donohoe says, ‘It 
involves multiple training activities and 
demonstrations of performance on the 
range, and a variety of simulations, all of 
varying degrees of difficulty. Then, they 
have an initial evaluation at a remote 
location to test their ability to adapt to 
an unfamiliar locale. Once successfully 
accomplished you are a JTAC.’ Overall, 
becoming a JTAC demands an average 
of three years of training, and the drop-
out rate is over 80 per cent.

The mission
It’s widely accepted that close air 
support (CAS) requires intimate co-
ordination between air and land assets 
and often involves use of munitions 
in close proximity to friendly forces. 
Current doctrine stipulates that CAS be 
controlled by a JTAC on the ground or 
by a forward air controller — airborne. 
Even an armed USAF remotely piloted 
air system (RPAS) requires clearance 
from a JTAC to drop ordnance, though 
in certain circumstances this can be via 
a team inside a combined air operations 
center (CAOC).

bound brotherhood that numbers less 
than 2,000 air force-wide.’

Global taskings
‘Tasking is two-fold,’ explains 
Michalowski. ‘Firstly, supplying liaison and 
advice with army units for air support, 
and second, to control the actual close 
air support missions. The first would take 
place at the tactical operations center 
[TOC], the second on the battlefield’. The 
ASOS supplies tactical air control parties 
(TACPs) who provide the actual control 
function on the ground, and provide air 
liaison officers (ALOs) to support and 
advise the TOC to provide guidance for 
ground commanders.

The ALOs can be pilots who are experts 
in the JTAC mission and the requirement 
from a user perspective. They bring a ‘how 
to be a pilot’ point of view on how best 
to use the aircraft in particular situations. 
There are others known as ‘13-Lima’ officers 
who are not pilots but who underwent 
special training with ground units. JTACs 
in the field contact the ALOs in the TOC for 
guidance, and they can seal approvals and 
push relevant responses back to the field. 
‘The ‘13-Lima’ is a new, hybrid career field,’ 
says Michalowsky. ‘We are trending away 
from the emphasis on rated pilots for the 
ALO position. The mix is about 80 per cent 
‘13-Limas’ and 20 per cent rated pilots.’.’

Out in the field, it’s all about the JTACs, 
the TACPs and the apprentices, known as 
ROMADs. Rooted in history, this position 
means radio operator, maintainer 
and driver.

Above left to 
right: TSgt Wayne 
White, a tactical 
air control party 
airman from the 
177th Fighter 
Wing, uses a 
laser marker to 
co-ordinate an 
air strike on the 
Barry Goldwater 
Range. ANG/A1C 
Shane Karp

TSgt Christopher 
Donohue, a 
227th ASOS joint 
terminal attack 
controller, and 
a German JTAC 
work together on 
the Warren Grove 
Range during a 
combined training 
exercise. ANG/
MSgt Andrew J. 
Moseley

SrA Christopher 
Fantasia of the 
227th ASOS works 
on the Warren 
Grove Gunnery 
Range. ANG/A1C 
Amber Powell
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Danza comments: ‘We control anything 
that is above ground level, because 
when our aircraft are there — we own 
that airspace. When the CAS aircraft 
checks in everyone else shuts up, so it’s 
me and maybe the ground commander 
talking to these guys, making the 
e� ects happen.’

In terms of standards and tactics, 
JTACs rely on the J-Fire (o�  cially this 
is the multi-service procedures for the 
joint application of � repower). This 
publication speci� es JTAC doctrine, 
command and control organizations, 
facilities, personnel, responsibilities, and 
procedures. Michalowski calls it, ‘a quick 
pocket guide for JTACs.’

‘It also contains the nine-line brief,’ 
explains Donohoe. ‘This is the most 
important thing we do. It’s a set 
procedure.’ The nine-line is the CAS 
brie� ng format for passing crucial target 
information to the attacking aircraft after 
it has checked in and authentication data 
has been exchanged. It includes: 1:  The initial point (IP), which can be a 

set waypoint or co-ordinates 
provided by the JTAC or overhead 
the target.

2:  Heading from the IP to the target, 
often with a left or right o� set to avoid 
known hazards.

3:  Distance from IP to target in 
nautical miles.

4:  Target elevation, in feet above mean 
sea level.

5:  Target description using plain, 
concise language.

6:  Target location, east and north 
co-ordinates in the military grid 
reference system.

7:  Target marking — talk-on, smoke, laser, 
or infra-red.

8:  Friendly location — distance in meters 
and cardinal direction.

9:  Egress direction and destination.
According to Danza, there is one true 

nine-line. ‘It is procedure. How you get that 
information can vary. Your technique may 
vary. You may give it in a di� erent order — 
that’s cool, as long as you give the pilot all 
nine-lines. If you need to deviate, you can.’ 
He says it’s not unusual for a JTAC in close 
contact with the enemy to emphasize 
that point.

Danza states that while o�  cers are 
closely linked to the mission, they tend 
to be advising in the TOC. It’s the enlisted 
JTACs who go outside the wire. ‘They are 
downtown doing their mission with my 
guidance. I am at the TOC and back-

Above: 
USAF JTACs work 
with all of the air 
assets in a CAS 
operation, as 
illustrated here 
by two US Marine 
Corps F/A-18Ds 
tipping in on a 
target. 
Jamie Hunter

Left: 
MSgt Patrick 
Donohoe of the 
227th ASOS. 
Dr Richard Porcelli
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to teach a pilot what the view from 
the ground looks like than to teach the 
JTAC what the view from the air looks 
like,’ explains Danza. He quotes a recent 
airline � ight he took where he was 
sitting alongside a young JTAC as they 
� ew at 10,000ft and pointed out how 
di�  cult it is to � nd particular spots on 
the ground from that altitude.

During Combat Aircraft’s visit we met 
TSgt Christopher Donohue, a resident 
JTAC who received the Bronze Star 
Medal in connection with a September 
2014 deployment to Afghanistan 
during Operation ‘Enduring Freedom’. 

The former Marine supported more 
than 100 Afghan and coalition ground 
missions, sometimes being directly 
involved in � re� ghts. This modest hero 
typi� es the nature of the members of 
the 227th ASOS, in that they thrust 
themselves into the face of the enemy in 
order to protect their comrades — truly 
re� ecting the ethos behind the ‘Berserk’ 
callsign. 

AAJTS
The 227th ASOS relies on simulation  
to aid in training. The $1.1-million ANG 
Advanced JTAC Training Simulator (AAJTS) 
was installed in November 2015. This is 
a fully immersive simulator designed for 
squadron-level continuation, quali� cation 
and mission rehearsal training. It relies on 
high-� delity displays, including a 5m dome 
with high-de� nition projection system, 
geo-speci� c visual databases, equipment 
emulators, and associated hardware and 
software. JTAC trainees can use a variety 
of military equipment including virtual 
binoculars, laser range-� nding, target 
location and designation equipment, 
emulated weapons and infra-red marking 
emulation.

briefed with live video streams from the 
RPAS over the battle� eld. We can slew the 
[RPAS] view and say, ‘that’s the enemy,’ 
painting a picture for the commanders. 
Then the A-10s are rolling in, building up 
the picture for them while the mission’s 
going on, so that the two-star [general] 
can focus on his troops and not worry 
about the air picture. That is our job.’

On the ground, the JTAC clears that 
A-10 pilot in ‘hot’. The JTAC and pilot must 
have a good working relationship. ‘There 
is a the science and the art,’ says Danza. 
‘The science is reading the nine-line, and 
the art involves how are we really going 
to do this.’

One of the key elements of training is 
honing communication skills. ‘It’s easier 

Right top to bottom: The ANG 
Advanced JTAC Training 
Simulator (AAJTS) instructor 
operating station. 
Dr Richard Porcelli

A young TACP works on the 
AAJTS. Dr Richard Porcelli

SrA Christopher 
Fantasia works 
with New Jersey 
Army National 
Guard soldiers 
during site 
exploitation 
and tactical 
interrogation 
training. 
ANG/A1C 
Amber Powell

The author wishes to thank Col Everman; Lt Cols 
Danza and Michalowski and MSgt Donohoe of the 
227th ASOS. Plus MSgt Moseley of public affairs 
for their support in the preparation of this feature.
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For the third consecutive year the Islamic Republic 

of Iran Air Force (IRIAF) held its ‘Devotees of 

Velayat’s Territory’ exercise in Isfahan, in the 

center of the country.

REPORT: Babak Taghvaee

FLEXES ITS MUSCLES
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T
HE 2017 EXERCISE, which 
took place on October 31 and 
November 1, saw participation 
by 57 � xed-wing aircraft and 
one helicopter from eight 
tactical � ghter bases and two 

tactical transport bases. The objective was 
not only to increase personnel readiness 
but also to test new weapons and tactics. 
As in previous years, the IRIAF � ghter-
bombers practised combat tactics in 
a jamming environment, but this time 
missions were � own both day and night.

The main participants were 43 � ghters, 
comprising seven F-4E Phantom IIs, 
� ve F-5E Tiger IIs, � ve F-5Fs, three F-5E 
Saeghes, an F-5F Saeghe II, two F-7Ns, 
three FT-7Ns, six F-14A Tomcats, three 
MiG-29UBs and three Su-24MKs. Among 
these, � ve F-4Es from the 3rd Tactical 
Fighter Base (TFB.3) at Nojeh (Shahrokhi), 
and � ve F-7N/FT-7Ns and six F-14As from 
TFB.8 at Babaiee (Khatami), took part from 
their home bases. All other � ghters were 
deployed from their bases to TFB.8 in 
Isfahan on October 28-29.

TFB.8 was a suitable base for guest 
F-4Es, Saeghes and F-5E/Fs, but was less 
well equipped for the Russian-made 
MiG-29s and Su-24s. Two Il-76TDs and 
three C-130E/H Hercules of the 1st and 7th 
Independent Tactical Transport Bases were 
used to transport ground equipment and 
crews as well as armament and spare parts 
for the ‘Fulcrums’ and ‘Fencers’ to Isfahan 
from Tehran, Tabriz and Shiraz.

Throughout the exercise one of two 
airworthy IRIAF KC-707s (Boeing 707-3J9C) 
and the sole airworthy KC-747 (Boeing 
747-131F) tanker were employed to 
provide aerial refueling support. One of 
two EC-707s (Boeing 707-3J9Cs) and an 
RC-130H electronic intelligence/signals 
intelligence (ELINT/SIGINT) aircraft were 
used as airborne command posts as 
well as for monitoring airspace around 

This image: 
A rare outing by 
the 31st TRS saw 
this single RF-4E 
participating in 
the ‘Devotees of 
Velayat’s Territory’ 
exercise. Note 
that it carries an 
old AN/ALQ-101 
jamming pod. 
Abbasi

Inset: FT-7N serial 
3-7725 fl ew both 
ground attack 
and interceptor 
missions. 
Akbar Tavakkoli
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the exercise to detect any foreign 
reconnaissance aircraft or drones. A 
Dassault Falcon 50EX ‘Saye’ (‘Shadow’) 
electronic warfare (EW) aircraft was 
used to provide a jamming environment 
for the participants. On stand-by at 
TFB.8 for search and rescue was an IRIAF 
Bell 214C helicopter, serial 4-9444.

First day of training
On the � rst morning, participants 
practised for the air-to-air and air-

to-ground missions that would be 
carried out the next day. Three F-4Es 

from TFB.6 Yassini each � ew with a 

TGM-65A Maverick captive air-launched 
training missile (CATM). The crew of a 
fourth F-4E belonging to TFB.3 dropped 
a GBU-87/B Ghased TV-guided bomb, 
while a TFB.7 Su-24MK launched a 
Kh-25ML (AS-10 ‘Karen’) laser-guided air-
to-ground missile.

At the same time, two MiG-29UBs 
participated in dissimilar air combat 
training (DACT) missions with a pair of 
F-14As that were providing top cover for 
the F-4s, F-5s and F-7s. Two F-5Fs also 
undertook DACT with two F-4Es. Pairs of 
F-7Ns, F-5E/Fs, and Saeghe I/IIs honed 
their rocketry skills with 2.75in (70mm) 

training rockets � red from 19-tube 
LAU-3A launchers, while four each of 
F-4Es and F-5E/Fs delivered Mk81 and 
Mk82 training bombs.

Night missions
The combat phase of the exercise started 
on the evening of October 31, after 
intelligence had been gathered by an 
RF-4E of the 31st Tactical Reconnaissance 
Squadron forward-deployed to TFB.8, 
and by three Mohajer-3 and Mohajer-4 
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs). The 
video footage and photos were analyzed 
and targets were selected on a 1:1-scale 
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PARTICIPANTS IN THE 
‘DEVOTEES OF VELAYAT’S 
TERRITORY’ EXERCISE
Type Unit Number 

attending Mission Serials

1.TFB Lashgari
MiG-29UB 11th TFS 1 Interceptor 3-6305
Boeing 707-3J9C Tanker Squadron 1 Support 5-8304
Boeing 747-131F Tanker Squadron 1 Tanker 5-8103
C-130E 11th TAS 1 Bombing 5-8507

C-130H 12th TAS 2 Support/air-drop 5-8538
5-8552

ELINT Boeing 707-3J9C ELINT/SIGINT Squadron 1 ELINT/SIGINT 5-8316

Falcon 50EX ELINT/SIGINT Squadron 2 EW 5-9012
5-9013

RC-130H ELINT/SIGINT Squadron 1 SIGINT 5-8554
2.TFB Fakkuri

F-5E 21st TFS 4 Close air support
3-7320
3-7324
3-7333
3-7342

F-5F 21st TFS 1 Close air support 3-7167

F-5E Saeghe I 23rd TFS 3 Close air support
3-7366
3-7367
3-7370

F-5F Saeghe II 23rd  TFS 1 Close air support 3-7182

MiG-29UB 22nd TFS 2 Interceptor 3-6301
3-6303

3.TFB Hamadan/Nojeh

F-4E 31st TFS 5 Ground attack/
interceptor

3-6566
3-6650
3-6652
3-6675
3-6687

RF-4E 31st TRS 1 Reconnaissance 2-6509
4.TFB Vahdati
F-5E 41st TFS 1 Ground attack 3-7307

F-5F 41st TFS 4 Ground attack
3-7155
3-7160
3-7166
3-7181

6.TFB Yassini

F-4E 61st TFS 3 Ground attack/
interceptor

3-6525
3-6528
3-6646

7.TFB Dowran

Il-76TD 71st TAS 2 Support 5-8206
5-8210

C-130E 72nd TAS 1 Airdrop 5-8518
C-130H 72nd TAS 1 Support 5-8515

Su-24MK 72nd TFS 3 Ground attack
3-6809
3-6855
3-6861

Bell 214C SAR Group 1 SAR/medevac 4-9444
8.TFB Babaiee

F-14A 82nd TFS 6 Interceptor

3-6029
3-6030
3-6061
3-6067
3-6073
3-6078

F-7N F-7 CCT Squadron 2 Ground attack/
interceptor

3-7501
3-7503

FT-7N F-7 CCT Squadron 3 Ground attack/
interceptor

3-7705
3-7719
3-7725

Mohajer-3 UAV Squadron 2 Surveillance -
Mohajer-4 UAV Squadron 1 Surveillance -
Karrar UAV Squadron 2 Target drone -
9.TFB Abdol-Karimi

F-4E 91st TFS 4 Ground attack/
interceptor

3-6543
3-6602
3-6649
3-6674

Clockwise from 
top left: Live 
Mk80 iron bombs 
are loaded on 
F-4E triple ejector 
rails. Abbasi

The F-5s and 
Saeghes fl ew with 
19-tube LAU-3/A 
launchers for 
2.75in (70mm) 
training rockets. 
Mhosen 
Ranginkaman

F-14A Tomcat 
serial 3-6036 
taxiing with 
a pair of live 
AIM-7E Sparrows 
attached and live 
AIM-9Js out of 
shot. It was not 
taking part in the 
exercise but was 
on QRA at Isfahan.  
Hamed Ataei

61st TFS F-4Es 
carry a distinctive 
shark’s mouth. 
This one totes 
a captive-
carry TGM-65A 
Maverick. 
Ehsan Jazini

20mm 
ammunition is 
loaded into the 
F-5E’s single-
barrel M39A2 
cannon. Mhosen 
Ranginkaman

air base at Anarak, a gunnery and EW 
range near Isfahan. The night bombing 
mission involved two Su-24MKs and six 
F-4Es, with top cover from two F-14As 
each armed with pairs of AIM-9J infra-
red-guided air-to-air missiles (AAMs) 
and AIM-7E-2 semi-active radar-guided 
AAMs. That night the F-4Es bombed 
their targets using Mk81 iron bombs, 
with the aid of � ares launched by other 
F-4Es, while the Su-24MKs dropped 
their 100kg (220lb) FAB-100 bombs 
with the assistance of their on-board 
targeting system equipped with an 
infra-red camera.

All missions were carried out in a 
jamming environment created by the 
Falcon 50EX. On returning to their 
bases, the TFB.3 F-4Es and the two 
F-14As received fuel from KC-707 serial 
5-8304, one of two � yable examples in 
the � eet. This tanker was overhauled by 
Iranian Aircraft Industries (IACI) and re-
entered IRIAF service in June 2017. After 
refueling at an altitude of 997ft (304m) 
the Tomcats returned to the exercise 
area to provide top cover, or high-value 
asset combat air patrol (HAVCAP), for 
the KC-707 and a C-130H � ying from 
TFB.1, the latter performing a night 
cargo air-drop.

Second day
On November 1 the participants 
used live air-to-air and air-to-ground 
munitions including precision-guided 
bombs and missiles, ‘dumb’ bombs, 
rockets and guns. Targets were engaged 
on the 1:1-scale air� eld at Anarak. At 
the same time, the EW Falcon provided 
jamming while the EC-707 was again 
engaged as an airborne command post.

Pilots of TFB.9’s F-4Es who had 
employed precision-guided munitions 
in previous exercises only carried out 
toss-bombing and level-bombing using 
Mk82 and Mk83 live dumb bombs, 
while two F-4Es from TFB.6 and a third 
example from TFB.3 launched three 
AGM-65A Mavericks against three 
moving targets. These objectives 
been detected by IRIAF Mohajer-3 
and Mohajer-4 UAVs � ying over the 
exercise area. Another F-4E � ying from 
TFB.3 dropped a GBU-78/B TV-guided 
bomb on a large target. Thousands 
of feet above the F-4Es, two F-14As 
providing top cover were engaged in air 
combat with two MiG-29UBs � ying as 
aggressors.

As well as the Phantoms, two 
Su-24MKs launched two Kh-25ML 
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This image: A 72nd 
TFS Su-24MK gets 
airborne toting 
two Kh-25MT 
TV-guided missiles. 
Hamed Ataei

Below left to right: 
A young F-4E 
pilot completes 
paperwork prior to 
heading out to drop 
a live Mk80 slick 
bomb. 
Akbar Tavakkoli

Captive-carry 
TGM-65A 
Mavericks enabled 
F-4E crews to 
practise AGM-65A 
launches. 
Ehsan Jazini

Recently 
overhauled F-7N 
3-7503 taxies out 
laden with four 
LAU-3/A rocket 
launchers and 
2.75in (70mm) 
rockets. Abbasi

An F-5F is prepped 
for a mission to 
fi re 2.75in rockets. 
Hamed Ataei

laser-guided missiles at their targets. 
Then two F-5E Saeghes, two F-5E/Fs, 
and two FT-7Ns dropped Mk83 bombs 
on their objectives. After these bombing 
missions, two F-7Ns, two F-5E/Fs, an 
F-5E Saeghe and an F-5F Saeghe II, each 
armed with two to four LAU-3A rocket 
launchers � red a total of 171 2.75in 
(70mm)  rockets in two passes. They 
returned and carried out gun stra� ng 
on ground targets during another 
two passes.

Two Karrar targets were launched from 
a nearby drone air� eld. They were shot 
down by two AIM-7E-2 AAMs launched 
by an F-4E and an F-14A. Meanwhile, 
F-5F serial 3-7167 launched a TDU-11/B 
infra-red target that was downed by an 
R-73E (AA-11 ‘Archer’) short-range AAM, 
� red by the pilot of MiG-29UB serial 
3-6306 over the Anarak range.

Under the top cover of two more 
F-14As, each armed with two AIM-9Js 
and two AIM-7E-2s, three C-130E/Hs 
conducted their missions. C-130E serial 
5-8507 � ying from TFB.1 Lashgari at 
Mehrabad International Airport, Tehran, 
dropped two Mk84 2,000lb (907kg) 
unguided bombs on � ghting positions 
and hideouts belonging to imaginary 
terrorists of the so-called Islamic State 
(IS). Then C-130H serial 5-8552 operating 
from Tehran air-dropped cargo including 
weapons and food supplies. Airborne 
commandos from the Islamic Republic 
of Iran Army Ground Forces’ 55th 
Airborne Brigade rounded proceedings 
o�  by using a C-130E � ying from TFB.7 
Dowran at Shiraz for a parachute jump.

After the exercise, four F-14As received 
fuel from KC-707 serial 5-8304, and two 
of the Tomcats were used to provide 
HAVCAP for KC-747 serial 5-8103, which 
in turn refueled four F-4Es from TFB.3 
on their return to their home base 
at Hamedan. The other two Tomcats 
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escorted six Russian Aerospace Forces 
Tu-22M3 bombers, which had � own 
from Mozdok air base in southern Russia 
in order to bomb IS targets in Deir ez-
Zor, Syria.

IRIAF goals
For the IRIAF, the main goal of the 
exercise was to increase the combat-
readiness of almost 100 pilots and 
navigators, and dozens of ground crews. 
Other objectives, however, were equally 
important for the IRIAF commanders. 
First was to prepare the Chengdu F-7N 

� ghters and their pilots for close air 
support missions. This work began in 
summer 2017, when the commander 
of TFB.8 decided to ready some of his 
recently overhauled F-7Ns for launching 
unguided rockets. This was the � rst 
time this had been done in the 27 
years since the aircraft entered service. 
Following delivery, the � eet has mainly 
been used to train advanced � ying and 
weaponry courses.

Iran never procured Chinese-made 
air-to-ground ordnance for its F-7Ns 
and FT-7Ns, and instead they were 

all modi� ed in Iran to use available 
US-made weapons. They added the 
capability to launch 2.75in unguided 
rockets from LAU-3A pods. Upon 
establishment of the � rst two F-7 
squadrons at TFB.5 Ardestani in 
Omidiyeh (which were disbanded in 
2007), the air base received a huge 
quantity of LAU-3A rocket launchers but 
never used them. Following the transfer 
of all F-7Ns and FT-7Ns from TFB.5 to 
TFB.8 in 2007, armament stocks were 
also relocated to the new base. After 10 
years, the TFB.8 commander decided to 

Bottom: An F-4E 
with a TGM-65A 
gets airborne for 
the fi rst day’s 
missions. 
Hamed Ataei

Below left to 
right: The three 
Su-24MKs that 
participated. 
Mehdi Shamkhani

An F-5F lets rip 
with a salvo of 
2.75in rockets. 
Akbar Tavakkoli
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begin familiarizing F-7N instructor pilots 
in the use of rockets.

Another notable achievement was the 
use of Mohajer-3 and Mohajer-4 UAVs for 
target detection and live battle damage 
assessment, a tactic that the IRIAF has 
learnt from Russian Aerospace Forces 
combat operations against IS and other 
terrorist groups in Syria. This allowed 
the participants to carry out quicker and 
more precise close support and strike 
missions against targets detected by the 
UAVs on the gunnery range.

Finally, the IRIAF showcased its 
emerging capability to drop bombs 
from its C-130s. This was in response 
to an ongoing project of the Islamic 
Revolutionary Guard Corps Air and 
Space Force (IRGCASF) that calls for the 
development of an Iranian equivalent 
to the US-made GBU-43/B Massive 
Ordnance Air Blast (MOAB), intended to 
be delivered from its Il-76TD transports. 
The main objective is to use the weapon 
against IS in Syria. 

Above left to right: 
F-14A serial 
3-6029 returns 
from an exercise 
mission. Ali Khara

F-14A 3-6078, 
loaded with a pair 
of AIM-9Js and 
AIM-7Es, launches 
to provide top 
cover for the 
F-4Es during night 
bombing. 
Ali Khara

Right top to 
bottom: 
F-4Es of the 31st 
TFS lay down 
sticks of bombs 
on the Anarak 
range.
Ali Khara

An evocative dusk 
photo of F-4E 
pilots before a 
night mission. 
Ali Khara
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T
HIS MAY LOOK like a 
nondescript F-16D, but in 
fact it’s anything but run-of-
the-mill. Photographed as it 
� ew at low level in the Jedi 
Transition in the R-2508 range 

complex, California, during the early 
afternoon of November 14, unmarked 
F-16D Block 30 serial 86-0052 was 
actually making a very rare appearance. 
There are no other recent images of this 
aircraft, mainly due to the fact that it is 
stationed at the top-secret Groom Lake 
air base on the Nevada Test and Training 
Range (NTTR).

Google Earth images reveal that two-
seat F-16Ds are regularly parked out in 
the open on the ramp at Groom Lake. A 
handful are based there, used for chase 
and test support duties in relation to the 
ultra-secret activities at the Nevada base.

Indeed, a few hours before this shot 
was taken an F-16D similar to this was 
photographed � ying in formation with an 
F-117A Nighthawk near Rachel, Nevada, 
close to Groom Lake. It too appeared to 
be carrying a Lockheed Martin Legion 
Pod with an infra-red search and track 
(IRST) sensor, as can be seen on 86-0052. 
This pod was � rst noted being carried 

by an F-16C of the 64th Aggressor 
Squadron at Nellis AFB during a ‘Red Flag’ 
exercise in 2013.

Even more remarkable is the fact that, 
on close scrutiny, the pilots in this F-16 
wear the patches of the clandestine ‘Red 
Hats’ (rear cockpit) and ‘Red Eagles’ (front 
cockpit). The 6513th Test Squadron ‘Red 
Hats’ of Air Force Materiel Command 
(AFMC) test-� ew secretly acquired 
Soviet military aircraft at Groom Lake 
from the late 1960s. The 4477th Test and 
Evaluation Squadron (TES) ‘Red Eagles’ was 
subsequently formed as part of Tactical Air 
Command (TAC). This unit was established 
in order to give USAF, Navy and Marine 
Corps pilots experience of � ying against 
these ‘assets’ under the ‘Constant 
Peg’ program.

F-16D serial 
86-0052 fl ashes 
through a canyon 
at low level on 
November 14. 
Photos 
Alan Chadwick
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The 4477th TES o�  cially closed down in 
March 1988, but the ‘Red Eagles’ remain 
active, and the Nellis-based Weapons 
School and 422nd TES still enjoy access to 
a more modern range of dissimilar types. 
These are owned by AFMC and are part of 
the so-called Foreign Materiel Exploitation 
(FME) program, jointly operated by 
AFMC as well as Air Combat Command. 
These ‘assets’ (including a Sukhoi Su-27P 
photographed over the NTTR in 2016) are 
highly classi� ed and shrouded in secrecy, 
despite a number of sightings. 

Today, the ‘Red Hats’ remain responsible 
for test and evaluation of foreign materiel 
under Det 3 AFTC (Air Force Test Center) 
and the ‘Red Eagles’ are formally known as 
Detachment 3, 53rd Test and Evaluation 
Group (TEG). 
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Traditionally associated with US Air 
Force fl ight-testing, Edwards AFB, 
California is known as the home of 
‘the Right Stuff’. Today, that important 
test work continues. For the F-35 test 
program, it brings together a raft of 
operators, not least the US Navy in the 
shape of VX-9 ‘Vampires’.

REPORT Jamie Hunter

H
EADQUARTERED AT NAVAL 
Air Warfare Station (NAWS) 
China Lake, California, VX-9 
‘Vampires’ is long established 
as the center for operational 
� ight-testing within the US 

Navy. It prides itself on providing the true 
litmus test of a new type or capability. The 
unit has been engaged in Super Hornet, 
Growler, Harrier and Cobra work to name 
but a few over recent years, putting each 
of these aircraft to the sword, but it now 
has a new focus — the F-35C.

If ever there was going to be a 
squadron that would look the Lightning 
II squarely in the face and poke holes in 
any shortcomings, it was going to be 
VX-9. The buck stops here. If a type or 
system isn’t ready to be thrust into the 
most demanding of all military aviation 
environments — a US Navy big-deck 
aircraft carrier in a high sea state at night 
— the ‘Vampires’ simply aren’t going to 
rubber-stamp it, irrespective of external 
pressures.

VX-9 Det Edwards, under the charge of 
CAPT Matt Norris, carries a heavy weight 
of responsibility. Among other duties, it 
is tasked with taking the carrier variant 
of the F-35 into initial operational test 
and evaluation in 2018.

Of the three US services that operate 
Lockheed Martin’s stealthy � fth-
generation � ghter, the Navy has been 
the most openly critical. It’s also been 
the least aggressive when it comes to 
schedules. The Marines and Air Force 
have already declared initial operating 
capability, but the Navy has insisted it 
cannot follow suit until it receives a full 
suite of war� ghting capabilities, aiming 
instead for a window between August 
2018 to February 2019.

VX-9 at Edwards
The Navy’s Edwards AFB detachment 
has six F-35Cs and around 130 
personnel. Like the US Air Force, Marine 
Corps, British and Dutch operational 
testers at this California base, VX-9 Det 
Edwards is a vital element of the F-35 
Joint Operational Test Team (JOTT).

‘We have our full complement of 
people and jets, including ten pilots,’ 
explains CDR Ernest ‘Big Ern’ Anderson, 
executive o�  cer (XO) of VX-9 Det 
Edwards. ‘We are now in a phase of 
building our � ying hours and 
experience on the F-35C for when initial 
operational test and evaluation [IOT&E] 
starts. All of our � ights now are focused 
on training to the skill-sets we need in 
order to be successful in the testing.’

While a formal start date had not been 
agreed as of November, most agree that 
late spring into early summer is the 
most likely timeframe. This is being 
driven by completion of the related 
development test (DT) activity, which 
will enable the formal opeval to start.

‘We report to China Lake, but we 
essentially operate as our own squadron 
down here,’ Anderson continues. 
Commenting on VX-9’s position within 
the JOTT, he says: ‘We � y together on a 
weekly basis as sections or divisions 
with our Air Force, Marines, British and 
Dutch colleagues. We all have similar 
goals in testing the F-35, but we also 
have more speci� c areas that are 
service-related. It all works very well 
under the JOTT umbrella as we gear up 
for IOT&E.’

This important phase has been 
delayed by clearances and full 
availability of the latest Block 
3F software in the jets. ‘We 
have some older airplanes from 
the early low-rate initial 
production [LRIP] lots that need 
hardware and software 
modi� cations in order to be ready 
to receive Block 3F,’ explains 
Anderson. It’s a schedule that’s 
seen VX-9 jets and those from the 
partner units being dispatched to 
air logistics centers for these 
modi� cations. Ultimately, VX-9’s goal 
for IOT&E is to have six jets that are all 
in 3F con� guration. A White Force is 
putting the � nal touches to the formal 
test plan in order to maximize the 
scheduled events. These will dictate the 
schedules for the JOTT squadrons next 
year as they mount speci� c trials and 
report back on them.

Maj Corey 
Florendo drops a 
GBU-31 from VX-9 
F-35C CF-08 over 
the NAWS China 
Lake ranges. 
Lockheed Martin/
Chad Bellay
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Carrier work
Some of the speci� c Navy work that 
Anderson mentions includes aircraft 
carrier testing. Three periods of 
dedicated DT have been completed. 
During the � rst two, in November 2014 
on the USS Nimitz and October 2015 on 
the USS Dwight D. Eisenhower, pilots 
conducted catapult take-o� s, arrested 
landings, and touch-and-goes while 
opening up the � ight envelope of the 
F-35C. The third period — DT-III — 
which began on August 14, 2016, 
aboard the USS George Washington o�  
the coast of Virginia, included more than 
600 test points including launch and 
recovery with external stores such as 
GBU-12 laser-guided bombs and AIM-9X 
Sidewinders. Among the areas 
examined were the F-35C’s approach 
handling qualities with symmetric and 
asymmetric external stores, so-called 
Delta Flight Path testing, Joint Precision 
Approach and Landing System (JPALS) 
testing, crosswind and maximum-
weight launches.

Incredibly, even though formal 
operational testing has yet to be 
started, both VFA-101 ‘Grim Reapers’ 
and VFA-125 ‘Rough Raiders’ — the 
Navy’s two training Fleet Replacement 
Squadrons — have both completed 
periods at sea to carrier-qualify (CQ) 
pilots and landing signals o�  cers (LSOs). 
It’s all part of the forward-leaning way 
the Lightning II is being introduced 
into service.

‘We CQ’d our � rst pilot from VX-9 last 
September and three more are currently 
working with VFA-101 and -125 to get 
quali� ed,’ Anderson says. ‘There are 
already multiple boat detachments 
going on in preparation for OT-1 — our 
� rst formal operational test period on 
the boat — next summer. For this we 
will embark on the carrier and execute 
speci� c test points to assess suitability 
for mission-readiness.’

Navy pilots must typically complete 
10 daylight ‘traps’ and six night ‘traps’ 
aboard the carrier in order to achieve 
an initial quali� cation. Anderson says, 

‘Right now we’re not qualifying pilots in 
the F-35C at night.’ This is due to the fact 
that ongoing test work is still � ne-tuning 
the Gen-3 pilot’s helmet. Night launches 
and recoveries have been demonstrated 
successfully by the NAS Patuxent River 
Integrated Test Force, initially during 
DT-II in November 2014. ‘Coming back 
to an air� eld at night is very di� erent 
to coming back to the ship’, Anderson 
continues. ‘The night vision camera 
[in the helmet] is already very capable 
in the tactical environment, but � ying 
around the carrier at night is a [very 
di� erent] situation. So, there are some 
improvements being made that should 
allow us to move forward with night CQ 
soon. It really comes down to how dim 
you can get the symbology in the helmet. 
Us navy guys are notorious for dimming 
down every light source in the cockpit 
as much as possible in order to open up 
the aperture in our eyes for better night 
vision. This is so you can see the landing 
area and see the [Fresnel] lens.’

While there are clearly a few technical 
wrinkles to iron out at night, overall 
there is a huge success story to tell in 
the F-35C’s Delta Flight Path. This builds 
upon previous advances in technology, 
designed to simplify the process of 
landing aboard the carrier. ‘Delta Flight 
Path makes the F-35C considerably 
easier to land aboard the carrier,’ says 
Anderson. ‘The data we saw from 
VFA-101’s last detachment was eye-
watering in terms of how accurate they 
were at landing without bolters, or high 
or low passes.’

Navy pilots � ying on to aircraft carriers 
with an arresting cable execute their 
approaches in a way that’s geared 
towards their angle of attack (AoA). 
In older types, without auto-throttles, 

Above left: CDR 
Ernest Anderson 
is the XO of VX-9 
Det Edwards. 
Prior to the F-35C 
he fl ew S-3 
Vikings, as well 
as ‘classic’ and 
Super Hornets. 
Jamie Hunter

Below: A VX-9 
Det Edwards 
F-35C taxies out 
for a morning 
mission. The 
aircraft make 
regular use of 
the large R-2508 
range complex 
to the north of 
Edwards AFB. 
Jamie Hunter
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As � eet jets have become more 
advanced, some of these elements have 
been alleviated through the advances 
in auto-throttles. The Super Hornet is 
now � ying with a system called Magic 
Carpet, which is essentially very similar 
in nature to the F-35’s Delta Flight Path. 
Anderson says the F-35 is now ‘dialled 
in’ to the ship. It enables the pilot to 
input a reference for the ship — the pilot 
is � ying, but the jet makes the small 
corrections.

CDR Tony Wilson, a development test 
pilot with VX-23, said: ‘Delta Flight Path 
is an innovative leap in aircraft � ight 
controls — this command enables 
the F-35 to capture and maintain a 
glideslope, greatly reducing pilot 
workload, increasing safety margins 
during carrier approaches and reducing 
touchdown dispersion.’

Anderson adds: ‘The jet knows the 
ship’s speed and the wind speed over 
the deck. The pilot still � ies the line-
up, but the jet is assisting you with the 
glideslope corrections.’ Testing revealed 
an extraordinary reduction in the level of 
pilot inputs in the � nal approach phase to 
the carrier. It has huge implications for the 
future of carrier aviation.

‘Pilots have felt con� dent to go to the 
ship in half the amount of ‘looks’ that 
it would have previously taken,’ says 
Anderson. ‘Even for � rst-time pilots going 
to the boat, it will undoubtedly reduce 
their time to prepare.’ However, he says 
it’s unlikely to change the way pilots 
are taught in the immediate future. The 
T-45 still needs to be � own manually, 
and there’s always a chance that the 
technology will fail and the pilot will have 
to � y a completely manual approach.

Chances are that the Navy will always 
require a pilot to be able to � y a fully 
manual approach to the carrier. Even 
with the advent of new technology, pilots 
on their � rst cruise with an air wing in 
the Super Hornet are still required to 
� y all manual ‘passes’. They only start to 
� y with auto-throttles on their second 
cruise, though it’s down to the air wing. 
Ultimately, the commander is responsible 
for everyone’s safety.

Proving the technology
The Super Hornet is loved by pretty much 
anyone you speak to in the Navy. It’s got 
two engines, it’s versatile, reliable, and it’s 
got single-seat and two-seat options. The 
fact that the F-35 has a single engine is 
enough for many naval aviators to thumb 
their nose at it. It’s going to be down to 
� eet usage, and clocking up hours and 
deployments, that will ultimately decide 
how the F-35C fares at sea.

a pilot � ew a ‘three-point power 
correction’. This technique still applies 
during training in the T-45 Goshawk, 
and is workload-intensive and takes a lot 
of practice.

Anderson explains, ‘I’m at my optimum 
AOA for landing. That’s the point where 
the airplane is � ying as slow as possible, 
but also it’s the point where if I add 
power the jet will e�  ciently climb — 
it’s very controllable. If I’m too high I 
can’t just pull the power o� . I must stay 
ahead of the power corrections for the 
engines because there’s a spool-up time 
lag between moving the throttles and 
the RPM coming up. I want to ‘chip it 
down’. I take a little power o� , but also 
add a little back in, then see how that 
correction comes in. Take a little o� , put 
some back in — then watch it. We beat 
that into guys at � ight school.’

Above: A VFA-101 
‘Grim Reapers’ 
F-35C prepares 
to launch during 
the carrier 
qualifi cation part 
of DT-III. 
US Navy/MCS2C 
Kris R. Lindstrom

Below: F-35C 
CF-05 of VX-23 
‘traps’ aboard 
the USS George 
Washington in 
August 2016. 
US Navy/MCS2C 
Kris R. Lindstrom
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In the more immediate term, it’s 
down to VX-9 to ensure the aircraft that 
goes to sea is operationally suitable. It’s 
impossible to stop a piece of stray metal 
from going down an intake on a ‘cat shot’ 
and there’s a lot at stake if an F-35C loses 
the motor at the boat. Anderson says it 
just changes decision-making when it 
comes to emergencies.

There’s a similar thought when it comes 
to maintaining the low-observable 
coating on the jet during long cruises. 
Anderson considers it to be part of an 
important shift in mindset. He says 
the integrity of the low-observable 
technology ‘changes decisions on where 
and how we � y the airplane.

‘We had a similar progression with 
Super Hornet — how we keep it clean, 
how we maintain it on the ship. The 
F-35 is another generational leap. F-35 
maintenance on the ship is a concern, 
but it’s the same for any aircraft operating 

near salt water. We take corrosion control 
very seriously in the Navy.’

Looking towards the tactical side of 
the mission, Anderson acknowledges 
that the USAF and USMC have � own 
the aircraft for longer and built up more 
experience, but he says that’s just the 
nature of the timeline. ‘We are working on 
� ghter integration, we’ve completed two 
detachments to NAS Fallon to work with 
TOPGUN and NAWDC [the Naval Aviation 
War� ghting Development Center], and 
IOT&E will further support Navy tactics 
development. We’re looking at the total 
spectrum — the F-35C adds a deep 
strike capability to the carrier air wing, 
but in addition the aircraft will � y SEAD 
[suppression of enemy air defenses], OCA 
[o� ensive counter-air] and DCA [defensive 
counter-air].’ The current handcu� s on the 
F-35’s operating limits have constrained 
the Navy’s work with regard to g-limits 
and airspeed, which has slowed � ying 

speci� c missions such as basic � ghter 
maneuvers. Anderson says it doesn’t 
mean the F-35 can’t do it — it just hasn’t 
been fully tested yet. ‘Right now we have 
two jets in Block 3F6.2 con� guration. The 
software doesn’t open up the limits — 
that’s down to testing — but we expect 
the full 7.5g envelope soon.’

VX-9 Det Edwards is ideally located 
to push the F-35 to its limits: using the 
ordnance and electronic warfare ranges at 
China Lake, � ying air-to-air over the Paci� c, 
working with the assets at Fallon and even 
going up against the high-end threats 
of the Nevada Test and Training Range 
(NTTR). A busy time lies ahead, and VX-9’s 
e� orts will pave the way for the � rst F-35C 
operational deployment in 2021. 

Delta Flight Path 
makes the F-35C 

considerably easier to 
land aboard the carrier
CDR Ernest Anderson

Above: The 
increased wing 
area of the 
F-35C is readily 
apparent in this 
view. This creates 
additional lift 
during carrier 
operations, and 
enables the 
variant to carry 
nearly 20,000lb 
of internal fuel. 
Jamie Hunter

Below: VX-9 Det 
Edwards’ F-35C 
CF-08 is an 
early low-rate 
initial production 
airframe that 
has been heavily 
modifi ed to 
accept the 
latest software 
standards.
Jamie Hunter

Acknowledgements: Thanks to CDR 
Ernest Anderson, Christopher Ball of 
the 412th TW and Brandi Schiff for their 
assistance in facilitating this article.
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As Belgium decides on a new fi ghter, Combat Aircraft looks back at 
a prestigious career for the F-16 with this small but capable air arm.

REPORT: Jos Schoofs

I
N THE EARLY 1970s, the then 
Belgian Air Force and its 
Danish, Dutch and Norwegian 
counterparts initiated the search 
for a common replacement for 
their aging F-104 Star� ghters. 

After a thorough examination of the 
Saab Viggen, Dassault Mirage F1/M53, 
Northrop F-17 and General Dynamics 
F-16, all four nations opted for the F-16 
in 1975. Belgium signed an order for a 
� rst batch of 96 F-16A single-seaters 
(serials FA-01 to FA-96) and 20 F-16B 
combat trainers (FB-01 to FB-20) during 

May 1977. The � rst of the new � eet was 
o�  cially handed over in January 1979.

A follow-on batch of 40 F-16As (FA-97 
to FA-136) and four F-16Bs (FB-21 to 
FB-24) was ordered in February 1983 
to partially replace the Mirage 5 � eet. 
The last of these were delivered in 
September 1991.

The F-16 initially equipped three 
wings, each of which included two 
squadrons: the 1st Wing at Beauvechain 
with 349 ‘Goedendag’ and 350 ‘Ambiorix’ 
Squadrons and an Operational 
Conversion Unit (‘Vulture’), the 2nd Wing 

This image: 
To mark 30 years 
of the Belgian 
F-16 Operational 
Conversion Unit, 
F-16BM serial 
FB-24 received 
this striking tail 
art. 
Belgian Defence/
Bart Rosselle

at Florennes with 1 ‘Scottish Thistle’ and 
2 ‘Comet’ Squadrons, and the 10th Wing 
at Kleine Brogel with 23 ‘Devil’ and 31 
‘Tiger’ Squadrons.

Early operations
Belgium’s ‘Vipers’ were � elded in 
anger for the � rst time over the former 
Yugoslavia. Under the codename 
Operation ‘Joint Falcon’, four Belgian 
F-16As participated in NATO operations 
over Bosnia and Herzegovina from 
October 1996 onwards. When the 
con� ict shifted to Kosovo, Belgium 
increased its support to 10 aircraft in 
January 1999. In April 2001, the last of 
the now-upgraded F-16AMs returned 
home from their forward operating 
bases in Italy.

OF BELGIAN FALCONS
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Involvement in the con� ict represented 
a milestone for the Belgian Air Force. 
Not only was it the � rst con� ict in 
which its combat aircraft had actively 
participated under the NATO umbrella, 
but it heralded the era of precision air-
to-ground warfare. The F-16s employed 
500lb (227kg) GBU-12 and 2,000lb 
(907kg) GBU-10 Paveway II laser-guided 
bombs and AGM-65 Maverick infra-red-
guided air-to-ground missiles alongside 
unguided 500lb Mk82 and 2,000lb Mk84 
bombs. Although the jets operated from 
within NATO territory, their targets were 
located outside the alliance’s boundaries, 
another � rst for the Belgian F-16s. At the 
outset, the deployed aircraft were basic 
F-16As, but from April 1999 onwards 
they were replaced by F-16AMs that 

Right: Operation 
‘Desert Falcon 
16-9’ was the 
name given to 
the deployment 
to Jordan in 
September and 
October 2016. 
Flying personnel 
were rotated after 
four weeks of 
demanding fl ying 
over Iraq and 
Syria. 
Belgian Defence/
Christian Decloedt
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had undergone a major mid-life update 
(MLU), keeping them at the cutting edge 
of modern air warfare.

The part played in the operations over 
the former Yugoslavia and repeated 
participation in sophisticated international 
exercises such as ‘Red Flag’, the Tactical 
Leadership Programme (TLP) and Fighter 
Weapons Instructor Training (FWIT) 
heralded a new momentum for the 
Belgian Air Force and its F-16 community. 
Both the political and military authorities 
in Belgium realized the importance of a 
well-equipped air force, and suddenly 
things started to move rapidly. Together 
with the ambitious MLU program, 
considerable investment was made in 
improving equipment and war stocks. 
The result was a state-of-the-art combat 
aircraft with high-tech weapon systems, 
capable of taking action in a safe and 
positive way in almost any crisis or conflict 
anywhere in the world.

Heading east
During the second half of 2005, Operation 
‘Eastern Eagle’ brought Belgian F-16AMs to 
Afghanistan. Four aircraft operated from 
Kabul International Airport (KIA) to provide 
security around the 2005 parliamentary 
elections. It was the first time Belgian F-16s 

had been deployed outside NATO territory 
for combat operations.

The Belgian F-16AMs returned to 
Afghanistan from September 2008 until 
October 2014 under Operation ‘Guardian 
Falcon’. Operating from Kandahar Air 
Base, they mainly performed close air 
support (CAS) missions in support of 
the International Security Assistance 
Force (ISAF). ‘Guardian Falcon’ saw the 
introduction of the AN/AAQ-33 Sniper 
XR advanced targeting pod, the Joint 
Helmet-Mounted Cueing System 
(JHMCS) and new weapons like the 500lb 
GPS-guided GBU-38 Joint Direct Attack 
Munition (JDAM) and the 500lb laser/
GPS-guided GBU-54 Laser JDAM. Good for 
16,000 flying hours in six years, it was the 
Belgian Air Component’s longest combat 
operation ever.

The Air Component showed its skill, 
flexibility and stamina in March 2011 
when it transformed a temporary 
training detachment at Araxos, Greece, 
into an operational combat detachment 
over the course of a weekend, and all 
that while continuing its operations in 
Afghanistan. During Operation ‘Freedom 
Falcon’ over Libya the Belgian F-16AMs 
carried out 614 defensive and offensive 
counter-air (DCA and OCA) missions 

Clockwise from below: In line with the 
other European Participating Air Forces 
flying the F-16, the Joint Helmet-Mounted 
Cueing System (JHMCS) has become 
standard. Belgian Defence/Chewy

Operation ‘Desert Falcon’ is the name 
adopted for Belgium’s contribution to 
Operation ‘Inherent Resolve’. F-16AM 
FA-134 is taxiing back to the apron after 
a kinetic mission over Iraq or Syria, as 
proven by the absence of the weapon 
under the port wing.  
Belgian Defence/Christian Decloedt

A rather weathered-looking FA-69 high 
above Afghanistan. The F-16AMs mainly 
performed close air support missions 
in support of the International Security 
Assistance Force (ISAF).  
Belgian Defence/Vador
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Above: From 
September 2008 
until October 
2014, the Belgian 
F-16AMs fl ew 
in Afghanistan 
under Operation 
‘Guardian Falcon’ 
from Kandahar. 
Belgian Defence/
Vador

Right: The smart 
bombs most 
commonly used 
by the Belgian 
F-16AMs over Iraq 
and Syria are the 
500lb laser-
guided GBU-12s 
and GPS-guided 
GBU-38 JDAMs. 
Belgian Defence/
Christian Decloedt

F-16AMs e� ectively dropped bombs or 
� red the 20mm internal cannon.

BAP duty
When Estonia, Lithuania and Latvia 
joined NATO on March 29, 2004, the � rst 
� ghter aircraft the North Atlantic Alliance 
deployed to Šiauliai air base in Lithuania 
to preserve the integrity of the airspace 
of these countries were four Belgian 
F-16AMs. Armed with a pair of infra-red-
guided AIM-9M Sidewinder short-range 
air-to-air missiles, a pair of radar-guided 
AIM-120B Advanced Medium-Range 

Air-to-Air Missiles (AMRAAM) and a full 
load of 20mm rounds in the internal 
cannon, they ful� lled the air policing role 
for the � rst three months of a long-term 
mission that is still continuing today. 
On December 1, 2006 and September 
3, 2013, the Belgian Fighting Falcons 
returned to Šiauliai for two more 
rotations of four months of collective air 
defense. When tensions rose on NATO’s 
eastern � ank as a consequence of the 
Ukrainian crisis, NATO enhanced its Baltic 
Air Policing (BAP) mission by extending 
the area of operations to Kaliningrad and 

in 179 � ying days. They dropped 472 
bombs, all of which were precision-
guided weapons. Around 45 per cent 
of them were GBU-24 Paveway III and 
GBU-31 JDAM 2,000lb general-purpose 
or ‘bunker-buster’ bombs, which were 
used to neutralize the extensive non-
hardened and hardened Libyan military 
infrastructure, above ground as well as 
underground.

The most recent operation in which 
Belgian combat aircraft took part was the 
war against so-called Islamic State (IS) 
in Iraq between October 2014 and June 
2015. Under the codename Operation 
‘Desert Falcon’, six F-16AMs supported 
the US-led multi-national coalition 
against IS with CAS, air interdiction (AI) 
and air reconnaissance (AR) missions. The 
aircraft � ew from Muwa� aq Salti Air Base 
in Jordan, around 480 miles (750km) 
from Iraq’s capital Baghdad. In 3,552 
� ying hours, they accomplished 796 
sorties in support of Operation ‘Inherent 
Resolve’ against a wide variety of targets 
such as oil production infrastructure, 
command centers, heavy equipment, 
communication lines and even individual 
snipers. During 163 of these sorties, the 
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by increasing the number of deployed 
aircraft to 16. Belgium engaged in this 
e� ort with four F-16AMs, which operated 
from Malbork, Poland from January 1 to 
August 3, 2015. During the � rst quarter 
of 2016, four Belgian F-16AMs based at 
Ämari in Estonia and four Spanish Air 
Force Typhoons located at Šiauliai in 
Lithuania constituted NATO’s Enhanced 
BAP mission, which was scaled back 
to eight aircraft in September 2015. It 
was during the operations in the Baltic 
states that Belgian � ghters encountered 
Russian combat aircraft for the very � rst 
time, more than 20 years after the end 
of the Cold War. In September 2017, the 
Belgian Air Component returned to the 

Baltic for the � fth time to safeguard its 
airspace until the end of the year with 
four F-16AMs and 50 personnel at Ämari.

Along with peace enforcement in the 
Balkans, the Middle East and Northern 
Africa and collective air defense in 
the Baltic states, Belgian F-16s ensure 
the defense of their national territory. 
Since 349 Squadron became the � rst 
F-16 � ghter unit in Europe to qualify 
for NATO service on January 16, 1981, a 
pair of quick reaction alert (QRA) aircraft 
have been on ‘24/7’ duty at Florennes 
or Kleine Brogel. The Belgian Air 
Component also puts a number of F-16s 
at the disposal of the NATO Response 
Force (NRF).

A new approach
Belgium has never been shy in pulling 
its weight and supporting a growing 
number of national and international 
obligations and missions despite a 
constantly decreasing defense budget 
and number of aircraft. On the current 
Air Component order of battle are just 
45 F-16AMs and nine F-16BMs, with 
an operational reserve of four and one 
respectively. Other aircraft have been 
scrapped, stored or sold on to Jordan. The 
remaining jets are operated by the 1st 
and 350th Squadrons of the 2nd Tactical 
Wing at Florennes and by the 31st and 
349th Squadrons of the 10th Tactical 
Wing at Kleine Brogel, which is also home 

F-16AM FA-126 
returning from 
a mission over 
Iraq or Syria. 
Not all missions 
go kinetic, as 
illustrated by the 
500lb laser-
guided GBU-12 still 
hanging under 
the aircraft’s port 
wing. 
Belgian Defence/
Christian Decloedt
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Above left to 
right: F-16AMs 
on a BAP mission 
from Šiauliai in 
2013, armed with 
live AIM-9Ms and 
AIM-120Bs. 
Belgian Defence

Sukhoi Su-27UBP 
‘Flanker-C’ 
RF-33757 
‘102 Red’ was 
intercepted 
over the Baltic 
Sea by a pair of 
Belgian F-16AMs 
on September 
5, 2017, the 
same day as 
the Belgian 
detachment took 
over responsibility 
for the Enhanced 
Baltic Air Policing 
mission at Ämari, 
Estonia. 
Belgian Defence

‘Desert Falcon’ 
F-16AMs taxi out 
for a mission in 
Jordan. Belgian 
F-16s returning 
from overhaul at 
SABCA in recent 
years have 
received a slightly 
revised scheme 
as can be seen 
here on FA-83. 
The dark gray 
extends further 
forward than in 
the past.
Belgian Defence/
Christian Decloedt

provided the detachment’s force 
protection. Roles were switched on July 
1, 2016 when the Belgian Air Component 
resumed � ying under Operation 
‘Desert Falcon’.

The last detachment consisted of six 
F-16AMs, supported by 109 Belgian 
and Dutch personnel. Its battle rhythm 
consisted of six � ying days and one 
maintenance day per week. Between two 
and four sorties with an average duration 
of four to � ve hours were � own daily. 
Monthly � ying time for the detachment 
averaged 400 hours per month. With a 
total of 12,000 � ying hours budgeted for 
the entire Belgian F-16 � eet in 2017, this 
meant that an astonishing 40 per cent of 
the � ying time was being carried out by 
only six jets in the inventory.

On March 20, 2017, the latest 
detachment completed its 3,448th � ying 
hour, which compared to the 3,552 hours 
of the entire 2014-15 deployment. By 
March 6, 2017, some 78 per cent of the 
missions were being � own over Iraq and 
the remaining 22 per cent over Syria. Of 
all sorties, 45 per cent were of a ‘kinetic’ 
nature, meaning that bombs were 
dropped or cannons � red.

Closer to home, co-operative 
agreements regarding the air policing 
of national territories take a pragmatic 
stance — Belgium is collaborating 
closely with France and the Netherlands. 
On July 6, 2005, the governments of 
Belgium and France agreed on the 
provision of collective air defense 
against non-military air threats, as these 
are not covered by NATO’s integrated 
air defense system. The agreement, 
rati� ed by the Belgian government on 
August 30, 2015, assures the cross-
border continuity of interceptions of 
renegade civil aircraft that possibly 
pose a threat to the nation’s safety and 
security. It allows Belgian F-16s and 
French Rafales to cross their common 
border, albeit under control of the 
national governmental authority and 
with a recognized air picture built up 
by the French Centres de Détection et 
de Contrôle or the Belgian Control and 
Reporting Centre (CRC).

A further-reaching agreement was 
signed by Belgium, the Netherlands and 
Luxembourg on March 4, 2015, aimed 
at pooling and sharing resources. Until 
the end of 2016, two Belgian F-16s were 

to the F-16 Operational Conversion 
Unit (OCU).

An obvious solution to the burgeoning 
mission requirement is international co-
operation, and an obvious basis to that 
is interoperability. When Belgium signed 
a contract for new combat aircraft in the 
mid-1970s, it did so with its European 
NATO partners Denmark, Norway and 
the Netherlands, the so-called European 
Participating Air Forces (EPAF), which were 
joined by Portugal in the year 2000.

Co-operation in operations grew over 
the years. Following the creation of 
the Deployable Air Task Force (DATF) 
by Belgium and the Netherlands, F-16 
units of both countries started working 
together in an operational environment 
for the � rst time during the con� ict in 
the Balkans. The size of that embryonic 
deployable force was enlarged in 2004 
when the di� erent EPAF member states 
signed a memorandum of understanding 
to establish the EPAF Expeditionary Air 
Wing (EEAW). This international out� t 
allows the � ve participating nations 
to join their F-16s into a cohesive, 
interoperable and e� ective combat entity 
at a� ordable costs. It’s a framework that’s 
likely to in� uence Belgium’s decision 
when it comes to a new � ghter.

It is within this agreement that Belgian 
and Dutch F-16AMs are continuing their 
support of Operation ‘Inherent Resolve’. 
After Belgian and Dutch F-16AMs 
maintained a simultaneous presence 
in Jordan until mid-2015, the Royal 
Netherlands Air Force continued � ying 
operations for a year, while Belgium 

Belgium has never been shy in pulling 
its weight and supporting a growing 

number of national and international obligations 
and missions despite a constantly decreasing 
defense budget and number of aircraft
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on 15-minute QRA for Belgium and 
Luxembourg and a pair of Dutch F-16s 
for the Netherlands.

Since January 1, 2017, the authorities 
of the Benelux member state over 
which a non-military air threat emerges 
can give instructions to the assigned 
QRA aircraft, whether they are Belgian 
or Dutch. The common Benelux Air 
Policing Mission is now carried out on 
a four-month rotational basis, Belgian 
aircraft having kicked this off during the 
first four months of 2017.

Continuous modernization
Maj Gen Frederik ‘Fred’ Vansina, the 
Belgian Air Component commander, is 
not only proud of his highly trained air 
and ground crews, but also of his F-16s. 
The type has offered sterling service, 

Top: A sharp 
formation of 
Belgian F-16AMs 
and BMs in 2017 
as the Operational 
Conversion Unit 
marked 30 years 
of existence. 
Belgian Defence/
Bart Rosselle

Above: FA-70 
dishes out some 
20mm from the 
internal gun at the 
Pampa range in 
Helchteren, just 
south of Kleine 
Brogel.  
Belgian Defence/
Peter Stams

Right: A pilot on 
Operation ‘Desert 
Falcon’ sports 
the standard 
kit — JHMCS, 
desert flying suit, 
combat vest and 
sidearm.  
Belgian Defence/
Christian Decloedt
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TANKER 
SUPPORT
Lacking its own air-to-air refueling 
capability, the Belgian Air Component 
has always relied on its allies for long-
distance F-16 deployments. Belgium, 
together with Germany and Norway, 

therefore signed a declaration of intent 
to join the Multi-national MRTT Fleet 
(MMF) initiative, initiated by Luxembourg 
and the Netherlands on July 28, 2016. 
Belgium will invest around €300 million 
between 2024 and 2027, allowing the 
joint purchase of a pooled fleet of up to 
eight A330 Multi-Role Tanker Transport 
(MRTT) aircraft. The Belgian participation 
corresponds with 1,000 MRTT flying 
hours per year.

and it still represents a credible threat to 
present-day adversaries.

The latest mid-life update tape M6.5 
(MLU M6.5) software and hardware 
standard is now standard across the 
fleet. This adds a Link-16 protocol to 
keep the tactical data exchange system 
compatible with that of other assets. It 
integrated the Rockwell Collins ARC-210 
receiver-transmitter with a built-in secure 
voice and Have Quick anti-jam system in 
order to improve secure communications 
in even the harshest electronic warfare 
environments. The Sniper XR advanced 
targeting pod is receiving a higher-
resolution sensor for improved target 
detection and recognition both day and 
night, as well as a new two-way data 
link (TWDL) allowing the simultaneous 
downlink and uplink of encrypted data 
between the aircraft and joint terminal 
attack controllers (JTACs) on the ground. 
The aircraft’s enhanced GPS inertial 
navigation (EGI) platform is being 
updated to improve its positioning 
capability, in order to reduce the risk of 
civil casualties and collateral damage 
when using precision munitions.

The AN/ALR-56M enhanced radar 
warning receiver (RWR) of the M6.5 
package is not installed on Belgian F-16s, 
as they are equipped with the Dassault 
Électronique Carapace integrated self-
protection suite. This system is presently 
undergoing a maintenance and upgrade 
program to enable it to cope with all 
current threats.

AIM-9X Block II is replacing the AIM-9M, 
and the tape provides compatibility 
with the AIM-120D version of the 
radar-guided Advanced Medium Range 
Air-to-Air Missile (AMRAAM). Belgium has 
no current requirement for the AIM-120D 
as it says the AIM-120B fulfils all of the 
country’s current operational needs. 
However, a technical study is in progress 
to determine whether upgrading or 
replacing the missile is sensible.

In addition, the 250lb GBU-39 Small 
Diameter Bomb (SDB) is coming under 
MLU Tape M6.1. The BRU-61/A weapons 
pylons to accommodate four SDBs were 
in the process of delivery in 2017, with 
the weapons following in 2018.

Tough act to follow
With a design service life of 8,000 hours, 
the fleet-leading Belgian F-16s are 
approaching 6,000 flying hours. Thus 
the Belgian Air Component expects to 
continue flying its ‘Vipers’ until around 
2025, and possibly as long as 2029.

The formal replacement process was 
initiated on June 2, 2014 with a request 
for information sent to France, Sweden, 
the UK and the US describing the general 
framework of the program and providing 
an insight in the envisioned operational 
capabilities. Shortlisted types were the 
Boeing F/A-18E/F Super Hornet, Dassault 
Rafale, Eurofighter Typhoon, Lockheed 
Martin F-35A Lightning II and Saab 
Gripen E. Both Boeing and Saab pulled 
out of the running for the 34-aircraft 
deal during 2017. That October, Belgium 
said that Dassault’s response failed to 
meet the required criteria, leaving it 
looking like a two-horse race between 
the Typhoon and the F-35. A decision is 
expected in the middle of 2018.

The current level of ambition for the 
Belgian fighter capability is to guarantee 
QRA and air policing on a ‘24/7’ basis 

with two aircraft (on a rotational basis 
with the Netherlands) and to execute 
expeditionary operations for a sustained 
period of undetermined duration with a 
maximum of six aircraft. When training 
requirements and attrition over 50 years 
are factored in, it leads to the plan for 
34 aircraft.

A memorandum of understanding or 
a purchase agreement could be signed 
during the second quarter of 2018 and 
first deliveries are expected early in 2023, 
with initial operational capability (IOC) by 
mid-2027 and full operational capability 
(FOC) on January 1, 2029. 

The author wishes to thank the military assistant 
to the Belgian Air Component commander and the 
officer commanding the Operational Conversion 
Unit Squadron for their assistance in the 
preparation of this feature.

Top: Belgian F-16s 
have to date 
relied on refueling 
support from 
allies, such as 
this US Air Force 
KC-10A Extender. 
However, Belgium 
has now joined 
the European 
tanker initiative 
and will have 
its own pool of 
Airbus A330 
MRTTs to call on.  
Belgian Defence/
Chewy

Right: Many of the 
‘Desert Falcon’ 
missions are 
flown at night — 
illustrated here as 
a pilot crews-into 
a live-armed 
‘Viper’.  
Belgian Defence/
Christian Decloedt
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The Dubai Air Show, which ran 
from November 12-16, drew a 
strong contingent of US military 
aircraft deployed to the region. 
It enabled both a showcase of 
American hardware and a useful 
chance to catch up on recent 
operations.

REPORT: Babak Taghvaee

T
HIS YEAR’S DUBAI Air Show in 
November was once again an 
opportunity for the US military 
to showcase some of its assets 
that are deployed to the 
Central Command (CENTCOM) 

region. It drew several participants 
from the ongoing Operation ‘Inherent 
Resolve’ including a pair of F-15E Strike 
Eagles, two F-16CM Fighting Falcons, 
two F-22A Raptors, an E-3B AWACS, a 
MH-60S Knighthawk, a CH-53E Super 
Stallion, an MV-22B Osprey and a KC-
130J Hercules. An AV-8B Harrier II was 
also due to attend but was pulled due to 
operational commitments.

The Raptors (serials 05-4094 and 
05-4095) came from the 95th Fighter 
Squadron ‘Boneheads’, which are 
currently deployed from their home at 
Tyndall AFB, Florida, to Al Dhafra, near 
Abu Dhabi. In October the squadron’s 
six detached F-22s replaced those of the 
27th FS, which headed home to Joint 
Base Langley-Eustis, Virginia. Having been 
the � rst squadron to enter the fray in 
September 2014, Raptors of the 27th FS 

A
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‘Bolars’, which had a signi� cant role in the 
air war against so-called Islamic State (IS) 
from April until October. Also operating 
from the Jordanian base, the 48th FW 
F-15Es played a vital part in support of 
the ground operations in Raqqa and 
Mosul, which led to the liberation of 
both cities. The 492nd FS completed 
more than 2,000 missions and delivered 
nearly 4,500 precision-guided munitions 
during its stint as a component of the 
332nd Air Expeditionary Wing (AEW). In 
addition, on June 8 and 20 the F-15Es 
shot down two Iranian-made Shahed-129 
unmanned aerial vehicles of the Islamic 
Revolutionary Guard Corps Air and Space 
Force near Al Tanf.

Dominating the Dubai static park was 
E-3B serial 78-0578 from the 960th AACS 
at Tinker AFB, Oklahoma, one of four E-3Bs 
forward-deployed at Al Udeid. Col Thomas 
J. Goulter from the E-3 detachment 
was responsible for co-ordinating the 
USAF presence at the show, along with 
the US Marine Corps and Navy assets. 
‘The helicopters and tilt-rotor we have 
here are from the USS America, which is 

docked at Jebel Ali port,’ he told Combat 
Aircraft. ‘Anything like this does not go o�  
easily. My sta�  from AFCENT [Air Force 
Central Command] started to plan this 
about a year out. The UAE [United Arab 
Emirates] said which aircraft they would 
like to be here and we told them what 
we had available at the time.’ The pace of 
operations in Afghanistan, Syria and Iraq 
clearly meant that some may not have 
been available to be diverted away from 
the action.

The � ying demonstration, utilizing 
a loaned 480th FS F-16CM from 
Spangdahlem Air Base, Germany, involved 
the East Coast F-16 demo team, led by 
pilot Maj John ‘Rain’ Waters from Shaw 
AFB, South Carolina.

Marine muscle
One of four KC-130Js from VMGR-352 on 
deployment to Al Jaber Air Base in Kuwait 
came to the show in between supporting 
VMM-161’s MV-22Bs and AV-8B Harrier 
IIs of VMA-214 that are in theater. The 
CH-53E and MV-22B also came from the 
USS America, which kicked-o�  a six-month 

have to date carried out 250 air tasking 
orders (ATOs), released 263 weapons and 
logged 534 sorties in support of ‘Inherent 
Resolve’ (OIR) during their initial and 
subsequent deployments to the theater.

One of the F-22As at the show, together 
with a second example from the 
‘Boneheads’, most likely took part in the 
anti-narcotics Operation ‘Jagged Knife’ the 
weekend after the show on November 19. 
This destroyed key revenue streams for the 
Taliban in Afghanistan by taking out eight 
opium production facilities in Helmand 
province, alongside Afghan Air Force 
A-29 Super Tucanos. ‘Jagged Knife’ saw 
the Raptors escorting B-52Hs operating 
out of Al Udeid, Qatar, as well as dropping 
four GBU-32 Joint Direct Attack Munitions 
(JDAMs) on at least three targets.

The brace of Strike Eagles at the event 
hailed from the 336th FS ‘Rocketeers’, 
deployed from Seymour Johnson AFB, 
North Carolina. The squadron has 18 of 
its jets at As Shaheed Muwa� aq al Salti 
(Al Azraq) air base in Jordan. Prior to their 
arrival, the F-15E contingent for OIR was 
provided by RAF Lakenheath’s 492nd FS 

Left: An F-22A of 
the 95th FS takes 
on fuel from a 
KC-10A Extender 
from the 908th 
Expeditionary 
Air Refueling 
Squadron during 
the November 
19 mission to 
Afghanistan. 
USAF/TSgt 
Gregory Brook

Below: F-15E 
Strike Eagles 
assigned to 
the 336th 
Expeditionary 
Fighter Squadron 
prepare for a 
night mission 
in support 
of Operation 
‘Inherent Resolve’ 
in November 2017. 
USAF/SrA Joshua 
Kleinholz
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deployment from San Diego on July 7. 
The USS America (LHA 6) Amphibious 
Ready Group (ARG) and its 15th Marine 
Expeditionary Unit (MEU) are comprised 
of a ground combat element, a logistics 
combat element and an aviation combat 
element. This includes the VMA-214 ‘Black 
Sheep’ detachment, plus four AH-1Zs, 
four UH-1Ys, � ve CH-53Es and 12 MV-22Bs 
together with a group of at least six 
MH-60S helicopters from the US Navy’s 
HSC-23. The AH-1Zs and UH-1Ys are now 
believed to be on the USS San Diego in the 
eastern Mediterranean, while the Harriers 
are at Al Udeid on a ‘dirt det’.

Most of the USS America’s Aviation 
Combat Element (ACE) has not been 
engaged in OIR, rather focusing on 
various search and rescue and disaster 
relief operations. Indeed, the MH-60S of 
HSC-23 ‘Wildcards’ swung into action after 
the USS John S. McCain (DDG 56) collided 
with a Liberian-� agged chemical tanker 
in the Strait of Malacca on August 21. LT 
Laura Stark of HSC-23 participated in that 
operation. ‘When the incident happened, 
the USS America immediately went to 
support the ship,’ she recalls. ‘In Singapore 
we launched two aircraft to support the 
search and rescue [e� ort] and we logged 
a total of 60 hours. We were actually based 
at Paya Lebar Air Base. We � ew from the 

ship and landed at that airport, and � ew 
from [the] airport to the area and back.’

Local interest
As well as representing the US military 
presence in the region, a few of the 
participants drew the attention of military 
delegations and high-ranking o�  cials 
at the show. According to Douglas G. 
Wolfe, Bell Helicopter’s director for 
business development in the Middle East 
and North Africa, the V-22 Osprey has 
attracted interest from various un-named 
Middle Eastern nations. According 
to Leonardo, which has received a 
� rm request from the UAE Ministry of 
Defense to supply three AW609 tilt-rotor 
aircraft for the Army, the V-22 might 
be on the cards to supplement the 
Emiratis’ � eet of CH-47C+ and CH-47F 
Chinooks for special operations forces. 
The UAE’s Joint Aviation Command will 
be the launch customer for the search 
and rescue variant of the AW609, with 
three examples on � rm order and three 
options. 

The author would like to thank Lt Col Damien 
F. Pickart, Capt Maida Zheng and 1st Lt Bryan 
McDonnell for arranging the interviews with and 
Col Goulter and LT Stark. Information used in this 
feature is generated from public domain data.

This image: An MV-22 
Osprey assigned 
to Marine Medium 
Tilt-rotor Squadron 
(VMM) 161 (Reinforced) 
approaches the 
amphibious assault 
ship USS America 
(LHA 6). US Navy/
MCS3C Vance Hand

Below left to right: 
Col Thomas J. Goulter 
was responsible for 
organizing the US 
military participation at 
the show. 
Babak Taghvaee

His Highness Sheikh 
Mohammed bin 
Rashid Al Maktoum, 
Vice President, Prime 
Minister and ruler 
of Dubai, and his 
entourage get up close 
with an F-22A Raptor. 
USAF/TSgt Anthony 
Nelson

Left: A pristine KC-130J 
of VMGR-352 at the 
Dubai show. 
Babak Taghvaee

Bottom left: VMA-214 
is deployed with 
eight Harriers as part 
of the 15th Marine 
Expeditionary Unit. 
US Navy/
MCS2C Ramon Go
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R
USSIA ANNOUNCED THE 
launch of the Su-35 program 
at the Dubai Airshow in 2003. 
Fast-forward to 2017, and 
at November’s Dubai event 
it was there in the � esh as a 

mature � ghter that is in production for 
both Russia and China, and has already 
been pressed into combat in Syria.

Just a few weeks before the Dubai 
Airshow 2017, the Su-35S received its 
certi� cate of compliance from the Russian 
Aerospace Forces (VKS) having completed 
so-called state evaluation. The presence 
of Su-35S ‘58 Red’ (with the registration 
RF-81746 removed) in Dubai was 
signi� cant, with persistent rumors that the 
United Arab Emirates (UAE) is interested in 
a batch of these new ‘Flankers’.

Russian o�  cials refused to comment 
on a potential UAE purchase except for 
a general statement that ‘negotiations 
continue’. The Russian Deputy Prime 
Minister responsible for the arms industry, 
Dmitry Rogozin, came to Dubai and 
hosted Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed Al 
Nahyan, deputy supreme commander of 
the UAE Armed Forces, a� ording the UAE 
hierarchy a close look at the � ghter.

The Russians have strong competition 
here. Despite immediate upgrade plans, 
long-term the UAE will need to replace 
its Mirage 2000-9s. The question of F-35 
availability is one the UAE is watching 
closely, especially as Israel declared 
initial operating capability (IOC) with 
the Adir (Lightning II) in early December. 
On the eve of the show, US Air Force 

vice-chief of sta�  Gen Stephen Wilson 
con� rmed that the US government has 
considered delivering F-35s to allies 
in the Middle East. This was followed 
by Lockheed Martin concluding a 
$1.65-billion contract to upgrade the 
Emirates’ F-16E/F Desert Falcons.

Su-35 origins
The Sukhoi Su-27M — an impressively 
modernized version of the Su-27 — 
emerged as early as 1988. It was gamely 
o� ered for export in the 1990s as the 
Su-35, but without success. The Su-27M 
was notable in that it pioneered a 
number of features including a new 
aerodynamic con� guration with canards, 
an electronically scanned radar and 
thrust-vectoring engines. All these were 
later implemented in the Su-30MKI � ghter 
and its derivatives. However, the Su-30MKI 
was a product of the Irkutsk plant, which, 
in the turmoil of property changes in 
Russia, became a private company, today 
known as the Irkut Corporation. The other 
Su-27 plant in Komsomolsk-on-Amur, 
which remained state-owned, 
had tended toward simpler 
� ghters in the shape 
of the Su-27SK and 
Su-30MKK/MK2 
variants for China.

When the new 
Su-35 emerged in 
2003, it not only 
responded to the 
Su-30MKI, but it 
appeared to restore 

Combat Aircraft 
takes a look 
at the Sukhoi 
Su-35, a fi ghter 
that is gaining 
increasing 
attention as it 
proves its worth 
in Russian 
service.

REPORT 
Piotr Butowski

Su-35S Bort ’03 Red’ is attached 
to the 4th Center for Combat 
Application and Crew Training at 
Lipetsk. All photos Piotr Butowski 
unless credited otherwise
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The Su-35S in the static display at 
the Dubai Airshow in November.
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the competitiveness of the Komsomolsk 
plant. Furthermore, as the new aircraft 
was then intended solely for export, the 
entire program was funded exclusively 
by Sukhoi and its partners. The first 
Su-35-1, ‘901’, flew on February 19, 2008, 
followed by ‘902’ on October 2, 2008.

Into service
Despite glowing early evaluation, 
customers failed to materialize, and the 
Russian Ministry of Defense stepped 
in to order 48 examples of the Su-35S 
during the MAKS airshow in August 2009. 
The VKS concluded that converting 10 
fighter regiments, each equipped solely 
with 36 aircraft (the Russian Aerospace 
Forces currently have as many ‘Flanker’ 

operational units) with expensive 
fifth-generation fighters was too costly. 
Therefore another fighter, simpler and 
cheaper than the Su-57 (PAK FA), was 
needed. It still, however, had to meet 
requirements including a range of at least 
3,000km, which ruled out a lightweight 
type. Consequently, the Su-35 (along with 
the Su-30SM) will now complement the 
Su-57 in the future Russian fighter force.

On May 3, 2011, Su-35S-1, the first 
aircraft in Russian Aerospace Forces 
configuration — and the third Su-35 to 
fly — made its first flight at Komsomolsk-
on-Amur. Avionics integration problems 
pegged back initial testing. Indeed, 
as mentioned above, the Su-35S only 
recently completed the second stage of 

state evaluation, which means that it fully 
meets requirements of the contracting 
authority. The appropriate document was 
signed on October 2, 2017.

However, Su-35S deliveries to Russian 
units began several years earlier. On 
February 12, 2014, the first batch of 
12 aircraft was ceremonially inducted 
to the first operational unit, the 23rd 
IAP (Istrebitelnyi Aviatsionnyi Polk, 
Fighter Aviation Regiment) at Dzyomgi 
(Komsomolsk-on-Amur). In July 2015 
deliveries commenced to the 22nd IAP at 
Tsentralnaya Uglovaya (Vladivostok), and 
then in December 2016 to the 159th IAP at 
Besovets in Karelia near the Finnish border.

In December 2015, Russia ordered 
50 more fighters, increasing the total 

Top: The Su-35’s 
twin AL-41F1S 
(izdeliye 117S) 
engines in full 
reheat during a 
display routine. 
The thrust-
vectoring agility 
of the Su-35 is 
nothing short of 
extraordinary.

Above left to right: 
A Su-35S with red 
Kh-38Ms air-to-
ground missiles 
loaded. 

The Su-35 
is touted as 
the Russian 
Aerospace Forces’ 
accompaniment 
to the Su-57.
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Above top to 
bottom: This is 
the second Su-35 
to have been 
built, ‘902’, which 
first flew back in 
October 2008. 
Sukhoi 

There have been 
repeated signs 
that the UAE 
might purchase 
a small number 
of Su-35s. This 
would be a 
welcome new 
market for Sukhoi.

to 98 on order. The first 10 jets from 
this batch arrived at Besovets in 
November-December 2016 and four 
were immediately dispatched to Syria, 
replacing the four Su-35s that were 
already deployed. As of December 2017, 
the Russian Aerospace Forces had 68 
Su-35S fighters in two squadrons at 
Dzyomgi and one squadron each at 
Tsentralnaya Uglovaya and Besovets, with 
the remainder at the evaluation centers in 
Akthubinsk and Lipetsk.

First blood
Russia deployed four Su-35Ss to Syria 
in late January 2016 as it sought to 
strengthen its fighter escort assets in the 
wake of the shoot-down of a Su-24 by 
a Turkish F-16 in November 2015. The 
aircrews in Syria rotate in order to afford 
combat experience across the Su-35 
squadrons.

In addition to R-27 and R-73 air-to-
air missiles (AAMs), the new ‘Flankers’ 

were observed carrying the new R-77-1 
medium-range AAM. They were also seen 
sporadically carrying 250kg (551lb) iron 
bombs, but despite Russian claims of 
the Su-35s using guided air-to-ground 
weapons, no photographic evidence has 
surfaced. The aircraft in Syria typically fly 
with Khibiny jamming pods. 

The Syrian deployment has certainly 
enabled the Su-35 pilots to operate in 
complex combat environments, but it 
has also served as a useful advertisement 
for the fighter — possibly the primary 
purpose. Indeed, most missions are 
actually serviced by the earlier-generation 
attack aircraft and helicopters.

With 10 aircraft planned to be produced 
and delivered over the coming three 
years, Russia expects to complete 
Su-35S deliveries in 2020. At this point it 
expects to turn to the Su-57, which is also 
manufactured in Komsomolsk-on-Amur.

One thing is for certain — plans 
could change. Indeed, Combat Aircraft 

expects the ‘second-stage’ Su-57 to be 
either late or very expensive, possibly 
triggering the procurement of more 
Su-35s. Komsomolsk-on-Amur needs to 
produce at least 20 fighters per year if it is 
to survive. If the Su-57 is not ready and if 
export orders for the Su-35 are insufficient, 
more Russian Su-35s are inevitable.

There’s a close focus on securing export 
orders. The first, long-awaited, contract 
for 24 Su-35s for China was signed 
in November 2015 after a decade of 
negotiations. Russia had reportedly said it 
was unwilling to sell fewer than 48 aircraft 
to China, but the People’s Liberation Army 
Air Force (PLAAF) apparently wanted to 
receive as few as possible. It is speculated 
that perhaps China simply wanted access 
to the Su-35’s technology.

The first four Su-35s arrived in the 
country in December 2016, followed by 
a further 10 in 2017, with the final 10 due 
in 2018. The aircraft are delivered in a 
baseline configuration and then specific 
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radar in the Su-57. The Su-35 features the 
N135 Irbis passive electronically scanned 
array (PESA) radar. The weapon suite of 
both � ghters is virtually the same.

In fact, the Su-35’s development ran 
alongside that of the Su-57. The new 
Lyulka AL-41F1 engine, a thoroughly 
upgraded version of the AL-31F, was 
adopted for both � ghters. The only 
di� erence is that the AL-41F1S (izdeliye 
117S) of the Su-35 has its own control 
system, while control of the AL-41F1 
(117) in the Su-57 comes via the aircraft’s 
� ight control system. The AL-41F-1S has a 
maximum dry thrust of 86.3kN (19,401lb 
st), afterburning thrust of 137.3kN 
(30,865lb st), and emergency thrust of 
142.2kN (31,967lb st). Provision was made 
for 11,500kg (25,353lb) of internal fuel 
in the Su-35, 22 per cent more than in 
the Su-27.

The ‘brains’ of the Su-35 are integrated 
within the KPrNO-35 (Kompleks Pritselno-
Navigatsionnogo Oborudowaniya, 
targeting-navigation equipment 
complex; KPrNO-35S for the VKS variant), 
controlled via a central computing system 
incorporating two Baget-53 computers. 

The Sukhoi Design Bureau is responsible 
for the systems integration, which is a 
novelty because in the past � re control 
and � ight-navigation systems were 
integrated by instrument companies, 
usually by RPKB of Ramenskoye on Sukhoi 
� ghters. A similar Sukhoi-led approach 
was retained for the Su-57.

In the cockpit, the pilot has a pair of 15in 
MFI-35 multi-function displays (MFDs) 
and a KAI-35 head-up display (HUD), 
all supplied by RPKB. A smaller RPKB 
MFPI-35M control panel by the pilot’s 
left knee is used to present secondary 
information such as weapons states, 
engine data and aircraft systems. A small 
panel under the HUD presents targeting 
and navigation data.

Typically for a Russian � ghter, a Su-35 
pilot has three air-to-air targeting sensors: 
the radar, an infra-red search and track 
(IRST) and a helmet-mounted sight 
(HMS). The N135 radar — developed by 
the Tikhomirov NIIP institute — is part 
of the Sh135 Irbis (Snow Leopard; Irbis-E 
for export) system that includes the 
Khibiny-M electronic countermeasures 
suite and IFF (identi� cation friend or 

Chinese equipment and weapons are 
integrated. The few images of PLAAF 
Su-35s reveal that externally they only 
di� er from the Russian variant in minor 
changes in the antennas.

Other trade could come from the UAE, 
with realistic estimations for between 
12 and 24 aircraft. Indonesia plans a 
smaller number — 11 � ghters — and 
this past summer it was announced 
that the purchase had been approved 
by the Indonesian government. Other 
potential customers, such as Libya and 
Venezuela, have fallen by the wayside. 
Libya’s ambitions for 12 Su-35s were at 
a very advanced state in 2009, but the 
subsequent unrest in the country has 
halted any such potential.

How good is the Su-35?
The Russian deputy minister of defense 
Yuri Borisov told Russian television in 
August 2017, ‘In the Syrian campaign the 
Su-35 received the best marks’. Roughly 
translated, his comments added, ‘It is not 
inferior even to the � rst-stage Su-57’. In 
fact, the biggest di� erence between the 
Su-35 and Su-57 is the airframe, which in 
the latter is designed for sustained � ight 
and maneuvering at supersonic speed, 
with internal weapons carriage to help 
facilitate a smaller radar cross-section. 
Both aircraft are produced at the same 
production facility, with the same tooling, 
so production standards will be similar. 
The engines of both � ghters are virtually 
the same. Only the upgraded Su-57 with 
new-generation ‘izdeliye 30’ engines 
will be signi� cantly improved. These 
engines could easily be imported into 
the Su-35. The main di� erence in terms of 
war� ghting avionics is the N036 Byelka 
active electronically scanned array (AESA) 

Top: Su-35Ss 
of the Sokoly 
Rossii (Falcons 
of Russia) team 
from the combat 
training center at 
Lipetsk.

Right: Twin 
braking 
parachutes billow 
in the exhaust 
effl ux as this 
Su-35S taxies in 
post-mission.
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Top: The 
uncluttered 
cockpit of the 
Su-35 complete 
with a pair of 15in 
MFI-35 multi-
function displays.

Right: The thrust-
vectoring nozzles 
of the AL-41F1S 
engines, plus 
the ‘sting’ tail 
with chaff/fl are 
dispensers and 
sensors for the 
ECM suite.

Bottom: Su-35S 
have been 
on regular 
deployments to 
Syria, acting as 
a useful shop 
window for the 
new ‘Flanker’. 
Russian MoD

SUKHOI Su-35 AT A GLANCE
Wingspan 14.7m (48ft 2in)

(15.3m [50ft 2in] over wingtip pods)

Length 21.9m (71ft 10in)

Height 5.9m (19ft 4in)

Weight (empty) 19,000kg (41,888lb)

Weight (max take-o� ) 34,500kg (76,059lb)

Max speed (at 11,000m (36,089ft)) Mach 2.25

Service ceiling 18,000m (59,055ft)

Max range with full internal fuel at sea 
level and Mach 0.7

1,580km (1,000nm)

Max range with two 2,000-litre 
(440-Imperial gallon) external tanks

4,500km (2,430nm)

An interesting feature of the Irbis is the 
so-called ‘long-range detection’ mode, 
using peak power in a narrow sector. 
Here, it can detect a � ghter-sized target 
from 350-400km (189-216nm) head-on or 
150km (81nm) from a tail-on position.

The OLS-35 IRST comprises mid-
range infra-red and TV cameras using 
a common optical module, and a laser 
range� nder and target designator. 
The re� ector scans a sweep of +/-90° 
in azimuth and -15/+60° in elevation. 
A target the size of a Su-30 can be 

detected from 90km (49nm) tail-on, or 
35km (19nm) head-on; four airborne 
targets can be tracked simultaneously. 
The Su-35 can also carry the KOEP-35 
targeting pod for ground-attack missions. 
In contrast with the Su-30MKI, which 
is an international program, the Su-35 
features entirely Russian equipment. 
Therefore, it isn’t handcu� ed by Western 
export regulations. Indeed, the Sura-M 
HMS, which is manufactured by Ukrainian 
company Arsenal, has gone after Ukraine 
ceased deliveries. Now, a Russian-

foe). The N135 Irbis is an evolution of the 
N011M Bars radar from the Su-30MKI 
and employs a PESA. The IFF interrogator 
has AESA sensors located along the 
wing leading edges. Advantages of 
the Irbis when compared to its Bars 
predecessor include a wider range 
of operational frequencies, a greater 
angular search zone in azimuth of up to 
+/-125°, increased range (due to a more 
powerful transmitter) and improved 
resistance to jamming. The radar has an 
aperture su�  cient to specify the number 
of targets in a group from a distance of 
50km (27nm); the Irbis-E can reportedly 
distinguish targets located 50-100m 
(160-320ft) from each other. The Irbis is 
capable of tracking-while-scanning up 
to 30 air targets, eight of which can be 
quasi-continually tracked with accuracy 
su�  cient for simultaneous engagement 
by medium-range active-radar AAMs. Two 
targets can be engaged simultaneously 
with semi-active radar-guided missiles 
(requiring target illumination). In air-
to-ground mode, the Irbis is capable 
of simultaneous engagement of four 
surface targets.
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Above left to 
right: The Su-35 
features the N135 
Irbis passive 
electronically 
scanned array 
(PESA) radar.

An Su-35S on 
static display 
with Kh-31 air-to-
ground missiles.

made system has been installed. The 
Elektroavtomatika NSTs-T was developed 
for the Yak-130 combat trainer, but it has 
now been adapted for � ghter aircraft 
and the NSTs-T-04 variant features in 
the Su-35.

Other smaller re� nements for the Su-35 
include relocation of two (of the six) decoy 
dispensers in the rear boom between the 
engines from the top to the underside in 
the later aircraft. The tip of the boom has 

been coated with a rubber-like material, 
probably radar-absorbent. The windshield 
de-icing system has been changed from 
electrical to an alcohol sprayer, and the 
grids protecting the bottom of the air 
intakes have been altered too.

Defensive and offensive
The Su-35 has a very elaborate self-
defense system. The L150 (SPO-23) Pastel 
radar-warning system is widely used on 

Russian aircraft. The version in the Su-35 
added millimeter-wave receiver modules 
for improved accuracy.

The SOER (Sistema Optiko-Elektronnoi 
Razvedki, electro-optical reconnaissance 
system) warning system includes six 
infra-red SOAR (Stantsiya Obnaruzheniya 
Atakuyushchikh Raket) missile approach 
warning sensors: one forward-looking 
mounted near the IRST; one aft-looking, 
mounted on the fuselage spine behind the 

This clean Su-35S 
lacks the Khibiny 
ECM pods on the 
wingtip stations. 
Alexander 
Mladenov

Details of the locations and 
major sub-systems of the Su-35.
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cockpit; two on the sides of the forward 
fuselage; and two sensors, one forward-
looking and one aft-looking, in a small 
pod underneath the nose. The sensors will 
recognize the launch of a man-portable 
anti-aircraft missile from 10km (5.4nm), an 
air-to-air missile from 30km (16nm) and 
a large surface-to-air missile from 50km 
(27nm). A laser sub-system has two SOLO 
(Stantsiya Obnaruzheniya Lazernogo 
Oblucheniya) laser warning sensors 
mounted on the sides of the forward 
fuselage that can detect laser rangefinders 
tracking the aircraft from 30km. The 
Khibiny-M electronic countermeasures 
suite is automatically tied to the various 
sensors. In addition, the Su-35 has a UV-50 
decoy system with six 14-round 50mm 
BV-50 dispensers mounted in the ‘sting’ tail 
between the engine nozzles. All six were 
launched upwards on early aircraft, but in 
current production aircraft the two outer 
cassettes are launched downwards.

Turning to the offensive side, the Su-35 
has 12 hardpoints for up to 8,000kg 
(17,637lb) of weapons and stores. New 
types of air-to-air weapons that recently 
entered service in Russia are the long-
range R-37M, medium-range R-77-1 and 
short-range R-74M missiles. The most 
interesting is the long-range R-37M 
missile; previously the fighters of the 
Su-27/Su-30 family did not use missiles of 
this class. The R-37M (for export: RVV-BD; 
Raketa Vozdukh-Vozdukh Bolshoy 
Dalnosti, long-range air-to-air missile) was 
launched for the first time by a MiG-31 in 
2011, and completed state acceptance 
in early 2014. It has a maximum range 
of 200km (108nm) and its seeker can 
reportedly lock onto a target with a 5m2 
(54sq ft) radar cross-section from at least 
40km (22nm). The Su-35 can carry four 
R-37Ms, two in tandem between the 
engines and two on the inner under 
wing pylons. Among the air-to-surface 
weapons implemented in the Su-35 are 
new Kh-31PM and Kh-58USh anti-radar 
missiles; Kh-35U and Kh-59M2A anti-ship 
missiles; ‘universal’ Kh-38M air-to-ground 
missiles with various seekers; and 250kg 
(551lb), 500kg (1,102lb) and 1,500kg 
(3,307lb) guided bombs.

Overall, the Su-35 is an impressive 
performer with good all-round multi-
role capabilities. It represents a solid 
stablemate for the Su-57, and it is likely 
to offer a credible solution for nations 
looking to replace fleets of older ‘Flankers’. 
However, whether it will break into new 
markets for Russian fighter exports 
remains questionable. 

The four-ship 
Sokoly Rossii 
Su-35 team. 
The jet features 
an entirely new 
quadruple-
redundant digital 
fly-by-wire system.

Externally, the  
Su-35 looks similar 
to the Su-27. The 
most significant 
configuration 
change is the 
lack of a large 
airbrake on the 
spine. Instead, air 
braking is effected 
by differential 
deflection of the 
rudders.
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Combat Aircraft 
recalls the little-

known combat 
exploits of the 
US Air Force’s 

F-104 Starfighter, 
which enjoyed two 
successful periods 

deployed at the 
height of the war 

in South-east Asia.

REPORT 
Warren Thompson

L
OCKHEED’S CHIEF ENGINEER 
Clarence ‘Kelly’ Johnson went 
to Korea in December 1951. 
He needed to find out what 
kind of fighters pilots wanted. 
At the time, the MiG-15 was 

providing the main opposition for the 
US Air Force’s F-86. In some respects the 
MiG was superior to the more complex 
Sabre, and it had several features that 
the American jets lacked, including 
cannon armament. Above all, the 
pilots were after a small and simple 
aircraft with excellent performance. 
When Kelly left he immediately started 
work designing a new fighter. His 
plan was to create the lightest, most 
aerodynamically efficient airframe 
possible around a single, powerful 
engine — the General Electric J79. 
This would offer performance that 
far outstripped the aircraft then in 
service. The design was presented to 
the air force in November 1952 as a 
replacement for the existing F-100 Super 
Sabre. Lockheed won the bid and was 
instructed to produce two prototypes. 
The first of these XF-104s took to the air 
in early March 1954. The final production 
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four spares launched from George Air 
Force Base, California, for a stop-over at 
Hickam AFB, Hawaii. The second leg of 
the flight was to Guam. From there, the 
jets launched for Kung Kuan Air Base 
in Taiwan. On arrival the squadron was 
told that Kung Kuan would be its main 
operating base (MOB) and Da Nang AB the 
forward operating base (FOB). Flying from 
Da Nang, operations would be intense. For 
that reason, the original plan called for 14 
Starfighters to go to Da Nang while the 
remaining 10 were on stand-by in Taiwan. 

Four to six aircraft were rotated to South 
Vietnam every 10 days to keep the force at 
full strength.

The basic mission of the 476th TFS at Da 
Nang was to maintain air superiority over 
North Vietnam. This was accomplished 
primarily by flying escort sorties and ‘MiG 
screen’ sorties. Another of the early duties 
for the Starfighter was to hit known Viet 
Cong concentrations. 

One of the pilots who flew these 
missions was Capt Norman Lockard, 
who recalled one particular raid. ‘We 

Right: An example 
of the flamboyant 
nose art painted 
on 435th TFS 
F-104Cs at Udorn, 
this example 
being the mount 
of Maj Bobby 
Bedsworth.  
Bobby Bedsworth  
via author

Below: F-104s 
adopted the 
SEA camouflage 
scheme 
during later 
deployments. 
This 435th TFS 
Starfighter is set 
up for a landing at 
Udorn following 
a check flight 
with no ordnance 
or external fuel 
tanks attached. 
Bobby Bedsworth 
via author

run would amount to 2,578 F-104s, and 
ensure a place in aviation history.

Less well remembered is the 
F-104’s stint in South-east Asia (SEA). 
Eventually, Starfighters would make 
two deployments to Vietnam between 
1965 and 1967.

On April 4, 1965, two North Vietnamese 
MiG-17s attacked a group of F-105s, 
escorted by F-100s. The communist jets 
downed two F-105s and caused major 
disruption to the mission. Past pleas 
for F-104s had been rejected and it 
took this incident to finally wake up the 
management. Another factor expected 
to help secure air superiority for the USAF 
was the increased use of EC-121D College 
Eye airborne command centers. The next 
step for the Starfighters was to take part in 
Operation ‘Two Buck’, which would bring 
them into the war in Vietnam.

Operation ‘Two Buck’
A rotational tour by the 476th Tactical 
Fighter Squadron (TFS)/479th Tactical 
Fighter Wing (TFW), Operation ‘Two Buck’ 
began in mid-April 1965 
when 24 primary 
F-104s plus 
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were attacking a Viet Cong stronghold 
in Kontum Province where fuel and 
ammunition was stored. We had a total 
of three Star� ghters lining up to drop 
bombs on the storage facility. We lined 
up to drop our bombs and as a result 
they ignited a chain of spectacular 
secondary explosions that caused black 
smoke to rise up over a six-mile radius. 
I didn’t know what we had uncovered 
but the village must have been a 
huge storage dump. A report from our 
pilots con� rmed the destruction of 35 
buildings, 15 huts and a factory’. When 
the post-strike reconnaissance aircraft 
came to record what had happened, all 
the buildings in the village had been 
destroyed in the explosion.

Maintenance achievement
The demands on the squadron meant 
the F-104s kept up a steady pace of 
operations. With a ground-controlled 
interception (GCI) system provided 
by the Soviets, the North Vietnamese 
were well aware of the Star� ghters’ 
presence in theater. Lockheed technical 
representative Ben McAvoy stated in 
one of his reports, ‘A seven-day work 
schedule had enabled the squadron to � y 
12 aircraft as many as 90 hours per day in 
support of our mission there. Crew chiefs, 
maintenance and munitions personnel 
worked in shifts around the clock. When 
ground temperatures reach 106° on the 
� ight line at Da Nang, these dedicated 
troops take a break in the only shade 

Our little fi ghters could carry 
two 750lb conventional bombs 

and on many occasions we were 
assigned missions against 
ground targets up north
Capt Marvin Roupe

there is — under the wing of an F-104. 
During the 476th Squadron’s tenure in 
Vietnam, they maintained an outstanding 
in-service rate of 94.7 per cent. The 
credit for this achievement went to the 
maintenance troops.’

With the threat of MiGs greatly 
diminished by the presence of the 
Star� ghter, Paci� c Air Forces (PACAF) 
looked at other ways of utilizing the 
aircraft’s talents. With air superiority 
assured, the pilots from the 476th 
TFS began ranging out into weather 
reconnaissance and ground attack roles. In 
October 1965, F-104s from the 435th TFS 
arrived at Da Nang to assume the mission 
commitments of the 476th. In all, the unit 
had � own 1,182 combat sorties, just over 
half of which were EC-121 escort.

The 435th TFS deployment was cut 
short when, on November 21, 1965, its 
F-104s were recalled to Kung Kuan in 
preparation for redeployment back to 
the United States. Temporary duty units 
were to be replaced by permanently 
based units and the F-4Cs of the 390th TFS 
assumed the 435th’s escort mission at Da 
Nang. The 435th returned to George AFB, 
with the � nal equipment-carrying cargo 
aircraft landing on Christmas Day, which 
marked the start of the 1965 Christmas 
bombing halt. 

During the ‘Two Buck’ deployment, 
North Vietnamese MiG activity had 

Above: This pair 
of Starfi ghters is 
riding shotgun on 
F-105s as they 
attack targets in 
North Vietnam. 
This image was 
taken in May 1965 
and the aircraft 
belong to the 
476th TFS. 
Larry Knox via 
author

Left top to bottom: 
The 479th TFW 
was the dominant 
provider of 
Starfi ghters in 
Vietnam. This 
group of F-104Cs 
is fl ying in 
formation near a 
tanker. Ray Holt 
via author

The fl ight line 
of the 476th 
TFS — the fi rst 
Starfi ghter unit 
into Vietnam in 
1965. 
Bob Donaldson
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decreased to the point where MiGs were 
not considered a primary threat to USAF 
aircraft in SEA. Tactical Air Command (TAC) 
and the State Department recognized the 
F-104’s contribution to the decrease in 
MiG activity, but PACAF seemed only to 
dwell on the ‘waste’ of maintaining single-
mission aircraft in SEA. PACAF felt that 
the F-4C could e� ectively � ll the F-104’s 
MiGCAP and escort roles while providing 
the capability to deliver a greater tonnage 
on close air support missions.

More MiGs arrive
During the early months of 1966, MiG 
operations in SEA began to increase again. 
In addition, MiG-21s began to be spotted 
in reconnaissance photos in March that 
year and were � rst seen � ying over North 
Vietnam on April 23. Three days later, two 
MiG-21s attacked a pair of F-4Cs that were 
escorting an EB-66C over the north. The 
fact that the Phantoms had no on-board 
guns became a great concern to the 
Seventh Air Force (7AF). Air superiority 
in SEA was once again in jeopardy. A 
7AF request for the renewed presence of 
F-104s was met with approval and within 
days eight Star� ghters from the 435th 
TFS had landed at Udorn AB, where they 
touched down on June 6, 1966. At the 
time, TAC was in the process of phasing 
out the type. When the 435th’s F-104s 
crossed the international dateline they 
were automatically attached to the 8th 
TFW. On June 7 the Star� ghters began 

Left top to bottom: 
Capt Morgan 
Lilly had trouble 
refueling from the 
tanker between 
Clark Air Base in 
the Philippines 
and Kung Kwan in 
Taiwan… 
Darrell Hatcher 
via author

A guard at Kung 
Kwan AB in 
Taiwan in May 
1965 with a 476th 
TFS aircraft. 
Larry Knox via 
author

Below: F-104Cs 
during a stop-
over at Hickam, 
Hawaii, en route 
to Vietnam for 
the ‘Two Buck’ 
deployment. 
Ray Holt via 
author
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� ying missions, escorting F-105 strikes in 
the north.

The F-104’s top speed and the simplicity 
of its systems allowed it to reach targets 
at least 250 miles (463km) from Da Nang 
within 40 minutes of the alert. This allowed 
10 minutes for the pilot to get to his 
aircraft and begin getting airborne. Capt 
Thomas ‘Sharkbait’ Delashaw of the 476th 
remembers, ‘We were over in Vietnam 
strictly to counter any e� orts by the MiGs 
to intercept the bombers or EC-121s. The 
� rst close encounter involved a pair of 

F-104s that were vectored after a MiG-21 
had just departed Hainan Island. Directed 
by Red Crown [a US Navy vessel in the Gulf 
of Tonkin], the two Star� ghters engaged 
in a supersonic chase over North Vietnam 
before the MiG-21 crossed over the 
Chinese border. One of our pilots related 
to us how the F-104s were rapidly closing 
on the MiG at Mach 1.4 when they entered 
the bu� er zone and were forced to turn 
back before crossing the border.

‘The second encounter occurred during 
the return from a MiGCAP [MiG combat 

air patrol] mission approximately 30 miles 
[48km] south of Hanoi. Four F-104s were 
proceeding back to Da Nang low on fuel, 
when a People’s Republic of China J-6 
popped out of an undercast only a mile in 
front of the � ight, facing away. Before any 
of the pilots could react, the J-6 lit both of 
his afterburners and dove into the clouds. 
In my opinion, the J-6 ‘Farmer’ had been 
under GCI control and had been warned 
of the F-104’s approach by ground radar. 
By 1962, the Star� ghter had established a 
reputation as almost unbeatable in ACM 
[air combat maneuvering] and throughout 
1965-66 we maintained that edge.’

When it came to air-to-air combat, the 
F-104 was hard to beat with its blinding 
speed and 20mm Vulcan six-barrel ‘Gatling’ 
cannon (with 725 rounds), and it could 
also carry four AIM-9 Sidewinder missiles. 
The MiG-17s and MiG-21s took care 
about who they got into a dog� ght with. 
Fortunately for them, their GCI let them 
know if an F-104 was in the vicinity. With 
this in mind, Star� ghter pilots increasingly 
took on air-to-ground and close air 
support missions. 

1st Lt Harold Alston � ew several missions 
heavily loaded with ordnance. He recalls 
one that gave him a lot of satisfaction. ‘This 
was to be my last mission on September 
30, 1966 out of Udorn AB [Thailand]. I 
was leading four F-104Cs in an armed 

Above left to 
right: The 476th 
TFS maintained 
at least 14 jets 
at Da Nang, here 
sharing the fl ight 
line with F-102s 
in May 1965. The 
Delta Daggers 
were on strip 
alert in case 
North Vietnamese 
aircraft attempted 
to attack the 
airfi eld. 
Bob Donaldson 
via author

A 435th TFS 
Starfi ghter awaits 
its pilot at Udorn 
in 1967 ahead of 
an F-105 escort 
mission. 
Bobby Bedsworth 
via author

Left: Maj Drisko 
and his crew chief 
pose with F-104 
Snoopy Sniper at 
Udorn. 
Herb Drisko 
via author

Below: The 476th 
TFS arrived at 
Da Nang in April 
1965 to begin 
operations. 
Larry Knox via 
author
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We were in 
a slightly 

unusual and ‘draggy’ 
confi guration — AIM-9s 
on the tips and drop 
tanks under the wings 
— as opposed to our 
normal confi guration 
of tip tanks and gun. 
My F-104 would not 
accelerate and I 
wasn’t catching the 
rest, so I stroked the 
burner and got minimal 
acceleration. But I was 
going through gas like 
crazy
1st Lt Ace Rawlins

close to friendly troops. In addition, the 
Star� ghter was adept in the delivery 
of larger stores like the 750lb (340kg) 
general-purpose bombs. 

Capt Marvin Roupe � ew a memorable 
mission with this ordnance. ‘Our 
little � ghters could carry two 750lb 
conventional bombs and on many 
occasions we were assigned missions 
against ground targets up north. One 
day, just after my wingman and I had 
established ourselves on a vector to our 
assigned target, the ground controller 
came on the radio to tell us we were being 
diverted to a much more critical target.

‘It seemed that the enemy had moved 
artillery and anti-aircraft guns into position 
overnight and they had a unit of our 
ground troops pinned down in a valley. 
The friendlies were in a very precarious 
position. We immediately picked up our 
new vector and headed there hoping 
we could help. Once we arrived on the 
scene I could see it wouldn’t be easy. The 

enemy forces had dug in on a hillside 
and our only access meant we would 
have to lay our bombs in on a downhill 
run, which would increase our chance 
for error. Our � ghter was really a stable 
bombing platform, however, and I elected 
to drop our bombs one at a time rather 
than let both of them go at the same time. 
This would give us both two chances at 
taking out the target. I rolled in on the � rst 
run and put my 750lb bomb dead on a 
bunker. Then my wingman came in and 
did the same thing. At that time we were 
catching a lot of anti-aircraft � re, which 
indicated we still had a lot of work to do. 
So, we came in again and lined the target 
back up. Our second passes were just as 
e� ective as our � rst ones and we found 
out later that we had just about wiped out 
the emplacement. In any case, our guys 
were able to come out and mop them up 
for good. It was the single most rewarding 
and satisfying mission of the 100 I had 
� own over in Vietnam.’

reconnaissance mission, which was one 
of my favorites because of the � exibility 
it gave us on target selection. On this 
mission, two A-1Es were working an area 
and they called us to assist. This happened 
to be a major ammunition storage site 
with the only opening located in the side 
of a steep hill. I was loaded with � nned 
napalm canisters, which allowed me to 
deliver the ordnance from a 30° dive. I 
lined up with the opening in my sights 
and at the right moment released my 
napalm. Seconds later, the A-1s reported 
my load went straight into the cave’s 
entrance. At about the time they were 
telling me about it, some huge secondary 
explosions went o�  inside the opening. 
Fire and smoke billowed out of the 
opening. What a way to � nish o�  my 100th 
and � nal mission.’

Finned napalm was meant to improve 
accuracy. The bomb kept its course, unlike 
the un� nned napalm, which could ‘tumble’ 
— no good when you were bombing 

This F-104C ran 
into trouble in 
the pattern and 
overran the 
runway at Udorn. 
Trimble Collection 
via author
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Deception mission
Operation ‘Bolo’ took place on January 
2, 1967 with Col Robin Olds leading a 
pack of F-4s deep into North Vietnam. 
This time, the F-104s would fly escort for 
the F-4s below the Hanoi area. Olds had 
devised a plan that would make his F-4s 
look like bomb-laden F-105s heading 
into Hanoi. F-104 pilot 1st Lt Ace Rawlins 
recalls that mission. ‘That was our 
biggest opportunity to kill MiGs and 
we were all excited. I was a few minutes 
behind and I remember the need to 
make our station on time. Our job was to 
orbit the Black River south-west of Hanoi 
at about 8,000ft [2,438m] and be ready 

if the F-4s got into trouble and needed 
our help. 

‘I was the last to get gas and the boss 
was ready to go. I plugged and got my 
gas easy enough, but when it came 
time to push off Col Presiado led the 
flight north and told me to finish filling 
up and then catch up with the rest. We 
were in a slightly unusual and ‘draggy’ 
configuration — AIM-9s on the tips and 
drop tanks under the wings — as opposed 
to our normal configuration of tip tanks 
and gun. In the distance, the rest of the 
flight was getting smaller and smaller 
and I was afraid of losing sight of them. 
My F-104 would not accelerate and I 

wasn’t catching the rest, so I stroked the 
burner and got minimal acceleration. But 
I was going through gas like crazy. In the 
excitement of getting left behind and not 
having enough time to get a full load of 
fuel, I had let my emotions get the better 
of me, popped the speed brakes to rapidly 
disconnect from the tanker and left them 
on once I was free. I caught up with the 
flight, but a little short of gas.

‘We headed into northern Laos, hit 
channel 97 [tactical air navigation] and 
turned toward Hanoi. Then channel 97 
went off the air, and for the rest of the 
mission we were without navigational 
aids, meaning we did not know exactly 

Above: A pair of 
F-104Cs on an 
escort mission 
with F-105s, 
to protect the 
‘Thuds’ from 
enemy MiGs while 
they attacked 
surface-to-air 
missile sites. 
Ed Skowron via 
author

Below: The busy 
flight line at Udorn 
with pristine 
F-104Cs ready for 
action.  
Charles Carr via 
author
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where we were, above an undercast — 
tops were about 7,000ft [2,134m] — in 
MiG country, over territory defended 
by SAMs [surface-to-air missiles]. In the 
target area, we split into pairs and set up 
our assigned CAPs. We stayed there for 
45 minutes waiting for the call that never 
came. We orbited the area at 8,000ft, line 
abreast — maybe 30° back — straining 
our eyes for any sign of the bad guys. 
My job was to ‘check six’ for MiGs, across 
the flight and down for SAMs coming 
through the undercast, and to protect 
my wingman.

‘At some point, my wingman had 
picked up a bogey a long way out. We 
stroked it up and turned into him but 
soon lost the dot — it is tough to see a 
little MiG-21 outside from three miles 
— and so returned to the orbit. We then 
headed back to base and it took a little 
longer because we had been orbiting 
a little north of downtown Hanoi. On 

the way back, we kept our Mach up and 
turned a lot, but we were still lucky no 
SAMs launched against us. The 1,000ft 
[305m] above the clouds doesn’t provide 
the required detection and reaction 
time should a SAM pop up through the 
undercast. The results of the day were 
good as Col Olds and the ‘Pack’ bagged 
seven MiGs. We ‘Zippers’ got to participate, 
but none of the enemy engaged the F-104 
and timing was everything. And for the 
Starfighter, killing MiGs just wasn’t on the 
cards on that mission.’

SAM threat
Starting in summer 1966, the biggest 
threat to those going close to Hanoi 
was not MiGs but SAMs. The North 
Vietnamese had built up a number of 
SA-2 sites between the demilitarized zone 
(DMZ) and Hanoi. The S-75 Dvina (SA-2 
‘Guildeline’) proved itself deadly for the 
F-104s — two were shot down by SAMs 

while on a MiGCAP mission close to Hanoi 
on August 1, 1966. SAMs downed another 
Starfighter while flying a reconnaissance 
mission at 10,000ft (3,048m) on October 
2 that year. The Vietnamese were firing 
SAMs that could go higher than 50,000ft 
(15,240m) and cruise at Mach 3.5. As a 
countermeasure, by late 1966 all F-104s 
in SEA had received APR-25/26 radar 
warning receiver gear under Project 
Pronto. With this in place, they again 
began flying missions over the north. The 
aircraft continued escort missions over the 
Gulf of Tonkin up until mid-1967.

During this second deployment to SEA, 
the 435th TFS completed 5,306 combat 
sorties for a total of 14,393 combat 
flight hours. However, due to increasing 
parts shortages and unrelenting sortie 
rates, readiness dropped to 62 per cent. 
Nevertheless, despite its tired aircraft, the 
435th maintained the reputation of the 
F-104 among the warriors in SEA. 

Clockwise from 
below: Capt 
Harold Alston’s 
100th mission 
is celebrated by 
the 435th TFS at 
Udorn.  
Charles Carr via 
author

The 435th gets 
ready to go back 
home in 1967. It 
moved to San 
Juan to turn its 
jets over to the 
Puerto Rico ANG. 
Art Poe via author

A table with 
refreshments laid 
out to celebrate a 
pilot’s 100-mission 
tally in September 
1966. The jet 
carries napalm in 
preparation for its 
next mission.  
Mike Korte via 
author
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F
EW AIRCRAFT HIGHLIGHT the 
evolution of military aviation 
better than the Boeing B-52H 
Stratofortress. Many of the US 
Air Force’s B-52Hs are already 
approaching 60 years old, and 

they are likely to � y until at least 2040 
— equivalent to a warplane of the 1930s 
still being in service today. These ‘Chevy 
trucks’ not only represent exceptional 
value thanks to their longevity, but 
they also remain credible and capable 
despite their years.

B-52Hs are � own by nine USAF 
operational and test squadrons and 
a single Air Force Reserve Command 
(AFRC) squadron, which is tasked as the 
Formal Training Unit (FTU). Keeping up 
the manning levels of four operational 
squadrons is no mean feat, and this 
falls solely to the reservists of the 307th 

Bomb Wing (BW) at Barksdale AFB, 
Louisiana. In seven months, students 
straight out of � ight school are taught 
to � y and operate the B-52 in both the 
conventional and nuclear missions.

Barksdale is located in the north-
eastern corner of Louisiana and Bossier 
City is the hometown of the base. The 
historic Georgian-style buildings here 
include many that are on the National 
Register of Historic Places. The resident 
‘BUFFs’ — ‘Big Ugly Fat Fellas’ — could 
make a claim for similar status before 
long. Although the B-52 made its 
maiden � ight in prototype form in 
1954, the type remains the backbone 
of the USAF heavy bomber community 
within Air Force Global Strike Command 
(AFGSC). It has been a near-constant 
participant in campaigns from Vietnam 
to Syria. 

Today, the USAF retains some 76 
operational B-52s, a tiny proportion of 
the 744 that were built between 1952 
and 1962. While Northrop Grumman’s 
B-21 Raider is now in full-scale 
development and will ultimately replace 
the mighty ‘BUFF’, many years of � ying 
still lay ahead for this ultimate symbol of 
US air power.

Integrated ‘BUFF’
The 307th Operations Group is 
commanded by Col Robert Burgess, who 
started � ying the B-52G back in 1990. 
‘Every student that has come to the 
B-52 since 2009 went through the 307th 
Bomb Wing for their initial training,’ 
he tells Combat Aircraft. ‘The primary 
mission of the 307th [BW] is training all 
B-52 students, which is incorporated 
in our 93rd Bomb Squadron. We are 

Despite its age, the venerable 
B-52H is one of the most 
important aircraft in the US 
Air Force’s inventory. Teaching 
new pilots to get to grips with 
this lumbering giant is still no 
easy feat…

REPORT AND PHOTOS Hans Drost

The 93rd Bomb 
Squadron works 
hand-in-hand 
with the 11th BS to 
train brand-new 
B-52H crews at 
Barksdale AFB.
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associated with the 2nd BW, who are 
our partners down the street here at 
Barksdale. We also have a combat-coded 
squadron, the 343rd Bomb Squadron 
[which works alongside the active-duty 
2nd BW]. They are both nuclear and 
conventional-quali� ed.’

In addition, the 307th BW has an 
active-duty association with the B-1B 
Lancers of the 7th BW stationed at 
Dyess AFB, Texas, in the shape of the 
489th Bomb Group. ‘It’s unique in the 
reserves for a unit to have two weapon 
systems in the same wing,’ says Burgess. 
‘We don’t own the B-1s, so we are not 
responsible for the aircraft, but we are 
responsible for our people and their 

administration. We call it Total Force 
Enterprise (TFE).’

A decade ago the active-duty force and 
the reserves very much worked in their 
own stovepipes, until times of con� ict. 
With fewer assets and reduced funding, 
the air force brought the communities 
much closer together under TFE. While 
the air transport communities had 
worked in this manner for quite some 
time, it’s still relatively new for the bomber 
world. ‘The same goes for our 343rd Bomb 
Squadron: even though they � y B-52s, 
we don’t own them. The active-duty 
owns the aircraft, but our crews � y them,’ 
Burgess explains, although the 93rd BS 
owns 18 jets for the training mission.

Above left: 93rd 
Bomb Squadron 
students and 
instructors take 
in a morning 
briefi ng during 
initial qualifi cation 
training. USAF/
SSgt Jonathan 
Snyder

Below: With drag 
‘chute billowing, a 
B-52H comes to 
a halt on the long 
single runway at 
Barksdale.

Burgess says that there are some 1,600 
people working for the 307th BW. ‘About 
half of them are part-timers. As a reserve 
unit, we can keep our personnel longer 
than the active-duty can. During a drill 
weekend the 307th might have 1,200 
people here on base, but our B-52 part-
timers don’t just come in for one drill 
weekend a month. We see them at least 
� ve days a month: that’s the minimum 
for them to retain their quali� cations. 
When we need manpower for an 
exercise or an overseas assignment, 
our part-timers will always do anything 
within their possibilities to be sure we 
have enough for those missions. But of 
course the mission to train the students 
happens every single day, so we also 
have active-duty people from the 11th 
Bomb Squadron who assist us with that.’

Training team
The 93rd BS ‘Indian Outlaws’ has 18 
B-52s on its books for the training 
mission. An additional two aircraft 
are owned by the resident 49th Test 
and Evaluation Squadron (TES), which 
debuts new upgrades for the ‘BUFF’.

Maj ‘Pablo’ is the director of operations 
(DO) at the 11th BS, which provides 
an active-duty component to the 
93rd’s training commitment. ‘Most of 
our trainees are young lieutenants 
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‘The di� erence coming from a T-38 
training jet is enormous. In fact, all blocks 
in the training involve stick and rudder 
skills. You have to remember that the 
B-52 is not a � y-by-wire type of aircraft. 
Flying it can be tough, exhausting and it 
can tire you out. It takes a while to build 
up the muscles to � y the B-52. It also 
doesn’t � y like a normal airliner. Boeing 
built it to have a level bomb bay at 
40,000ft. To achieve that they put a very 
speci� c camber on the wings and they 
underslung the engines. That was really 
important in the 1950s and ‘60s, but not 

nowadays with the smart weapons we 
can use. That is why the B-52 takes o�  
with the nose low and the tail is going up. 
When we do touch-and-gos we always 
make sure our young students are not 
wheelbarrowing down the runway. We 
tell them to pull back on the yoke a little 
bit and push up the throttles. Another 
thing to realize is that the B-52 doesn’t 
have ailerons, it has spoilers. So you turn 
the yoke, wait for a few seconds, and then 
the machine begins to turn. It’s not the 
air� ow that is moving the wing, but it’s 
the spoiler that comes up, spoils the lift 
and the wing kind of falls down. It is a 
very di� erent aircraft to � y!’

The students � y approximately 70 hours 
during the training program. ‘One training 
sortie is usually a 72-hour event,’ explains 
‘Pablo’. On day one we plan the sortie. On 
day two we � y a shortened version of the 
mission in the simulator. Afterwards we 
debrief to see what went well and what 
wasn’t that good. Those things have to be 
� xed before going in the jet the day after. 
On the third day we � y the actual mission. 
It’s usually a 5.5 to 6.5-hour-long mission, 
depending on where we are in the 
syllabus and the number of pilots aboard. 
Normally during a mission we try to hook 
up with a tanker and we spend an hour 
or so practising patterns, touch-and-goes 
and landings. We also � y into a training 

who come to us fresh from the 
undergraduate pilot training. We also 
welcome those with experience that 
were assigned as � rst assignment 
instructor pilots [FAIPs] after their UPT 
and pilots of remotely piloted aircraft.’

A full class typically consists of 30 
students — 12 pilots, 12 weapons 
systems o�  cers (WSOs) and six 
electronic warfare o�  cers (EWOs) for a 
full seven months. This all starts in the 
typical style of classroom academics. 
‘Just get into the books and learn, 
learn, learn,’ says ‘Pablo’. ‘As soon as the 
academic part of the training is � nished, 
the students move over to the actual 
� ying portion’. The current syllabus 
consists of 13 sorties: 11 training 
missions, a pre-check ride and one 
check ride. ‘Of course we also work with 
simulators, and although they are very 
useful we cannot train all aspects, such 
as aerial refueling. It’s hard to simulate 
that fog and friction that you get in 
the air, talking to air tra�  c controllers, 
dodging weather and dealing with other 
things that help you build up air sense.’

The � ying training is diverted into 
three blocks. It kicks o�  with ‘bomber 
fundamentals’, teaching the student 
pilot how to handle the mighty B-52, 
which ‘Pablo’ describes as, ‘a hard 
machine to � y.’

Right: Maj 
‘Pablo’ is the DO 
of the 11th BS.

Below: The 
busy ramp at 
Barksdale with 
a mix of active-
duty and AFRC 
‘BUFFs’.

Bottom: A 93rd 
Bomb Squadron 
student goes 
through mission 
planning during 
the initial 
qualifi cation 
training course. 
USAF/SSgt 
Jonathan 
Snyder
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or LGB tail kits. The release perspective is 
the same when using live ammo, there’s 
just no explosion. It really adds to the 
feeling of, ‘wow, we are really dropping 
off something so we’d better not screw 
up’. The B-52 is such a heavy aircraft that 
you really don’t feel the bombs being 
dropped. You do, however, feel the 
suspension system, which is used to push 
the weapons away from the jet after being 
released.’

In block 3, the students also learn how 
to use the targeting pod. ‘One of the 
biggest changes in the weapons [syllabus] 
is the introduction of the Lockheed 
Martin Sniper Advanced Targeting Pod,’ 
Burgess says. ‘Learning to use the Sniper 
pod is one of the biggest challenges for 

Although the training changed a lot over 
the last decades, the basics remain the 

same. If you were here 30 years ago and came 
in today, it would all look the same to you
Col Robert Burgess

area that will allow us to train the jet’s 
systems to employ munitions, although 
we do not actually release them. Our pilots 
also have to learn to fly in both seats. The 
pilot uses his right hand for the throttle 
and his left hand for the yoke; the co-pilot 
has his left hand on the throttle and his 
right on the yoke. Pilots have to learn to be 
familiar in both seats.’

Weapons work
Once the student pilots have got to 
grips with the tricky ‘BUFF’, the block 
2 and 3 phases of the course kick off 
and it’s time for weapons work. Block 
2 involves stand-off weapons such as 
cruise missiles, whereas block 3 relates to 
direct-attack stores such as Joint Direct 
Attack Munitions (JDAMs) and laser-
guided bombs (LGBs). ‘The calculation 
of our weapons’ parameters is computer 
work, but it can’t be done without 
the WSOs. They have to do the actual 
navigation, programming and targeting. 
During training we don’t practise with 
live ammunition, but the program does 
include two sorties in which 500lb 
concrete shapes are released with JDAM 

Right: Col 
Robert Burgess, 
the 307th 
Operations Group 
commander.

Below: A young 
B-52H student 
pilot in the right-
hand seat comes 
up initials at 
Barksdale. USAF/
A1C Stuart Bright
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Above: Two 
‘BUFFs’ make a 
traditional smoky 
departure from 
Barksdale.

Right top to 
bottom: B-52H 
Black Jack on 
the flight line as 
its trainee crew 
conducts external 
pre-flight checks.

The distinctive 
nose-down 
approach angle 
of the B-52 is 
a challenge for 
new pilots, who 
need to avoid 
‘wheelbarrowing’ 
down the runway.

our students. Preparing for the weapon 
release is a very dynamic situation. You 
have got to understand what is happening 
on the ground. You have to look at the 
target, find out if it is the right target: is 
it a valid target, an authorized target or 
is it a hospital, a school or a church? You 
have to do a lot more thinking than in 
the past. In those days you might not 
even see the target — you were flying 
above the weather, you just bombed at 
a certain point and returned home. But 
now I need to see the target, have a visual 
on it with the pod. If we use the Sniper it 
is really to give us exact co-ordinates. Our 
system that drops the bombs still needs 
co-ordinates. If we have smart weapons 
that can guide themselves that helps, but 
ultimately we need co-ordinates.’

The B-52 has a wide range of weapons 
and configurations that can be called 
upon. They enable it to meet a range of 
mission sets, from nuclear strike to close 
air support (CAS). ‘When we fly a certain 
mission type, we will launch under a 
specific scenario,’ outlines Maj ‘Renfroe’, 
a pilot with the 343rd BS. ‘Normally you 
don’t jump in and out of mission sets. You 
fly the jet under the rules and regulations 
of that specific mission. But the systems 
allow us to operate dynamically. If needed, 
and when we are configured for it and 
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if we can support it, we can jump into 
another mission type. That’s one of the 
good things about this aircraft. We call the 
B-52 the ‘Chevy truck’ of the Air Force. It 
is a � exible aircraft that has already � own 
lots of di� erent mission types. Although 
it’s an older airframe, they just keep 
adding to it.’ ‘Renfroe’ describes that as an, 
‘interesting blend of an old airframe and 
modern combat capability.’

‘The crew of a B-52 normally consists of 
the aircraft commander, a co-pilot, two 
WSOs [one radar navigator — known as 
the bombardier — and a navigator] plus 
one EWO. The cockpit is divided into the 
defensive compartment upstairs — for 
� ying the aircraft and defending it against 
enemy attacks — and the o� ensive 
compartment downstairs, which is 
responsible for navigation and targeting 
of the weapons. In total there’s room for 
10 crew members. An extended crew can 
be expected during global missions. If you 
understand what is required for a mission 
set, and you practised and rehearsed it 
multiple times, then you can go out and 
execute under various situations and not 
necessarily have the mission planned. You 
can operate dynamically.’

Training then and now
Burgess started his B-52 training in 1990. 
He recalls, ‘When I got here, I couldn’t 
believe my eyes. There were only two 

B-52s parked on the � ight line. All the 
other aircraft were participating in 
Operation ‘Desert Storm’.’ Comparing 
the training then and now, Burgess says, 
‘Although the training changed a lot over 
the last decades, the basics remain the 
same. There aren’t many changes in the 
cockpit as far as the pilot is concerned — 
maybe a new panel here or there, but not 
much. If you were here 30 years ago and 
came in today, it would all look the same 
to you. We used to � y a lot of low-level, 
� ying 500ft or lower, but we don’t do that 
mission any more. It is now all mid-to-high 
altitude. We can still do [low-level], but we 
don’t train for it and the weapons have 
become a lot more modern. Instead of 
carpet-bombing in the past, throwing a 
lot of bombs on one target, we are now 
dropping individual bombs on a bunch of 
di� erent targets.’

‘Students nowadays are very computer 
smart and pick up easily on software and 
the systems on the airplanes,’ Burgess 
adds. ‘On the other hand, you have to tell 
them exactly what to do because they 
are usually so busy with their phones 
and on social media. Believe me, every 
generation thinks the younger generation 
doesn’t really know what’s going on, but 
eventually we all end up well.’

The instructors at Barksdale are a mix 
of pilots, WSOs and EWOs — 80 per cent 
come from the 11th BS and 20 per cent 

from the 93rd. ‘They � rst work a few 
years in a line squadron to go through 
mission quali� cation training and learn 
the mission. If they are up to it and if their 
commander recognizes their abilities, their 
commanding o�  cer can send them to 
the combat � ight instructor course. This 
is 10 days of academics, some simulator 
missions and four actual sorties. After the 
fourth sortie they will be recommended 
[or not] for instructor duties at their own 
line squadron.’

Another potential career path is to 
become a B-52 squadron weapons o�  cer, 
going to the 340th Weapon Squadron, 
which is assigned to the USAF Weapons 
School. They can also potentially move 
from a line squadron to the operations 
support squadron that does the majority 
of mission planning.

‘There is very little wash-out in the 
training’, says ‘Pablo’, endorsing the 
selection process through which 
new students reach the B-52 training 
schoolhouse. ‘Over the last few years there 
have been a few academic wash-outs and 
one student who was removed during 
the � ying phase due to medical reasons. 
There are no wash-outs for being unable 
to perform with the jet. Our instructors 
are willing to bend over backwards to be 
sure the students succeed. The instructors 
put in lots of extra time if needed.’ At a 
time when the USAF is crying out for 

Right top to 
bottom: The 
weapons phase 
of the B-52 
course typically 
sees students 
dropping inert 
blue JDAMs.

The instructor 
cadre at 
Barksdale is 
chock-full of 
experienced 
heads. Lt Col 
Steve Smith 
of the 93rd BS 
surpassed 10,000 
fl ight hours in 
March 2017 and 
is the highest-
houred B-52 pilot 
in the USAF. USAF/
TSgt Ted Daigle

End game — the 
mission for 
the training 
squadron is to 
produce crews 
for the front-line 
squadrons. USAF/
SSgt Michael 
Battles

Below: With 
its eight TF33 
engines 
screaming, a 
B-52H eases out 
for a mission. 
A number of 
attempts to re-
engine the B-52 
force may now be 
close to success.
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NOSE ART 
Since World War Two, the aircraft of 
the 93rd Bombardment (now Bomb) 
Squadron have been adorned with 
a wide range of nose art. While new 
regulations have reigned in some 
of the content, some impressive 
and often historic designs remain. 
One of the most notable designs 
currently carried is that of The Red 
Gremlin II, on B-52H serial 60-0042. 
This is a tribute to the Red Gremlin 
artwork on the B-17 of Brig Gen 
Paul Tibbets Jr during his 25 combat 
missions in WW2. Tibbets also � ew 
B-29 Enola Gay in August 1945 to 
bomb Hiroshima. His grandson, Brig 
Gen Paul Tibbets IV, is the deputy 
commander of AFGSC and is one of 
a select few pilots in USAF trained to 
� y all three bomber platforms: the 
B-1B, the B-2A and the B-52H.

pilots, it’s refreshing to hear that an extra 
hand is o� ered when required to make 
the grade.

In order to monitor progress closely, 
Burgess holds an instructors’ meeting 
every Friday to discuss progress in the 
initial quali� cation class. He says, ‘it helps 
each instructor understand the student 
better and it helps me to understand 
the students and instructors better. 
That gives me the opportunity to help 
tailor the entire operation to make sure 
we succeed.’

Burgess concludes, ‘we are dedicated 
and professional people that are 
committed to training the best crew 
members we can. We train crews 
that one day will be in the nuclear 
environment. We expect the highest 
standards because we have a lot of 
responsibilities. We are training them 
to be not only a crew member but also 
an o�  cer. The leadership in the bomber 
community is very sensitive to [the fact 
that we are] training our next generation 
of nuclear bomber crew members.’  

The Red Gremlin II on the fl ight line at 
Barksdale.
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DISPATCHES FROM THE FRONT LINE  
OF AEROSPACE TECHNOLOGY
BY DAVID AXE

reconnaissance mission alongside a Bombardier 
test aircraft acting as a surrogate EA-18G.

‘We did a demonstration where these [the 
Dash X] � ew forward, looked for an unlocated 
[radio-frequency] object’, Thompson said. ‘They 
went out and they found that vehicle. They 
listened for the whispering and they pulled it 
back to this test airframe and they were able to 
detect, identify and geolocate.’

Dash Xs could help Growlers to stay 
beyond the range of enemy surface-to-air 
missiles (SAMs) during dangerous air defense 
suppression missions. The US Navy is reportedly 
considering adding the drone to its 138 EA-18Gs 
as part of the Block II upgrade program.

The Dash X is just the latest initiative aiming to 
combine manned warplanes and small drones. 
The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 
(DARPA) has begun work on a small drone that 
doubles as a weapons pylon in order to extend 
the range of air-to-air munitions. A � ghter 
launches the Flying Missile Rail drone, which 
travels a certain distance before � ring its missiles.

Meanwhile, the Pentagon’s secretive Strategic 
Capabilities O�  ce has been testing soda can-
size Perdix drones that launch from a � ghter’s 
cha�  and � are dispensers before forming highly 
autonomous swarms for reconnaissance missions.

None of the � ghter-drone pairings is 
operational yet. All face funding, testing and 
conceptual challenges. But Dash X stands a 
good chance of eventually making  its way into 
the � eet, Thompson said. Northrop Grumman’s 
collaboration with the US Navy gives the drone 
the ‘highest probability of � elding’.  

US NAVY 
GROWLER 
COULD 
BECOME 
A ‘DRONE 
MOTHERSHIP’

N
ORTHROP GRUMMAN IS trying to 
convince the US Navy to transform 
the branch’s EA-18G Growler 
electronic attack aircraft into 
motherships for small, slow-� ying 
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) that 

could extend the distance at which Growler crews 
can pinpoint enemy radars.

The 12ft (3.6m)-long Dash X drone � ts inside 
the military’s tactical munition dispenser (TMD). 
Deployed mid-� ight and extending pop-out 
wings, the Dash X � ies under its own power at a 
top speed of just 70mph (113km/h). The drone 
carries an array of sensors and datalinks.

The UAV’s slow speed is actually an advantage, 
John Thompson, a Northrop Grumman 
campaign director, told reporters in early 
December. ‘It is actually survivable because it 
is absolutely so slow and so small. When you 
think about how military systems are designed, 
they’re designed to shoot down tactical jets and 
you actually build into radars gates that take 
away things such as birds’, Thompson said.

Northrop, the navy, the O�  ce of Naval 
Research, the O�  ce of the Secretary of Defense, 
North Carolina State University and the University 
of South Carolina are all collaborating on the 
Dash-X e� ort. They built two airframes for testing 
and, in October, sent the drones on a mock 

This image: The US Navy is 
taking steps to maximize the 
effectiveness of its 
EA-18G Growlers. 
Jamie Hunter

Below: The Northrop 
Grumman/VX Aerospace 
Dash X unmanned aerial 
vehicle inside its canister. 
Northrop Grumman

Dash Xs could 
help Growlers to 

stay beyond the range 
of enemy surface-to-air 
missiles during dangerous 
air defense suppression 
missions
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The first F-22A Raptor took 
to the skies on September 
7, 1997. It is a stealthy, 
supercruising, sensor-fused 
master of the skies. Unlike 
the F-15 Eagle, the F-22 hasn’t 
been in an air-to-air shooting 
war. Some would argue that 
this is testament to its prowess; 
that others have chosen to 
remain on the ground, rather 
than risk tangling with a 
Raptor. Talk to any fighter 
pilot and you’ll soon realise 
that nothing comes close 
to a Raptor. In this special 
publication, we mark 20 years 
since the first flight of this 
incredible fighter jet.
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V
FP-206 ‘HAWKEYES’ WAS the US Navy’s 
last F-8 Crusader squadron. In its 
later years the unit � ew � ve RF-8Gs 
from NAF Washington, District of 
Columbia, and was attached to Carrier 
Air Reserve Wing (CVWR) 20. Of the 

1,261 Crusaders built, 73 were modi� ed as RF-8G 
reconnaissance variants. The squadron’s last ever 
period of carrier quali� cations was completed 
aboard the USS America (CV 66) over two days 
in September 1987, with LCDR Barry Gabler 
becoming the last pilot to ‘trap’ in a Navy Crusader.

The squadron deployed to NAS Fallon, Nevada, for 
its last exercise in January 1987, with three aircraft 
going directly from the Fallon det’ to storage at 
Davis-Monthan AFB, Arizona. The remaining two 
jets returned to NAF Washington (now Joint Base 
Andrews) for the disbandment ceremony on March 
29, 1987. The last � ight was made by RF-8G BuNo 
146860/AF-701, which remains on display in the 
National Air and Space Museum.

VFP-206 
RF-8G 

Crusaders 
photographed on 

January 29, 1987, from a 
VMGR-352 KC-130 Hercules 

fl ying in a refueling track over 
the Sierra Nevada Mountains near 

Bishop, California. Frank B. Mormillo

V
FP-206 ‘HAWKEYES’ WAS the US Navy’s 
last F-8 Crusader squadron. In its 
later years the unit � ew � ve RF-8Gs 
from NAF Washington, District of 
Columbia, and was attached to Carrier 
Air Reserve Wing (CVWR) 20. Of the 

1,261 Crusaders built, 73 were modi� ed as RF-8G 
reconnaissance variants. The squadron’s last ever 
period of carrier quali� cations was completed 
aboard the USS America (CV 66) over two days 
in September 1987, with LCDR Barry Gabler 
becoming the last pilot to ‘trap’ in a Navy Crusader.

The squadron deployed to NAS Fallon, Nevada, 
for its � nal exercise in January 1987, three aircraft 
going directly from the Fallon det to storage at 
Davis-Monthan AFB, Arizona. The remaining two 
jets returned to NAF Washington (now Joint Base 
Andrews) for the disbandment ceremony on March 
29, 1987. The last � ight was made by RF-8G BuNo 
146860/AF-701, which remains on display in the 
National Air and Space Museum.  
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Royal Air Force Annual Review 2018

Produced by Key Publishing with exclusive access 
to the Royal Air Force, The Official RAF Annual 
Review 2018 is a 132-page special magazine 
providing behind the scenes insight into the 
aircraft, equipment, people and operations of 
one of the world’s premier air forces. 

 FEATURING

Reaper Reality
The Officer Commanding XIII Squadron, one of two RAF 
units flying the Reaper remotely piloted air system, talks 
frankly about the aircraft, its capabilities and how the RAF 
operates it.

A Bright New Future
Introducing five new aircraft types – Juno, Jupiter, Phenom, 
Prefect and Texan, the UK’s Military Flying Training System is 
starting its first ab initio course imminently.  

To The Ends Of The Earth
Wing Commander Ed Horne, Officer Commanding LXX 
Squadron, explains how the Atlas is excelling in the strategic 
transport role.
 
A Tumultuous Year
Officer Commanding Battle of Britain Memorial Flight 
Squadron Leader Andy ‘Milli’ Millikin and ex-OC Squadron 
Leader Clive Rowley MBE RAF (Retd) look back on the 
Flight’s 60th anniversary year.
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